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European Security in an L::ra of Detente and Cooperation 
lleport of the Third Study Croup 11eeting, July lO-ll, 1974 

First Session: Long-term proposals for Security in Europe. 

An C.Xflosition Has r;ivcn of the need to move tmvar~s a n8v.r 
relationship bet\veen the states of Europe and of the rneans by which 
this might gradually he achieved. It ~·Jas important to begin in 
Europe since t'\\1 0 Horld '\·7ars had started there, but a ne~~ system 
should certainly not be confined to Europe. The proposals put 
fon·inr.d ~t: tbcr-on[c:!r.c~ncc on Sccnr.:i.t:y nnd C:oopcration in Etn:ope 
should be regarded as a beginning together uith the bilateral 
treaties anil rtgrecmcnts Rlre::Jdy m<Hlc hctv1ecn eastern anc.l v1estern 
countrie..s and tlH! multilateral negotiations now taking place. 
The uhole procesG should be reearded as dynamic. Resulting from 
tlin :!~',n·vllli~nL:> :1ln.!:1dy !ll.'a1.:~ :)nd tlH~ eontacU·i already taking 1)la.ce, 
both bilateral and rnultilatcral, it should be possible to build up 
a confidence t·rhich i·:rould make further evolution easier. I'oli tical 
agreement should provide the frame't\1ork for the process; economic, 
social and cul tcral cooperation \vould. indicate the advantages to 
be gJ.in~d by further steps in the same direction. The ultimate 
objective might be to see the diminution of the military character 
of the t\vo "Alliances and ~rcater 2-mphasis on their political 
function, leading perhaps. eventually to their >;ithering a>.'ay .. The 
process Hould be helped by reaching agreements on the .reduction of 
forces and on finding the rieht institutional frame'tvork to be 
installed after the conference on Security and Coo!'eration had 
corne to an end. 

The question 'Has raised as to hm·7 a security system could at 
the samec time provide for' stability and the recognition of the 
status quo and also provide for peaceful change, which it would 
presumnhly have to do if. it 't·ras 'to remain dynamic. In eastern 
Europe for example er1phasis 11as laid both on the purpose of security 
negotiations being to forr1alise and .give final recognition to the 
situation resulting from the Second Horld \<Jar and at the same time 
on the doctrine of peaceful coexistence.Hhich meant that there 
~hould continue to be active competition betHeen t'tvo social and 
economic systems in Europe, 'l:vhich presumably introduced a dynamic 
factor. There Has some support for the vieu that the objectives 
might be defined in terms of establishing machinery and agreed 
rules for the relationship het1-1cen states.This >Iould include the 



building up of a net~>mrk of relationships and improved forms of 
cooperation in various spheres ·all of Hhich 't.;ould serve to confirm 
that intentions Here not agressive and thereby help to deter the Hse 
of forceful mceans to bring about change but uithout inhibiting all 
peaceful change. In the course of this proces's: the countries of 
Europe would learn be~ter to live together. Ne~·7 methods and nev7 
objcctive.s Hould be evolved in the course of the process. A 
formulation of this kind helped to ovc=rcome the dilcmsa that a 
security system embracing all the countries of 'Europe t·muld only 
become possible if relationships uere so good that no system was 
necessary. 

There Has no clear agreement bet\veen various definitions of 
Hhat security meant. Some sugr;ested that in order to achieve it 
a measure of insecurity 1;vas necessary, for example the limitation 
of ballistic missile defences in the SALT agreement meant an apparent 
reduction in the pmver of the Soviet Union and the U.S. to defend 
themselves against nuclear attack. The .r.esultant insecurity however 
led to a clearer appreciation of rnutual deterrence, ~1ich was still 
necessary for maintaining peace. Similarly in another sphere increased 
cooperAtion wotxld le~d to increasing social, personal and intellectual 
contacts and this might appear to be dangerous for the stability of the 
respective systems in eastern and l7estern Europe. Against this point 
of vie~·l it v.ras argued that the main require~ent of security was that 
it should provide agai.nst the imposition of external Hill and the lo-ss 
of control by :t r>tttt{: of it!_; O'lJu policy. Insecurity •:l<lS therefore net 
a necessary or desirable attribute of a security system. The limitation 
of hnllistic missile~ defences had been due to desire for economy rather 
than a tvish "to introduce an element of insecurity into the relationship 
betHeen states. Hhat people in all parts of Europe Hanted Has an 
assurance that there \,'ould be no further tvar:. 

There "Vl~W discussion of Hhat \·7<1C meant hy a cu1lective security 
sys tern and Hhat V.lCuld he the lir.d ts of such a system in Europe. · \•I as 
it intended to he :t kind of Europe::-m United Nations? h'hat Has the 
value of mutual guarantees bet't~een the countries of E'urope other than 
thoSe which the Super-pmvei"s could exercise? The participation of the 
U.S. was essential to provide a balance Hith the participation of the 
Soviet Union but there tvere vari6Us uays in i\rhich this participation 
cou.ld be imagined. Here i:he tvm Super-poHers to provide external 
gucirantees or Here they to be integral members of any European system? 
Or ~<ere they to be. regarded as continuing to lead tl">blocs as nm"? The 
collective nature of the system Hould depend on the participation of all 
European states and on the gradual creation or a network of agreements· 
bet·Heen them. 



Second Session: Institutional Arrangements for East-\\Test Relations 
in the Longer Term 

There are ar[<,Umcnts for and Against the creation of an· East-Hest 
institution of a longer-term nature than the Conference on Security 
and Cooperat:i.on in Europe and the negotiating bodies set up for other 
current negotiations. Those Hho are against such an institution 
believe that it Hould duplicate other existing institutions or that 
it would be used by the other side to disrupt existing alliances or 
groupings on one side of Europe or the other. Those in favour believe 
that a more general and more permanent institution -.:vill be necessary 
from the very nature of the contacts Hhich wi 11 exist and ns a conve-
nience. for those· \ifho are negotiating them, and that it 1·7ould be desirrrblc, 
since it t«ill produce neH possibilities of informal contact and so help 
tlw process of mutual understanding. Even those VJho are against the 
deliberate creation of a neu institution tend to believe that· some more 
or less agreed and established means of general communication will be 
necessary. It is therefo10e, in any case useful to discuss <That kind of 
institution mir.;ht be set up and what Hould be its purposes and functions. 
It should not be so narrowly defined at the outset that it <Till rapidly 
become ill-adapted to ne1 .. ;r functions Hhich may·: arise. I t can be a deposi
l:ory of ·n~port~_; on. proi~rcs~·:i or lacl~ of pror.:,ress in negotiations follovt:i.ng 
on those nov1 current and it could provide a forum in \Vhich ne't~' negotiations 
could bc13in tmd in 't·7hich the relationB het,_.?een differer~t sets of negotiations 
could be given an overall vie;;·;. To begin ~Jith, its structure should not 
he elaborate: it might be handled by the existing Ambassadors at the 
agreed place of meeting and its procedure and rules of action should be 
alloued to evolve according to the tasks Hhich fell to it. 

It t-1as suggested that l?hile continuinf, institutions or at least 
means of contact Nould be required for CIL!rtain individual matters) such 
as i".lliFR, it mir.;:ht be prematu;re to set up an overall permanent East-Hest 
institution until it: v1as possible to see Hhether as a result of current 
ncttoti{ltions and other factors there vas going to be n real possibility 
of fon.7ard movement in relations betl\1een all the countries of Europe on 
security rmd other matters, oi l.·:hr~thcr, ns might he infc.r.re'~ from the 
vi·cHs of some prtrticipantS the main object ~:as to register and s::mctify 
the status quo and ·the possibility of progress tovrards a positive 
improvement of relations. in man;." spheres 11TCLS illusory. In the latter case 
to. set up an institution prematurely might only serve to confirm a 
:oi.tuntion Hhich t-.rns inadequate ifi the. eyes of many participants. 

A continuinr. :institution Hould be valtt<lble in maint.:tining the 
participation of all states of Europe as in the CSCE. On the other hand, 
small countries find it burdensome to send qualified representatives to 
existing interna-tional meetings and to add another high level institution 
of this kind might make the burden intolerable. 
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T·nli le there "t;.;ras r,encral ar,rcement that procedures \·70uld have to be 
left until a late.r stane, it might he necessary from the outset to 
discuss to7hether the institution Hould be e:-:pected to remain entirely 
consultative or if not hmv decisions Hould be reached. For exarr.ple., 
uould one member he able to hold up decisions Hhich were othen1ise 
acceptable to all the rest? There might also be a question on the repre
sentation of sub-systems such as the Cr!EA, the European Economic 
Community, Benelux, etc. 

If it t·Jas thought that there Here likely to be a number of conferences 
follot>ing on the CSCE, an··.important part of the role of a permanent 
institution ~10uld be to help prepare for these. 

Other possible forms of institution ~rere mentioned, e.g. that it 
mieht in effect be nothing much more than a secretariat or that it might 
folloH the pattern of political cooperation in the EEC, that is to say, 
a group of senior officials from each participatil}g government who Hould 
meet frow time to time in different places. 

Third Session: The Evolution of NATO 

The evolution of NATO had been influenced by three factors: the 
chanr.;ing perception of thrc<tt Hhich had ori~inally been military and v1as 
now largely felt to be in the form of political pressure arising from 
ir.ilitary preponderande on relations betHeen states or in crisis management; 
secondly, the increasing disinclination of most of the members to participate 
in an alliance Nhich appeared to be purely military in its aims and Hhich 
did not pr.o'vide for a contribution to the process of detente. and to the 
louering of the costs of defence, to both of which public opinion in 
uestern countries attach gre<t: importance; thirdly, the gradual emergence 
of a European identity, at present only marginally represented in the 
field of defence, and the groHing importance of the direct relationship 
bet1veen the United States and the Soviet Union, tvhich sometimes seet1ed 
to he of greater importance than the relationships Hi thin the Alliances.· 
Among the questions for discuSsion t·lOuld be Hhether these trends Here likely 
to· contiUue and Hhat t..ras the NATO vie~v Of the goal of further evolution: 
ho" far could the process of politicising the Alliance go; Here the force 
reductions proposed in tl.le NBFR ·negotiations likely to be significant or 
l7ould it be possible to think in much more far-reaching terms, perhrtps 
irfcorporatint: the idea that" a degree of insecurity might in fact promote 
security. It might in this and other contexts be possible to envisage 
much closer and more sin,nificant contact betHeen the. tHo Alliances in 
Europe includin[; a move in the direction of accepting that a large measure 
of disclosure of the capabilities of each might be a better means of 
preserving sccuri ty than the prc.sent at tempt to keep such matters secret. 
There 10ould be an analogy in this process '"ith much of the discussion· 
vrbich had taken place in SALT. 
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In discussion it was sttggcsted that there was stil.l a reality in tile 
defence aspect of !JATO and thc:t this Has appreciated by governments and 
pulllic opinion btit there Here many 'i-.Jt=~ys in Hhich a defence posture could 
he improved and brought more into line 11ith existing political and other 
realities and be r:1ore obviously designed to meet reali.stic continp,encies 
rather than those Hhich haJ gi vcn riSe to the creation of the Alliance 25 
years ar;o, and some of ,,,hich r:1ight not be so relevant today. Huch could 
also be don<; to increase the cf fl ciency of t!H~ military posture without 
increasing expenditure. 

In rtddition to meeting ::he perceived threat, one of NATO's main 
purpOses ~-;ras to provide the instrument for United States part1c1pation in 
European f:ecurity. On the other hand, the Eurogroup represented a first 
beginning of the affirmation of the European position vi thin the Alliance 
and some thought that this should be developed into a thorough-going 
defence organisation representing the European Community. According to 
one scheme, this might provide the European tier of the the Alliance 
Hith a second tier dealing \rJith the defence of the Atlantic area as a 
I·Jhole in tvhich the United States, Canada and the European defence orga
nisation sltould take part togetltcr. In the eyes of Eastern Europe it 
Has unrealistic to think in terms of a separation of the United States 
from the Atlantic Alliance ancl it Has inconceivable that the European 
part of this Alliance should adopt positions contrary to United States' 
interests. 

The increasing cost of defence presented a serious problem in Eastern 
ns vell as in Hestc.rn Europe. Any major reductions of force levels in 
the Hest tvonld be felt in the East as a constructive factor helping the 
process of movins tm·mrds a neH and better security relationship. 

Ft.iUt't:h ~;c:.1t;ion; The Evolutiorl. or t\l(; t·Ja.rsaH l'ac:.t and the CltiliA 

The present state of both these or~anisations represented an evolution 
from the hegemonial situation of the Stalinist era. The lvarsau Pact Has 
seen as providing for the integration and rationalisation of the defence 
forces of the participating countries, and as a guarantee of security 
in peacetime as Hell as ~;ith regard to external threat. Since 1969, the 
HarsaH Pact had given greilter representation to East European countries 
otl\er than the Soviet Union: ·at the same time it remained true that a 
series of bilateral agreements between the Soviet Union and the other 
members of the Pact could provide a security structure even in the absence 
o£ the lvarsaF Treaty Organisation. The fairly' high level of Soviet presence 
irl some of the other countries v1as seen as a guarantee of security, but~ 
added to defence .costs considerably and had in some cases been accompanied 
by an increase in national aspirations. 
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The C}IEA had been expanded to take in Cuba and !Jongolia. About 60% 
of the trade of the participating countries Has Hithin the system (compared 
Hith about 50% Hi thin the European Community). The st't'ucture of the CNEA 
had reflected the ·changes in the terms of trade Hith the increased prices 
of cormnoclities. It represented the objective of all the participating countries 
for a higher standard of economic activity and, Hithin limits, for a tendency 
to move toHards the use of market forces in determining economic policy. In thi· 
as in other respects there l>'as some appearance of convergence betHeen the 
systems in Eastern and Hestcrn Europe, since Hcstcrn Europe \-..,.as attaching 
more importance to fonrard economic planning, Hhich had alHays been an inherent 
part of the Eastern European econOmic system. 

There Has discussion of other points of similarity and dissimilarity 
Let·Heen the Eastern. and Hestern Alliance sy~:tems. Both 'tvere subject to 
pressures for the reduction of defence expenditure, even though these might 
expr.r!r>:t: thC'm:::c~lvcf: in djf[crr.nt \·Y.ty!':. E.1cl1 hnd n rr1ilitnry industr.i.1l complex 
"'hich exercised considerable influence in favour of maintaining a reasonably 
high level of armament. In the E<1st there Has perhapr. more difference in 
the tf~t.hnolouical level hctHeen these industries and the rest of thf~ indu!>trinl 
structure of the countries concerned. Nevertheless in both parts of Europe 
there Hns a v..1 ish to devote ereate:r production resources to meeting the needs 
of the citizens. 

There Has a difference in the perception of threats by each side Hith 
resard to the defence organisation of the other. NATO Has still seen in the 
East as a potL:ntial threat, largely because it represented and incorporated 
the participation of the United States and its military presence in \vestern 
Europe. The disintcnration of NATO '!;VOu.ld cause a very significant difference 
in the Hhole security structure. The EarsaH Pact on the oth<2r hand Has not 
in itself seen in the.Hcst as adclinr-; to the. perception of threat or insecuiity 
which was attributed almost entirely to the great preponderance of Soviet 
forces, and the lack of knm,rlerlge of Soviet intentions and methods of policy
for-luttCl<Jn. 

Fifth Session: The balance of' the Alliances and the Position of the 
Super-poHers 

At various points throughout the meeting there Here references to. 
the. position of the United States and the Sovict.Union Hith respect to their 
allies and to each other, the difficulty of finding a symmetrical relationship 
bet~Jeen the Alliances in this respect. There Has from time to time talk in 
the United States of a progressive HithdraHal of the U.S. military presence 
in Europe and sometimes even of its vrithdravrai from the Alliance altogether. 
The Soviet Union on the other hand ~;as more closely connected by geography 
with its allies in Europe and had not had any disposition to question the 
llelief that the presence of its forces in Eastern Europe was necessary. for 
its mm security as we 11 as for the security of the Eastern Alliance as a 
\Vhole. H01i.1ever, in the Soviet Union as in the United States there was 
clearly groHing importance attached to the bilateral relations bet~Jeen the 
't~Jo super-poHers as affecting the ~<orld security situation generally, of 
uhich Europe was no;r only a part and probably not the area in Hhich the 
greatest causes' of tension and dangers to. security nolv resided. 
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l·J:1n it t:o hl: c.:;·~pcctecl that a:..; ;\ rc:sult of these. pressures the t\vo 
::upt_•.r:-\iO\·:(:.t::~ \JOt.d.d /i.dopt a po~>itiun tMiEC C:Y~ternal :.::o the Alli<.mces in 
Europe than before and Hould suppo::-t them or give guarantees to them 
from out~ide? There. ,_,;<,':re various reasons \¥hy it seer.:led unlikely that 
thi~> Hould happen to any very sir;nificant degree. The U.S. on thf; 
\,;-hole still recor,nised that the security of ·vcstern f.urope ~,i'as es.scntia1 
to the secu'rity of the U.S. The SDviet Union ':·!Ould not wish to dissociate 
itself from ~he countries of EastenT!Europe, an'1 if it did so there 
\oJOuld be considerable it1balance het1--1een the economic and military strength 
of the countries of Hestern Europe and those of East.e:rn Europe other than 
the Soviet Union. 

The (]Uestion could be asked what Here the limits of synmetry in the 
disposition of the tHo Alliances. For example, if tension '"EIS very greatly 
reduced and the level of forces confronting each other in Europe ';,1as also 
reduced even more than "t·7ould follol,;r from existing negotiations, >;vot.:.lcl this 
rne.an that i:?cstern Europe. "t·70uld feel sufficiently secure -.;\ri thout a direct 
U. .. S. p;.escnc.e at nll, even if the Soviet Union continued .for the time being 
to have a more. evident presence in Eastern Europe, even apart from its 
seographical propinquity? . 

It r.vas suggested that a relevant consideration "tvas the degree of change 
that could tH! accepted v.'itlrin e.ac:.h system l,Jithout neceSsarily having 
rtdverse. eff,2cis on :relations 1 .. d.th the other systems. In this connection 
reference Has made to the doctrine. of peaceful coexistr:.nce Hhich in the 
Hest often appe2.red to include the air:.l of influencing the. development of 
t.·ne Hestern system in a directio"n more-:.like'that in the East. It was 
suggested ti1at it should be generally acknmvledged that eVery state had the 
rizht to develop its social ;system in the vay that it Hi shed, that if there 
'\.·;as a considerably lov.Je.r level of forces or. either side the difficulties 
perceived as arising fro!':l an· active ~olicy of peaceful coexistence 'Hould 
l)c. ciiminishc:d~ :mcl that it should be .C~.cce.ptcd that peacc.:ful co·cxistence 
could Hork t\·Jo Vl.~yf;. P<trt of the argument over Bc;.skct III in the. ·csCE 
vas ·about the Hcstern desire to communicate Hester.n viev1s on political 
and economic organisation in Eastern countries in parallE:l to the great(:.r 
freedom uhich \·las already ·available in the Hest fo~ the propagation of 
,JoctrirlCR coming fro1n tlte Ea.st~ 



European Security in an Era of Detente anu Cooperation 
Report of Second Study Group Heeting, June 27, 1974 

First Session: Hilitary Balance as 
tionship in Europe: 
Hilitary Detente 

a Factor in the Security Rela
Priority of Political or 

A military balance perceived to be such by both sides can contri
bute to political stability. An imbalance of forces perceived by one 
side in a given area, or globally, crcates .. instability or insecurity, 
not because it leads tc an expectation that there \•iill be an act of 
military aggression but because of the possibility that a military pre
ponderance of force can be used as a political means of pressure in the 
event of political negotiation or crisis. The Hest believes that in 
central Europe there is a significant imbalance in favour of the Soviet 
Union in a comparison of the forces ,.,hi eh confront each other,, and that 
this is intensified by the geographical and other advantages of the 
Warsm·7 Pact \·lith regard to this area. The So-;,.:riet Union maintains that 
there are particular reasons, partly historical, for the maintenance of 
lar[)l: Soviet forces in this area through which ·Russia has been many 
times invaded: In the Soviet vie1-1 also the global balance of forces 
bet\.Jeen the Harsa\" Pact and NATO is in favour of the latter. Against 
this it is aller;ed that many of the forces of the Soviet Union in Asia 
<1ncl Of the United St<ltef:l in thP. P;1cifir. .1re nnt r.clevnnt to t.he h.1lnncc 
uL lorct:.s \vl1ich affects European security and should be disregarded fo-r 
this purpose . 

. The Hest hopes that the negotiations on mutual force reductions 
could be u~~ed to l'~ad to the creation of a more equal balance of forces 
in central· Europe. It \·!as suggested on the other hand that restriction 
of the force reduction negotiations to the area of central Europe might 
have,'undesirable political eff!"cts in emphasising a separation of the 
defence structure for. this r~r.en from that of other <'lre<H:: ,.,hic.h wcrf.'. at 
1t.:aut e:.qually vulne:rable.. It \.Jas moreover in any case difficult to iso
late this area in neGotiations. A good deal of .the general defensive 
p<>:liL;IIll !1( tlw i·k::L \-JiLll et:g~i!."!/ LO t.:(:i\t:J~.IJ1. J~:tH"UjJi.: t:iJl'IUi:;LCd itl rcLi..J1l1C;n 

on United. States support coming from outside the Aren. e.e. the Nhole 
Atnerican nuclear effort and the (>th Fleet. 

It ~,r:Js !;u[;JjC::ltcd that it would he impossilJle to establish an exact 
correlation or priority between political and military detente. The tHo 
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wt:n.! necessarily interlockeJ. ~;om(~ f~encral improvement of relations 't-Ins 
no doubt necessary before significant force reductions could be made. 
Equally, force reductions of a hal;::mcerl character cou·ld contribute to 
J.',eucral detente and could be a useful yardstick as to 11hether detente v'las 
genuinely taking place. Nention ,;as made of a Soviet vieH that there 
could be a regular succession of stages in this process in "Hhich improve
ments of political relations and the creation of greater means of contact 
and agreements on various subjects could lead to force reductions and 
these in return could lead to greater progress toHards a multi lateral 
politic.:1.l relationship Hhich could justify force reductions '1;..-7hich t·wuld 
be so great as to change the character of the relationship bet"een the 
t~10 Alliances. 

With regard to the threat posed by superiority of force, it Has 
sur,gested that to a large extent this depended on the opinion of the 
country or group of countries Hho felt themselves to be in a militarily 
inferior position. If they thought that this constituted a significant 
threat to their freedom of action this migl}t mean that they might accept 
'Finlandisation', but their decision Hould depend just as much on the 
lack of coherence within their group and internal or political uncer
tainties as on a comparison of the exact levels of forces. It Has in any 
case particularly difficult to measure the respective levels of force 
since so many imponderable factors:. should be included, such as the 
quality and morale of manpover and the respective military doctrines Hith 
regard to dependence on conventional or nuclear forces. Nevertheless; 
there Has value in continuing the force reduction negotiations since these 
gave each side ar. insight ir~to the tl1inking of the other and might lead in 
the direction of some mutual understanding of concepts such as had 
happened in Sl\.LT. 

In assessing the overall politico-military relationship it vas 
necessary to have in mind factOrs other than military, such as that of 
economic potential and the relative positions held by either side in areas 
outside Europe, for example the shifting pattern of political influence in 
the Middle East in recent years ,and the extent of political influence 
Hhicl) one side might be able to exercise on the other through the movement 
of ideas and the exchange of information. The situation ~hich to one side 
could appear to represent a milita.ry preponderance tvith political implica
tions in a certain area could appear to the other as part of the status 
quo,,' looking at the relative p,ositions globally and taking account of 
factors other than military. It might also be necessary to take account 
of '"hat could be the political objectives of either side in relation to the 
numbers of forces Hhich they held in particular.areas, for example the 
great preponderance of force of the United States compared vith Canada Has 
not seen by the latter as a threat or a means of political influence 
because of the general historical,. political and economic relationship 
betHeen the tHo states. If this kind of relationship could be introduced 
into Europe, the perceptions of threat or political pressure deriv'ing 
from the size of military force·s on either side l·lOuld be drastically· 
changed. 
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Second Session: Hi'Iitary Confi'dellce Building; Heasures against 
Surprise Attack 

A description ·Has given of the measures l;·rhich are under discussion 
at the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe or at the nego
tiation of mutual force reductions. These include the follmiling: -
ereater openness of military budgets; the exchange of military missions 
and secondment of personnel to military academies in other countries; 
al>stctltion from tnilitary activities near frontiers; prior notification 
of military movements and "of military manoeuyres; tl"le e:{cl1ange of 
observers at military manoeuvres. 

In the }1BFR context, proposals have l'cen put fo:D:mrcl for verifica
tion and to provide against circumvention of agreements Hhich Hould be 
included in a specific l.cgal agreement. 

Th('_ mQr:t :H:tjve dincur.r.im1 h:-~.r. rr:-lntr>'i-J tn t:l.r~ prior notification of 
Ittanoeuvres on \vhich various points of definition are outstandine, e.g. 
whether agreements should be legally binding or voluntary; what size man
oc:uvrcs s,lwuld fall within the provision Hhere there is a Hestern sugg~s
tion for notification of manoeuvres involving a division as contrasted 
tvith the Eastern proposal for notification relating to army corps; t-rhat 
area should be included, e.g. a Hestern proposal that this should be the 
tvhol(· nf: E1)1'"0pt:: :incl1.Jrlinr·; guropr:nn nunr:l:-~ :tnd nn Enr:tern propor:nl thnt the 
urea should be confined to lOO kms. from frontiers; who should receive 
the notification, neighbours only .or. everyone participatinr~ in this ·a.gree
!lil.~ul; wll.'il u.ltuul.J lli.! t:he t:ime liH1.it, n1nging [rO!fl a l~}este:rn proposal fot' 
60 days before manoeuvres to an Eastern proposal for five days? 

In the course of discussion about these points it Has l·ridely felt that 
:1 long time lim:i. t he fore uwnueuvccs v;uul<..l be valuable since this t-muld 
allow time for diplomatic action to be taken in the case of manoeuvres 
t·1hich·scemed to have n political purpose of putting pressure. on another 
f~tat:e. It -,;vas recognised that measures of th:5 kind, while useful so far 
as they Hent, t\roulcl not necessarily r:1ake a decisive contribution to the 
prevention o£ r;;urprise attack or of tho. use of military force to exert 
political influence. For these purposes it liiOuld be necessary to interpret 
the political content of proposals to hold manoeuvres and the general 
objective should be to find r.ocans of making nny use of military force, 
't7het1Jc.r by mc=~.1n!i of m:1.nocuvres nr ot1u:~n .. d se, less pnlj ticallyrotent._ In 
oc<..ler that notification of manoeuvres or movements might be accepted an 
ge~uine and made with good intention, it would he necessary first that 
there should be mutual feelings of gooduill and confidence. Confidence 
building measures could therefore be a useful adjunct to the process of 
improving mutual relations in the 'sc.curi ty field but might. not in theD-· 
selves be enough to bring about such improvement. 

Sympathy tvas expressed for the S1vedish proposal with regard to 
greater openness in military budgets, but it tvas recognised that this 
would run into serio.us problems of definition and verification. 
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·'~~·· ·· ... r«t 
Third Session: Polttical Confidence Building 

1) with particular reference to non-intervention and 
freedom of information 

2) other proposals including declarations, cultural 
and ech:iaational exchanges, movcll1ents of people 

The discussion related lar~ely to the subject of the negotiation in 
the CSCE on Basket III, the relative opportunities for the tlolo political 
systems in Europe to influence opinion t·lithin each other's areas and the 
question Hhether pressure for an increase in the freedom of movement of 
people and ideas Has likely to produce changes •1ithin the Eastern part of 
Europe ·or vould be more likely to delay progress in this direction. Soviet 
resistance to the degree of loosening of controls en freedom of infor
mation, etc. vas ascribed by them largely to the wish to avoid the entry 
of pernicious influences from the Hest related to the ·overpermissiveness of 
Hestern society, the prevalence of violence and in general to resistance 
against Hhat appeared to be attempts to bring about social and political 
changes in another society. At the same tl"me~ emphasis t.Jas laid on the 
doctrine of coexistence, v1hich, according to game definitions, contained a 
large element of ideological corr.petition and rivalry, The ~ifference het
tveen the social systems in either group in Europe resulted in there bei·ng. 
greater freedom for the East to spread its doctrines in the He.st than vice 
versa. This Has the origin of much of the insistence hy the Hest on trying 
to use the present negotiations to obtain r,reater freedom of movement .of 
people and ideas. 

There >Jas some argument ,.,hether pressure from outside eould he effec
ti.v(;~ in f!!Udif,Ying gu·vt:!rnmontal attitude:-~ or ':-Jhether tirnc ha<l' to be left 
for a more gradual evolution of thinking in influential circles. A rapid 
incrense in freedom of political expression, etc. 10·7ould not necessarily 
lead to stability in the short ·term, as examples from 1956 and 1968 
~rere alleged to prove. On the other hand, if no obligation ,,,as felt to 
express objection to social and political systems which Here repugnant to 
those held by oneself, there '"ould he no basis for objecting to systems 
such as that of Nazi Germany or 'of South Africa at the present time, which 
Here 'obviously objectionable· to very Hide circles of ppinion in all parts 
of Europe. The solution might be that it was necessary to discover 
empirically what level of c\ebate and controversy on this issue could be 
maintained without an undesirable increase in tension and without hindering 
the ·gro~Jing belief that it was· necessary to find ways in which all parts 
of Europe could learn to live together peacefully. 

It 'tVas sug!;ested that social and cultural interchannc mir,ht r.roY7 in 
·re lntion to the development of economic interchanges. Greater freedom of: 
fltt..:t..:ut:, ivhich genuinely grCiv out o.£ greater economic contacts i·lOulcl bt.! 111ore 
ncccptnLlc .in the Ea!lt, Hi.t~~c they \vould be 1\lorc.! clcurly related to nr.enn 
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1n which the state could remain in control. The relationship of· economic 
and socio-political matters expressed itself also in another Hay in 
attempts to establish a link bet•1een Basket II and Basket Ill and to use 
economic pressure to bring about social changes in the system of the 
other group. It appeared that some results could be obtained by this 
kind of method, but it was suggested that it ,.10uld be more generally 
productive to concentrate on building up a wider network of contacts of 
all kinds, leading to a mutual recognition of interdependence and mutual 
acceptance of certain rules of the game to govern intercourse of all 
kinds. 

Norc directly relevant to the question of security, it 'toJas suggested 
that a greater openness in the process of decision-making was a necessary 
adjunct of a relaxation of tension, since it gave each side a better 
means of judging the intentions of the other and being satisfied that these 
intentions were not likely to change in a secret manner. There 'were 
difficulties, hm;ever, since the habits of political discussion "'ere 
different in the Hest and in the East. In--the Hest there was a tendency 
for conflictfl of opinion to lJ(! ·rcaolvc<i in puhlic: the Enat Silltl tld.rJ n.r. 
a weakness and conducted such debates in private in order 'to preserve 
the supremacy of the st.ote towards .oll aspects of public life and they 
wuuld regard public debate as a >wakening of the state'.s power on >~hich the 
internal stability of their system depended.· 
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'The topic "resources and security" is a vast one, much more than 

can be encompassed satisfactorily in a paper of this length. What I can 

hope to do,· however, is to put the topic into historical context, going 

beyond the immediate reasons for rai'sing the issue at the present time, 

and to discuss and evaluate some of the various ways open to our nations for 

reducing the impact on our security of uncertainty of supply of materials. 

First of all it is necessary to define terms. I take "national 

security" to refer to the capacity of a society (nation) to enjoy and cul

tivate its culture and values; This broad definition implies security 

not only· from external but also from internal threats, and it also implies 

the maintenance of a standard of living·consistent with the society's 

cultural values. Moreover, it implies that the needs of national security 

have not been met if. to protect itself from physical harm,the nation must 

abandon' its values for those of a garrison state. 

"Natural resources" refer to all those inputs intothe processes 

of production that derive from sources other than human inputs, direct or 

indirect. Labor represents a direct human input; capital and technical know

how represent indirect ones, the products of past labor and deferred· con

sumption. Natural resources thus include the contributions of land (both 

for agriculture and for living space), of climate (for agriculture), of 

minerals of all types, of forests and fish. But we will be concerned here 

mainly with minerals, for external sources of other resources are either much 

more secure or our dependence on external sources is much less than it is 

fqr mine;-11~s. 

Certain propositions about natural resources are incontrovertible. 

First, modern industrial societies are heavily dependent on a wide range 

of raw materials--mostly minerals of various kinds, including fossil fuels, 

but also agricultural products such as cotton and wood pulp. Second, these 

raw materials are widely and unevenly scattered over the globe, and we have 

gone far afield and deep underground and under water in search of them. 
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As a result of these two facts, modern industrial economies have become 

heavily· dependent on external sources of supply of their crucial inputs. 

It follows that to the extent these sources of supply are insecure and 

lack close substitutes, national security, as broadly defined above, depends 

in some measure on developments elsewhere in the world, and especially 

developments at the locus of these external sources of supply and along 

the shipping routes that bring them to the processing plants. 

These days there is much doomsday talk about exhaustion of the 

world's resources, especially as the less developed parts of the world 

become more industrialized and begin to compete seriously for the already 

limited supplies of raw materials. Food production is not keeping up with 

population growth, metals are becoming 'scarcer •. energy sources are con

trolled by countries unwilling to provide them in adequate quantity, and 

so on. At the risk· of being pollyannish, I am going to put a more optimistic 

view of the problem of natural resources. 

It is worth first of all recalling that a version of the present 

dismal perspective was advanced over 150 years ago by the great English 

economist, .David Ricardo. He argued that as population grew and as the 

output of manufactured goods, being mainly dependent on labor, increased cor

respondingly, the price of food and raw materials must gradually rise and the 

rents accruing to the owners of land and mines must gradually absorb an 

ever larger portion of the national income. It was this prognostication, 

along with the closely related views of Malthus on population, that prompted 

Thomas Carlyle to dub economics the "dismal science." Ricardo thought that 

the "terms of trade" must inevitably turn against the urban worker and shop

keeper, and in favor of the landowner. 

But Ricardo's prediction did not come to pass. Why not? Because 

it did not give cognizance to the geographic and technological extension of 

man's reach for resources when adequate incentives are present. In the 

presence of looming or actual scarcity, enterprising individuals went out 

in search of new sources of supply, and enlargement of the economically 

relevant geographic area has been abetted not only by growing resource 

scarcity in the old industrial centers of Europe and, more recently, of 

North America, but also by steady improvements in the quality (e.g. re

frigeration) and reduction in the cost of transportation. One is of course 
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tempted to say that this process of geographical extension is intrinsically 

limited, since the world is finite, and in a literal sense that is surely 

true. But vast realms remain to be explored and exploited for their 

mineral resources: the polar areas and the oceans a~e only the most recent 

frontiers; the earth's mantle has barely been touched. 
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In any case, technological frontiers have been more important than 

geographic frontiers i~ the escape from resource scarcity, and undoubtedly 

they will be at least as important in the future. One historical anecdote 

will make the point. It is pertinent at the present time and it simul- · 

taneously illustrates the role of academic research in technological discovery 

(it also incidentally gives a plug for my university and town). In mid

nineteenth century America whale-oil was far and away the predominant source 

of lighting, and New England whalers steadily improved their equipment 

and extended their range in the search for whales. Despite their efforts, 

or perhaps in part because of their success, whale oil became scarcer 

and scarcer, so that between 1859 and 1865 its price nearly doubled to 

$2,55 a.gallon. Demand had been stimulated by the Civil War in theUnited 

States, .and the usual charges of profiteering were heard. In the mid-fifties, 

however, Benjamin Sillimari, Jr., the first professor of chemistry at Yale 

University, had written a report on the possible commercial value of 

"Pennsylvania rock oil," and in 1858 a group of New Haven businessmen financed 

Drake's drilling expedition to western Pennsylvania. The first well was 

struck in 1859 and after three years of intensive drilling the price of crude 

petroleum dropped from $20 a barrel to 10 cents a barrel. By the mid-seventies 

kerosene (paraffin in English) had largely displaced whale oil as a source 

of lighting and interior heating. 

Similar stories can be told for many products: rayon and nylon for 

silk, nitrogen fixation from the atmosphere. for natural nitrates, plastics 

for Trochus shell buttons, and so on. Indeed, the process of induced innovation 

has been .so general that spokesmen for less developed countries, and most 

notably the Argentine economist Raul Prebisch, turned Ricardo's hypothesis 

around and argued that because of rapid and anti-resource biased technical 

change, the terms of trade were bound to turn steadily against primary 

products and in favor of manufactures. This alleged long-term trend has been used as 

justification for policies of industrialization in less developed countries, 

if necessary behind tariff walls for protection against cheap imports from 
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industrialized countries. One does not have to go that far to.credit 

modern .economies with great innovative capacity in the face of any 

scarcity, whether it be ·labor, land, or natural resources. When raw 

materials are cheap, there is little incentive to find substitutes or 

otherwise to conserve their use; but when their prices rise relative 

to other goods and factors of productlon, man becomes a creator as well 

as a consumer of raw materials. 

In fact there is little empirical justification either for the 

Ricardian view that agricultural products and raw materials must become 

ever more expensive in· terms of manufactures, or for the opposite 
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Prebisch view that they will become ever cheaper in terms of manufactures. 

Interestingly enough, the "terms of trade" between manufactured goods and 

non-manufactured goods. were virtually the same in 1970 as they were in 

1900. But they have undergone substantial movements up and down during 

the intervening years: falling toward the First World War, rising sharply 

after the War, falling during the twenties, rising sharply during the 

Great Depression (when the prices of goods and raw materials fell much 

more than the prices of manufactured goods), falling again until the early 

fifties, rising gradually and undramatically but substantially until the 
> 

early seventies, and then falling sharply within the past two years.* 

*See United Nations, Handbook of International Trade and Development 

Statistics, 1972, p.43; and recent t'ssues of the U.N. Monthly Bulletin 

of Statistics. Selected data, on an index 1963 = 100: 

1900 - 115 1938 - 138 1960 - 97 

1913 - 93 1948 - 85 1965 -102 

1929 - 102 1955 - 87 1970 -110 

The present concern with materials dates from the sharp rise in 

price during the past two years, which in turn reflects inability of supply 

to keep up with rapidly growing demands, and in particular to the steep 

increase in petroleum prices in late 1973, which in some degree reflected 

a contrived scarcity. It is worth recalling, however, that the last 

steep increase in raw materials prices, the Korean War boom of 1950-51, 

also evoked great public interest in possible scarcity of raw materials, 
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in the possibilities of being cut off from leading sources of supply, 

and in the governmental actions that, might be taken to deal with these 

contingencies. After a series of hasty and somewhat panicky reports, 

President Truman appointed the Paley Commission in January 1951 to study 

the "broader and longer range aspects of the.nation's materials problems 

as distinct from the illllllediate defense needs." The Commission published 

a thoughtful report in June 1952, after the Korean commodity boom had 

subsided.* Because ·the report was done with care, with much staff work 

*Resources for.Freedom, A Report by.the President's Materials 

Policy Commission, five volumes, Washington: U.S. Government 

Printing Office, 1952. 
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and without being dominated by the short-run scarcities of 1950-and 1951, 

it is interesting today to compare the projected needs of the United States 

economy for mineral resources in a representative "1975" with the actual 

requirements of the U.S. economy in 1972, a year of moderately high economic 

demand ninety percent of the distance between the base year of the Paley 

Commission (1950) and the year of its projected needs. Detailed comparisons 

are shown in Table I. The year 19SO was of course a year of exceptionally 

high demand, but the Paley Commission knew that and took it into account. 
' The striking feature of Table I is that for fifteen of the 24 commodities 

covered (divided into the ferrous metals, the non-ferrous metals, and 

the non-metallic minerals) the Paley projections were too high, often by 

a very substantial amount. There was a tendency to exaggerate future needs. 

For the remaining nine commodities, however, the Paley Commission under

estimated the needs of the economy, although generally the discrepancy 

was less than in the case of,over-estimation. It is clear that the Paley 

Commission did not fully anticipate the great growth in the use of fertilizers, 

for instance. In most of the cases of under-estimation, and notably 

for the important commodities bauxite and natural gas, prices rose less over 

the projection period than was true for other commodities, such as iron 

and coal. In ·other words, where collllllodities remained relatively cheap, 

I 
' 
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Actual and Projected Increases in U.S. Consumption of Minerals 

Iron (millions) 

Chromium 

Cobalt 

Manganese 

Molybdenum 

Nickel 

Tungsten 

Antimony· 

Bauxite 

Copper 

Lead 

Magnesium 

Mercury ( '000 flasks) 

Platinum ('000 ounces) 

Tin (priniarl:') 

Titanium and Cadmium 

Zinc 

Fluorspar 

Phosphate 

Potash 

Sulfur (incl.pyrites) 

Coal (millions) 

Crude Petroleum (bil.bbl) 

Natural Gas (bil.cu.ft.) 

U.S. Consumption 

1950 1972 Increase 

(Thousands of Tons, (percent) 
except .as noted) 

106.6 126.9 

980 ll40 

4.1 7.0 

1650 2331 

13;0 31.3 

100.0 159.3 

4.2 14.1 

15.2 . 16.1 

3325 15;375 

1424 2239 

1238 1485 

18.1 

49.2 

99.5 

52.9 

496 1560 

71.2. 53.5 

358 467 

967 1418 

426 1352 

8581 29,535 

1412 4815 

4652 6363 

494 523 

2.1 4.3 

6.0 23.0 

19 

16 

71 

41 

140 

59 

233 

6 

362 

57 

20 

•45.1 

7 

214 

-25 

31 

47 

217 

244 

241 

37 

5 

104 

282 

Paley Commission 
Projected Increase 1950-1975 

· (percent) 

54 

100 

344 

50 

170 

100 

150 

81 

291 

43 

53 

1845 

25 

30 

18 

324 

39 

187 

150 

llO 

54 

109 

142 

Sources: U.S. Department of the Interior, Mineral Yearbook, 1954 and 1972 
and Paley Commission Report, vol. I, p. 24 
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or even cheapened relatively to other goods and services, demand expanded 

rapidly; in other cases it expanded less rapidly. Aluminum and cardboard 

were substituted for iron and tin, and natural gas and petroleum products 

were substituted for coal. Both results were predictable, given what 

we now know about relative price movements (which in turn partly reflected 

technological innovation, e.g. in the use of paper products for preserved 

foods, and partly discovery of new resources). 

It should be added that the overall u.s. economy during the period 

1950-1972 grew at a rate in real terms of about 3.6 percent per annum, 

compared with a rate of 

2 1/2 percent a year. 

growth assumed in the Paley Commission of about 

Given its higher rate of growth (which over a 

25 year period means that the economy was about 30 percent larger than 

that assumed by the Paley Commission), the economy should have absorbed 

resources.in even greater volume than the Commission's proje~tions suggest, 

not in the lower volume actually observed. 

Adjustment of an economy to new scarcities does not of course 

just happen. It requires action on many fronts. But much adjustment will 

occur in capitalist economies.under the dual spur of the profit motive 

and the need to keep budgets within defined limits. The first force will 

bring forward riew sources of supply and new substitute materials; the 

second·will lead to conservation of the scarce material and will create 

an attitude receptive to alternative ways for accomplishing the same 

objective. Sales of storm windows and building insulation increased greatly 

in the United States following the sharp rise in prices of home heating 

oil, for instance, and building temperatures were lowered. Even after 

we allow for these adjustments, however, government action may be required 

in the interests of security. The possible means are discussed below. 

Most of the discussion above has referred to medium and long-term 

adjustment to scarcity. But are we not vulnerable in the very short run, 

perhaps to the point of threatening our security? To some extent we are: 

drastic curtailment of supplies to which we have geared much of modern 

production obviously will cause major dislocations in a modern economy. 

But even the short-run adaptability of modern economies is surprisingly 

great, especially when a crisis is widely perceived to be a crisis and 

thereby evokes cooperative behavior, as the period of the British coal 

strike and the oil shortage everywhere in early 1974 illustrate. Vulnerability 

to interruptions in external sources of supply of course vary greatly from 

country to country, with Japan among modern industrial economies perhaps 



being the most vulnerable, and the United States the least. 

Whatcan we do to reduce our vulnerability to interruptions in 

external sources of supply? Two broad courses of action are possible: 

to increase security of supply, and to increase our adaptability on the 

side of demand. We will discuss each of these in turn. 

There are three methods for increasing security of supply: through 

greater control, through diversification, and through hoarding needed 

materials. Greater control is presumed to be exercised when supplies 

reside within· the national economy, and to the extent this is true 

security can be increased by increasing the degree of self-reliance 

in supply. The British coal strike of last winter, however, should 

offer a stark reminder that even domestic supplies are not always assured, 

even under the extreme circumstance of a (contrived) world oil shortage. 

One can ask the question: what degree of national emergency would have 

been required to bring the miners back to work on something less than 

the terms they were demanding? A major war, presumably. Anything less? 

Societies with important internal cleavages cannot escape uncertainty 

of supply. 

A second mode of securing control over supply was through the 

building of empire, although the historical importance of this technique 

has been greatly exaggerated by neo-Marxists. It never was very important 

in fact--the talk of the need for resources and for markets was never 

much more than public justification for jingoistic adventurism--and it 

is now thoroughly outmoded, at least in its traditional forms. 

Foreign investment with government support offers a third mode 
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for securing control over foreign sources of supply, and indeed has been 

perceived as a kind of nee-colonialism. The·U.S. government in the early 

fifties did lay considerable stress on the importance of foreign investment 

in the context of developing new sources of raw materials. The events 

of last winter show both the strengths and the weaknesses of foreign 

investment as a mode of control over resources. The large oil companies, 

mostly American and British owned, could exert little influence over the 

level of output of crude oil once the OPEC decisions had been made. 

But through their control of distribution facilities they could influence 

the distribution of the limited output of oil, and thereby could mitigate 

the impact of the embargo on shipments of 'oil to the Netherlands and the 

United States. 
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However one looks at it, securing control in today's world, apart 

perhaps from the development of (often high cost) domestic sources of 

supply, does not seem to be a very promising route to take. Diversification 

of sources of supply is more promising, and here foreign investment does 

have a role to play. Drawing on a number of sources of supply, or 

having a variety of close substitutes readily available, reduces the 

impact of the failure of any single source of supply. Thus if through 

strikes, bad weather, war, civil strife, or embargo a single source of 

supply is cut off, the country can at slightly greater cost turn to its 

other sources to make up the difference. And this very prospect of course 

reduces· the probability of embargo or even of strikes. 

But what if all or most sources of supply, realizing their common 

economic interests, act collectively? This is what the petroleum exporting 

countries did through OPEC, and this is what some observers foresee 

,for other raw materials as well.* Bauxite, coffee, tin, copper, bananas, 

• 

*See especially C. Fred Bergsten, "One, Two, Many OPEC's ••• ? The 

Threat is Real," in Foreign Policy, No. 14, Spring 1974, and 

"The New Era in World Commodity Markets," Challenge, Sept/Oct 1974 • 

The contrary view is taken by Stephen Krasner, "Oil is the Exception," 

Foreign·Policy, No. 14 by Bensson Varon and KenJi Takeuchi, 

"Developing Countries and Non~fuel Minerals," Foreign Affairs, April 

1974,· and by Hans H. Landsberg, statement before the Subcommittee 

on Foreign Economic Policy of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, 

U.S. Congress, May 15, 1974. 

and even iron ore have been mentioned as possible candidates for cattelization 

and restriction of supply. There were, after all, many and diverse sources 

of oil, so why should we not expect the same in other areas, especially now 

that the way has been shown? Significantly, however, at the margin there 

were not many sources of oil; expansion of production on any scale could take 

place only in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and several of the Persian Gulf states. 

Moreover, strong bonds of religion and a common relationship to the Arab-

Israeli conflict meant ,that, again at the margin, there was very little diversity 

among the oil producers. There is considerable controversy over whether the 

appropriate conditions for cartelization exist also for other commodities, 

or whether because of the catalyst of the Yom Kippur war, the relative homo

geneity of the leading (marginal)oil suppliers, and the financial capacity 
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if necessary of those suppliers to do for awhile without any earnings at 

all (thereby increasing their boldness) the circumstances of oil were not 

unique. Table II lists a number of important commodities, estimated known 

reserves in the United States and in the rest of the world, and the three 

principal locations of known reserves.* (Relation to current U.S. consumption, 

*Reserves here·mean proven and economically extractable with 

existing technology. U.S. "reserves" of manganese and tin 

include some low-grade ores to which this definition does not 

apply. Minerals in sea-water and on the ocean floor are not 

included. 

about a third of the world's totals can be seen by comparing the second 

column of Table I.) It is noteworthy that for only three of the eighteen 

minerals listed--tin, sulfur, and bauxite--are over h1>lf of wQrld reserves 

located in less developed countries. Both sulfur and aluminum ores are 

available in large quantity in developed countries at somewhat greater cost, 

and tin is a metal whose importance is gradually declining. 

These figures, while suggesting that· cartelization will be difficult, 

do not rule out attempts to cartelize various commodities, nor do they address 

the question of marginal supplies--i.e. those that can be readily expanded 

on relatively short notice--that was so important in the case of oil. 

The dependence of many less developed countries on their mineral industries 

for local employment--another contrast with the situation in oil--and for 

government revenues and foreign exchange earnings will make cartelization 

more difficult, and the position taken by such countries such as Canada and 

Australia will often be crucial. My guess is that a number of attempts will 

be made, but that they will peter out relatively quickly. Downward movements 

in world demand, such as those at present, will make cartelization simul

taneously more urgent for producers but also more difficult to achieve. 

Those attempts that show some degree of success, moreover, are likely to 

be those that raise prices gradually and by relatively moeest amounts, by 

failing to allow new production to grow quite as rapidly as world .demand. 

While such successes will erode the standard of living in the resource

consuming countries, they will hardly represent a threat to national security. 



'fabie li -U,S. and World Reserves of Selected Non-Fuel Minerals, ea. 1968 

,/ 
;·\ -Mineral 

Iron. 

Aluminum 
·.(bauxite) 

Copper 

Lead 

Zinc 

Chromite 

Nickel 

Tungsten 

·Molybdenum 

: Cob(Jit 

Tin 

' 
"' Magnesium 

Titonium 

Ph?SPtiorus, 

. ~~1?j;~:i' ; ' 
;;•._, ..... ~ -~ ... -

. POiiSSiU!li-

I 
· Unit8 

Bil.tons 

I Mil. ton~ I 

Mil. tons 

Mil.tons 

Mil. ton• 

Mil.tons 

Mil,tons 

Mil. ton• 

Thous, tons 

Thous. tons 

Thous. tons 

Thous, tons 

>.r-h6Us .. tons 

Mil.toi-ls-' 

Mi~. t0n1 

Mil. tont 

Bil. tons 

-~ 

RESERVES, BY LOCATION 

u.s. 

2 95 97 

9 1,159 . 1,168 

86 222 808 

35 60 95 

34 90 124 

68 729 797 --
2 773 775 

0.2 73.3 73.5 

95 1,3l7 1,412 

3,150 2,265 5,414 

115 10,000 10,115 

20 2,377 2,405 

'·--· "·~- • m• 

58 4.851 4,Q~ ............. 
15 2,5GS 2,580 

25 122 147 

342 .- 2,425 2,767 

6B 15 ,. 
~: 

:_~_:ih~~ 
109 110 
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Thr_ee wincipalloc<Hions 

USSR 
So. America 
Cenadn 

Australia 
Guinea 
Jamaica 

United States 
Chile 
USSR 

Unite-d States 
Canada 
Austruli,J 

United ~:talcs 
Con;oda 
Eau/W~-•t Europt, l'<l. 

Rep. of S. Africa 
USSR 
Gahon 

Rep, of S Africa 
S. Rhod~sia 
USSR 

Cuba 
Now Culerlonia 
Cunodo/USSfl, ea. 

China (mainland] 
United States 
So. Korea 

United States 
USSR 
Chile 

USSR 
Rep, ol5. Africa 
Aunrali;, 

Congo (l(ind•a>a] 
New Calcdoni~ 
Zombi a 

Thadand 
Malaysia 
lndonc~i"' 

China (mainland I 
No. Kon·~ 
New Zc~l;ond 

Norwoy 
U.S./Cnn"d·•· on. 
USf.Fl 

Neur E11n f, So Asia 
Eost. Europe 
United Stntcs 

Morocco 
United Staid 
USSR 

USSfl/Canada, ea. 
.. E. Germany 

W. Germany 

31 
18 
12 

400 
240 
120 

86 
59 
39 

35 
12 
10 

34 
25 
14 

300 
200 
06 

575 
175 

15 

18.0 
16.5 
10.0 

1,050 
95 
51 

3,150 
1.000 

875 

6.000 
2,000 
1,500 

750 
<40 
383 

1,570 
672 
616 

1,370 
B20~ 
1(:;~· 

30 
25 
25 

1,22G-
437, 
342 

3.2 
6.8 
2.6 

41.5 
8.3 
7.9 

Nittoilen Mit, tons In limitlen 5upply lrom atmosPhere·, provided energy for •ecovcry is available. 

~: Leono.rd 'L~. Fischman 8:rid Ho.ns H. Landsbcrg, "Adequacy of Honi'uel 
l-iin~1·als and Fore~t Rcsource_s)..~' in Population, Resources, and_the Environ
ment, nona.ld G. RJ.dltcr (cd.), Vol. 3 of Hcscn.rch nenort::: of the Com-nis:-:ion 
on l)onulation Growth nnd the Americnn Ji\tturc (i·lnshington: Goverm:1ent 
Priutinc orrice, ~~n:n, pp. 87-88. 
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The third approach to securing supplies involves hoarding, or 

stockpiling, the critical materials. Indeed, this is the only way of 

assuring supply in the very short run against a wide range of possible 

disruptions. To some extent prior purchase and storage is done routinely 

by business firms, as part of working capital and in anticipation of 

seasonal requirements {e.g. the stockpiling of coal during the summer 

months). But such commercial stockpiles do not really serve the purpose 

of secur'ing the nation's economy against major unexpected interruptions, 

for they are carried out for more limited purposes. Some form of official 

action or encouragement is therefore necessary to achieve stockpiles of 

'the required magnitude. During the 1950s the United States built up 

a substantial stockpile of critical materials on recommendation of the . 

Paley Commission. National security, however, is defined,rather narrowly, 

for purposes of release from the U.S. stockpile, and does not include 

avoidance of economic dislocation. Given the likely changing nature of 

war, a recent review of the American' stockpile found its contents ex-

cessive on the narrow concept of national security, and recommended extensive 

reductions in holdings. I would suggest rather that the concept of national 

security should be broadened to include major economic dislocation by 

interruption of supply, and that the stockpile should be re-evaluated on 

that standard. Undoubtedly some holdings would still be found to be 

excessive, but others would be deficient. Table Ill gives the most important 

eight {out of 91) commodities held in this stockpile, along with the 

number of months of U.S. consumption that they would cover {the number of months 

of imports would be substantially greater in all cases but tin and 

chromium). The new targets would cut the stockpile down to one to five 

months' consumption {eight months for tin, zero for copper and aluminum.) 

Already the holdings at the end of 1973 represented substantial reductions 

from ten years before. In view of the number of prospective attempts to 

withhold supplies for the sake of higher prices, the stockpile authorities 

should be authorized to release commodities for the purpose of moderating 

price increases, and the existence of this authority would itself cause would

be cartelizers to hesitate. 



Commodit~ 

Tin 

Chromium 

Aluminum 

Tungsten 

Manganese 

Lead 

Zinc 

Copper 

Table Ill 

Major Contents· of U. S. Strategic Stockpile 

December 31, 1973 

Thousand Tons Months' 

231 50 

1953 17 

(exc. bauxite) 457 1 

40 61 

3705 23 

829 6 

639 4 

259 1 

Source: The Morgan Guaranty Su~vey, March 1974 
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SUEEl~ 

Each of these approaches, except when they occur naturally, involve 

some cost. As with the defense budget, it comes to a question of how much 

we are willing to pay to buy greater secority--that is, there is some 

trade-'off between our standard of living and our security in enjoying that 

standard of living. For years the American public paid high costs for 

its oil on the (dubious) grounds that that was necessary in order to 

encourage domestic exploration and to maintain an extensive domestic pro

duction of. crude oil. Imports were under quota from 1959 to 1973, on grounds 

of national defense. 

Consciously diversifying sources of supply will also generally involve 

higher costs, if only higher transport costs to the more remote sources. 

But in this case there may be some compensation in the form of greater com

petition, depending upon the structure of the domestic industry and which 

firms are in control of imports. 

Finally, stockpiling involves additional costs of three types: 

storage costs, interest on the capital tied up in the stockpile, and (possibly) 

a deterioration in the terms of trade during the period in which the contents 

of the stockpile are being purchased. To give a rough idea of the magnitude 

involved, the OECD countries together imported $40 billion worth of mineral 
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rm" materials (including fuel and semi-fabricated metals) from non-OECD 

countries in 1972. 'Fnerefore to 

imports at 1972 prices would cost 

hold. stockpiles equivalent to one year's 

roughly ~2 billion in (real) interest 

costs alone, and storage costs would bring the total to above ~3 billion, 

This is aa p:nnual cost, the reducation in consumption required, not the 

initial set-up cost. It is large, but it remains small <.:ompared with defense 

budgetso If the contents of such a stockpile were purchased over a long 

period of time and at the right moments, the terms of trade cost could be 

negligible and indeed such purchases would generate goo:J will with producer 

cotmtries if they were made >~hen world markets >~ere weak. But stockpiles 

are like leaky roofs; there never seems to be a right time to build them. 

When corn.'llodi ty markets are ~;eak, officials a.rgue that is a long-term condition 

and it is not necessary to build. up stockpiles againd: economic dislocation; 

>I hen they are strong, building a stockpile only adds further to the demand 

and creates even tighter market conc!i tions, driving prices up. 

A tricky problem in economic management is ~;hen 2~1d hmr rapidly to 

~stockpiled materj_als when economic dislocations threaten or become a reality. 

In this respect they are somewhat similar to foreign exchang-e rese:r.ves, which 

also require the proper combination of use and husbanding for future use. 

fiJnong these various approaches, I ;10uld favour the m2.intenance of large:t·

stockpi:'les, fina11ced. if necessary thr011gh modest duties on imports of raw 

materials; the duties would themselves serve to.a modest degree to discourage 

reliance on imported raw mate:: iu :-.. I would also favour government actions to 

foster diversification, especi.ally through research into technolog-ical 

improvements in thE use of lower grade ores and substitute materials. 

The discussion,: so far has focnssed on influencing supply, But He should 

not forget the dem~d side. 11odern industrial econorn.ies should increase their 

adaptability to short-run changes :.n the availability of materials. I have 

in mind more than the installation of burners for steam-generated electricity 

that can use either coal or oil; that is a form of diversification. Rather, 

I believe ;~e should attempt to increase the psychological resiliency of modern 

democracies. \{i th the marked and welcome progress we have made in reducing 

insecurity in the lives of individuals through health care, old age pensions, 

maintenance of full employment and provision of unemployment compensation -

a loss of resiliency to unexpected adverse develoDments has settled in. The 

public has come to exp(?Ct a steady and uninterrupted gro>~th in its real income, 

and ~;hen an. interruption occurs, from '.-rhatever source, the public blames the 

government and c2.lls for offsetting or compensatory action. I do not hanker 

after a return of the security - and the resiliency that w,)nt >~i th j_ t -
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that has afflicted farmers and peasants through the ages, arising from weather 

and pests. But I do believe governments can make it credibly clear that in our 

interdependent world not all matters are under govermnent control, The public 

cannot be insulated from all shocks, but rather will have to take some knocks 

from time to time, 

In summary the problems •re are likely to face in ·the area of natural resources 
' . are human in origin, not physicalo Io:b.I]li_ ts to Growth not~; i thstanding, we are 

not likely· to have to forego output because of shortages of any c:;::itical material. 

Induced technical change 9 which so far has th;1arted the forecast"s of Ricardo and 

11alt!ms is likely also to thwart the gloomy projections of HeadO\-!S and hi.s co-authors, 

The human sources of difficulty are ( 1) attempts at collusion by producers 

to restdct supply and raise prices, (2) a developing brittleness in the publics 

of modern democra C'J, an UJ1willingness to accept set-backs in levels of income, 

especially in the face of a sl.O\; squeeze as opposed to a full embargo, and 

( 3) politic al. subversion by Hussia or other antagonists to reduce supply of rali 

materials or open interference with transport of such ra1·1 materials, such as 

wotrlcl occur with the outbreak of hostilities, 

Russia Is likely to be the only major country broadly self-sufficient in 

natuxal resources. 'l'his fact may increase Hussian self -confidence 211<J lead to 

bolder, more aggressive actionso Development of a large and wide-r2nging 

SoViet navy is consistent Hi th·- this fact; Russia is developing the mili ta:ry 

capacity to threaten resct:rce 'lifelines', This ne>r capacity is not likely to 

be exercised, but the existence of this ca.pa.city alone may be thought to stren;then 

Russia's hands. There i.s nothing quite like an aircraft carrier to loom on the 

horizon. 

There is another side to the human problem. Trade in minerals, especially 

that associated \Vi th foreign investment, is one of the most sensitive economic 

issues in J.ess developed countries. J.lloreie,n investment in minerals seems much 

more 1exploitative 1 ,than investment in manufactures; {indeed, we speak of 

'exploiting' natural. resources); it involves the alienation of irreplaceable 
· cglonial 

patrimony, and hasjovertones, l1oreover, a neH feature has been added to the 
' 

debate: (un<larranted) concern about an exhaustion of materials by buyers in 

developed countries, thereby impeding gro11th of less dev"'J.oped countries. 

(There is a curious and paradoxical ambivalence here, since i.nclustria.l cowotries 

are also charged with developing substitutes foe' primary prorJucts, thereby 

deprivi.ng less developed countries of their legi tima.te e;w~nings ! ) , For these 

psychological reasons trade in natural ~'esourcetl is especii!.lly subject to poli.tical 

disruption country by country. 
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To conclude I Hould return to the question of natural security and mi1i tax;r 

powero The possibility of 1lsing mili ta~'Y intervention to assure overseas 

supplies is raised from time to timo. One can certainly ima,:;ine circumstances 

in >rhich the 'western countries Hould go to >rar, or threaten it, to secure, supplies. 

Japan once did i to But the provocation \·rould have to be severe indeeo., foo: the 

risks are high. Overt military actions could very well bri.ng Hussia into the 

picture ex post, and for that reason military action is· likely to. be considered 
• 

only if Hussia is heavily involved in creating the_. problem. One" can more readily 

imagine subtler forms of intervention: 'police acti.on' on arJpeal. from a. local 

government ag-qinst i.ndigenous disrupters or even a CIA,-type overtftro~/. of a 

recalcitrant governmento All such manoevures ar-e tricky to execute successfully, 

and are generally ill-advi.sed• 

As I have in:licated above, the problem of resource scarcity is not so serious 

as has often been 'moposed lately, in the 1·:ake of the oil shock; and, second, 

there are relatively conventional means to increa8e our capetci ty to rlc.al v:i th 

possible short-run scarcities. These means, notably stockpiling and research 

into 'substitutes, invole some cost, but they remain much cheaper, much less dramatic, 

and much less risky than direct or-indirect mi.lit:lt'Y interventiono 
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Backgrou;od to the Use of the Oil Weapon 

The use of Arab dl as a political weapon has been a recurring theme in Arab 

political thought 3bc~ the early forties - a symptom, as it were of the Arab 

states' failure to contain by diplomatic and military means, what they unanimously 

saw as Israeli expa,;sionism, Prior to the October 1973 Arab-Israeli war, there 

had been two main attempts by ,the Lrabs to use their oil as a political instr)llllent, 

both of which failed to produce significant or lasting results, though they did 

cause temporary disruptions in the world oil trade, 
. . I . 

The first attempt took place following the lmglo-French-Israeli attack on 

Egypt in 1956, when the flow of oil from North Iraq to the r1edi terranean coast 

was interrupted as the result of the blowing up of one of the pump 'stations of 

the IPC pipeline system translting Syria. Significantly, the decision to cut off 
' . the oil in this.. instance was taken by a transit country, Syria, without prior 

consultations with .the source country •·. Iraq, 

. · ... The second attempt o.ccurred, when several Arab oil producing countries imposed 

an embargo on. oil supplies to the US, Britain and West Germany following Israel 1 s 

attack on Egypt on 5 June 1967. On both these 0ccasions, the Araps were engaged 

in hostilities .with the Israelis and were on the verge of defeat. Their resort 

to the use of oil as a political weapon was an attempt, unsuccessful. in the event, 

to stabili.ze a rapidly deteriorating military situation through the application 

ot' economic pressure on third party states which wel~e deemed to have a special 

relationship ·with Israel, These efforts were reflex actions sp.arked off by the 

war, and not the result of a studied plan of action. 1\nd, in the case of the 

1967 war, it is likely that the imposition of an oil embargo by certain ,\rab . 
states was considered as a desirable alternative to sabotage of installations by 

a frustrated and emotionally volatile public, 
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It is pertinent to look into some of the causes of the failure of the 1967 

i,rab oil embargo. 

-- ---- ' 

1. The Arab states lacked sufficient monetary reserves to withstand the economic 

effects of even a limited oil embargo. 

2. The ;\rab states were divided by economic and ideological conflict and were 
- ' . . 

not well predisposed to make sacrifices on behalf of each other. Syria had dealt 

a painful blow to Iraq's economy by preventing the flow of land-locked Kirkuk oil 
.. 

to the Mediterranean over a period of several months in 1966. Saudi 1\rabia was 

still at loggerheads with Egypt over the latter's intervention in the Yemeni 1-lar, 

and the North :cfrican states generally remained aloof from the quarrels of the 

East Mediterranean Arabs~· 

3. The US - Israel's main benefactor and·hence the prime target of the Arab oil 

weapon - was immune to the Arab oil embargo because it was at that time almost 

totally self-sufficient in terms of Hestern Hemisphere supplies. 

4. The international oil companies _did an outstanding job of making up the short

fall in Arab ~il supplies to the embargoed com1tries from other sources despite 

the closure of the Suez Canal. 

5.· No quota ceilings were imposed on production, with the result that no actual 

physical shortage of oil was created. 

6. There was no uniform interpretation of the coverage of the embargo. One of 

the North 1Lfrican oil countries did not in fact withhold supplies from West Germany. 

By 1973, seven years later, the ;,rab situation had changed in several ways. 

The succession of President Sadat in Egypt in 1970 led to a real impr~vement in 

Egypt's relations with Saudi Arabia, a fact which encourged the latter to abandon 

its isolationist policies of the sixties and assume an active and positive role in 

Arab affairs. Furthermore, growing Saudi. disillusionment ~ith US Middle East-policy~ 
which was becoming more and more inconsiderate of Washington's "Arab friends", had 

prompted King Faisal to abandon his publicly· ennuncie.te·d principle that oil should 

not be used as a negative - i.e. political - weapon. The fact that Saudi Arabia 

had voluntarily announced its intention to employ its oil as a.political·weapon 

· - on behalf of the Arab cause as early as April 1973, long before hostilities broke 

out, W!l,S no doubt a major factor influencing the radicalization of i;rab attitudes 

on the question of using oil for political ends. Other factors which strengthened 

the 1\rab resolve to apply the oil measures and contributed to their success include 

the following: 

1. By mid-1973, most, if not all of the Arab oil exporting coUntries had reached 

a position of economic strength where - owing to rising prices and oil incomes -

they could, if necessary, cut back •their o:Ll production without seriously damaging 

their economies. 
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2, Arab unanimity regarding the deploytnent of oil as a political·weapon had become 

less critical a conditionfor its successful application in view ·of Saudi Arabia's 

prior decision to employ this weapon unilaterally, At the outbreak of hostilities, 

Saudi production of 8.3 million b/d accoo.nted for more than 40 percent of all Arab 

oil moving into the market, and the combined production of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait 

amoimted to about 56 percent of total Arab oil· production, 

3, Because of the general tightness of .supplies,. and the absence of significant 

shut-in capacity outside the Arab ~orld, the Arabs did not need to· cut back their 

oil output by more than 25 percent at any time during the embargo to make an impact 

on the world economy, 

4. The fact that the two principal Arab combatfu~ts - Egypt and Syria - had tru,en 

tlce initiative for the first time since 1948 in waging a war of liberation against 
' 

Israel created the necessary moral ,pressure for the deployment of the oil weapon 

by the non-combatant Arab states, (The circumstantial evidence suggests that one 

and possibly two of the Arab oil states had some fore-knowledge of. Egypt and 

Syria's intentions and had drawn up their oil plans accordingly,) ·Furthermore, 

the rel_ative success. of the Arabs in the October war, measured in terms of an 

improved ,:>rab-lsi'aeli casualty ratio, the l>rab armies' relative staying power, 

not to mention the impact of their military performance on world opinion, in turn 
contributed to the prolongation of the oil embargo and cutback measures. 

5, . One pf the many drawbacks in the attempt to us_e oil as a weapon in 1967 was 

that the Arab countries concerned were unable to agree on .any precise political 

target, This shortcoming was remedied in 1973 in that the declare.d aim both of 

~ar and of the oil measures was not the elimination of Israel but the implementation 

of Security :Council Resolution 242 calling for the removal of Israeli forces from 

the Arab te=i tories occupied in 1967 and a just settlement of the Palestine problem, 

6. The .United States, .the power with the greatest direct leverage on Israel, he.d 

become significantly more dependent OI) ).rab oil supplies by September 1973, during 

;~hich it imported some 2~2, 5 million b/ d of crude oil fu'ld products either directly 

from Arab countries or from Arab-supplied refineries in Europe and elsewhere, 

7, Learning from earlier abm:ti ve attempts to apply the oil weapon, the Arabs 

realized that selective embargoes ;~hich are not backed by overall cutbacks in 

production cannot be effective because they are difficult to police. 

The Supply-Price Relationship 

The decision by the Gulf cour1tries of OPEC (including Iran) on 16 October 1973 

the day before the Arabs decided to enlist oil in the service of their battle 

against Israel - to raise the posted prices of their crude oil exports by 70 per

cent, or somewhat over !~2 a barrel, was the culmination of a price momentum 

initiated well before the October war and it would therefore be inadmissible to 
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postulate any direct causal connection, However', the subsequent: rocketing 

increases in spot· market prices for crude oil - ~1hich provided the justification 

,. for the decision of the OPEC members to put up posted prices by a further 130 

percent in December.- may certainly be. a:tti'i buted .ir,large measure to· the shortfall, 

in supplies created by the Arab. oil measures, And :this was a point la.ter. stressed 

by Saudi Arabia - which had never· ·been happy abqut the: magnitude of. the December 

price increases- when arguing at OPEC conferences, alone and in vai~for a . . ; ,.. .. 

partial roll-back in posted prices onc.e __ ,:the Arab measures had been relaxed, 

Modalities of the Oil Weapon 

When the Arab Oil i'linisters met in Kuwait on 17 October to determine how to 

deploy the oil weapon in support of the military·initiatiires undertaken by Egypt 

and Syria, they agreed to cut their o'il production "by a minimum of 5 percent 

forthwith, using the September 1973 level' as' a base, and thereafter by a similar 

percentage each month, using the previous month's reduced output as"' a new base, 

until such time as 'total" evacuation of Israeli forces from all Arab territory 

occupied during the June 1967 war is completed and the· legitimate rights' of the 

Palestinian people are re'stored, or until the production of every individual 

country reaches the point where its economy does not permit of any further 

reduction· without detriment to its national or·Arab obligations". 

In the course of the next few weeks - having first escalated their cutbacks 

ahead of schedule to an impressive 25 pe.rcent - the Arab oil states were to ·dis

cover that the sheer power of the oil weapon imposed equilly powerful constraints 

on the method of its use, and that if they were to apply the letter of the Kuwait 

decision, the industrialized world would" be pushed to'the brink of ruin long before 

any significant progress was achieved towards the fulfillment of their objectives. 
' . 

The Arab oil states reacted to this realization ·~Jith remarkable flexibility 

liy both moderating their oil measures and 'by easing the deadline for· the implement

ation of the political objectives underlying their use.' 

The shortfalls in ltrab oil supplies in relation to the Septenber 1973 production, 

which averaged 20,142,000 b/d, were as follows: 

• 
November 1973 

December 

January 1974 

February 

March 

April 

!lay 

4.2 million b/d 

3.9 million b/d 

2.4 million b/d 

2,0 million b/d .. 

1,5 milliori'bjd: 

0.75 million b/d 

0.50 million b/d 

'; .. j 
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Partial or total exemptions from the oil measures were extended to many 

friendly states or those states which had demonstrated a willingness to move to 

a more even-handed position on the ,\rab-Is:J;aeli conflict. These included France, 

Britain, Spain, Belgium, India, Japan, and most of the African and Isl~c countries. . . 
In March, the Arab states concernedf after much argument and ;Jith Libya dissenting, 

decided to lift the embargo on shipments to the us, and in July Holland was removed 

from the blacklist as well. 

As regards the political objectives of the oil weapon, it was explicit in the 

17 October decision of the Arab oil states that the oil cutbacks would continue, 

with progressive escalations, until Israel completed its evacuation of the Arab 

territories occupied in the 1967 war etc •• , By December, the relaxation of the oil 

measures was no longer being predicated on the completion of troop withdrawals. 

When last March the embargo on the US was lifted and the cutbacks eliminated 

for all practical purposes, all that had been measurably achieved was the con

clusion and partial implementation of the disengagement of forces agreements on 

the Egyptian and Syrian fronts. Why then did the Arab oil states climb clown so 

steeply from the ambitious political objectives they set for themselves last 

October? There were, in my opinion, several good reasons for the early relaxation 

of the oil weapon. 

1. Notwithstanding the apparent toughness of their stand last October, the Arab 

oil producing countries were well aware that the real strength of the oil weapon 

lay in its employment as a deterrent rather than a penalty. The priQe increase 

that followed upon the curtailment of oil supplies had exacerbated the effects of 

the oil measures, and the combined burden of the two on the economies of the 

consumers was approaching the threshold of maximum tolerance beyond which it was 

unwise - even dangerous - to allow matters to progress, 

• 2. As the search for a settlement dragged on month a£ter month, with no real 

progress achieved, the ;~abs realized that the quick and incisive settlement they 

were hoping for was not going to materialize. By February, it seemed preferable 

to switch over to a "stop-go" tactic for the oil weapon - i.e. to resume suA;>lies 

for a while on the understanding that they would be curtailed again if no real 

progress was achieved towards a peace settlement. This flexible approach had 

two advantages: it would provide some relief to the economies of the countries 

whose support the Arabs were seeking, and at the same time it ;muld give those 

countries time to adjust· to the reality of the oil weapon and to the possibility 

that it might be reimposed again in future. 

~\.Jhich included all the major Arab oil producing countries with the exception 
of Iraq, which dissociated itself from the very beginning from the measures 
decided upon in Kuwait on 17 October. Iraq opposed the idea of across-the
board cutbacks in production and instead advocated the nationalization of oil 
and other interests held by hostile nations in the Arab world. 
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3· The credibility of the Arab oil weapon had been established beyond any doubt, 

which greatly enhanced·its deterrent capability, This is.of great importance if 
• 

the oil weapon is to be employed again in future, t"hich is a possibility that 

cannot be ruled out,· 

4. Because of various factors beyond the control of the Arabs, the United States 

was more able to withstand the shock of the effects of the oil embargo than were 

Europe, Japan or indeed the developine; world. The Arabs became deeply concerned 

that the continuation of the oil embargo and cutbacks for a prolonged period of 

time would leave the US in a relatively stronger position vi's-~-vis Europe than 

it was before the war which would drastically limit the JLrab world's political 

manoeuverability in futuret In fact something of this has already happened, as 

is evidenced by the EEC's failure so far to evolve an independent energy and 

foreign policy on the Middle East, 

5. The insistence of Egypt, as the principal combatant, that the US should be 

given an opportunity to prove the sincerity of its new even-handed posture in 

the !IJiddle East, was another reason for the Arabs' de-escalation of the oil weapon. 

The Oil Waapon 1 s Achievements so Far 

Seen in the light of the foregoing arguments, the oil weapon was deployed 

·as effectively as possible without inviting boomerang reactions. Very briefly, 

its main accomplishments can be stated as follows: 

1. The Arab oil embargo was probably tne major cause of the change towards a 

more realistic US policy in the Middle East, represented by the administration's 

current initiative/~romote a peace·settlement, And although this change of policy 

has so far been limited to the executive branch of government, without filtering 

down to Congress in any measurable way, there is no doubt that US public opinion, 

particularly the business sector, has become more aware of the.Arats• new economic 

power and its future bearing on the US economy. 

2. During and afterti.!El October war, there was considerable movement on the part 

of the EEC countries·-an.d Japan towards a closer identification with the Arab 

interpretation of UN Security Council Resolution 242. But since then both Europe 

and Japan have been Content to allow the US to monopolize the peace-maker role 

in the }liddle East without attempting to participate in this initiative in any 

meaningful way, The European-iirab dialogue t"hich began in Paris early in August 

may provide the two communities with a very real opportunity to cement their 

relations in the economic, technological and political fields, 

-r.· 
In this context, the idea of a \{est European Community of Nations as an 
independent political force in the world is of importance to the Arab States 
because it would enable them to steer clear from too deep an involvement 
with either of the superpowers. 

.). 
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3. Largely as the result of the war and the growing international weight of 

t'·'- Arab world, ·some 30 .ti'rican countries have severed diplomatic relations with 

Israel. The Islamic community of nations have declared their full support for 

the Arab cause, as has the recently reactivated non-aligned bloc of nations. 

These are impressive diplomatic gains which can be greatly consolidated in the 

new era of Arab affluence. 

4. These policy shifts towards the Arab position.have greatly aggravated Israel's 

political isolation, and are having an effect on Israeli morale. and bargaining 

power. 

Future Applications of the Oil Weapon 

The crude oil price increases resulting from the curtailment of supplies have 

introduced a complex new factor which, while greatly enhancing the P,rab 1 s 1 bargain

ing power and manoeuve.ring capability in various fields, is less amenable to 

control and regulation thsn the supply aspect of the oil weapon. It is also clear 

that no single oil producing country, even if that country is Saudi Arabia, can 

hope to bring about a general reduction in these prices without at least one other 

major producer in the Gulf cooperating with it in this unr;ertaking. Furthermore, 

most of the OF8C countries are not only determined to defend the present level of 

oil prices but to increase them periodically to compensate for world inflation. 

In this perspective, then, let us look at the possible political applications of 

the new financial and political power of the Arab oil producers. 

1. Since the energy situation varies from importing country to importing country, 

the trend towards bilateralism, especially in those countries \vhose long-term 

energy outlook is bleak, will be substantially strengthened. We have already 

seen how France, Italy, Britain and Japan, in an attempt to secure long term 

oil supplies and to create new markets in the oil countries for their goods, 

have concluded or are currently negotiating billion-dollar deals with· the oil 

producing countries. · Straining under the burden of huge balance of payments 

deficits, countries of this category are going to find it difficult to withstand 

the temptation to sell modern weapons to their trading partners. 

For the f.rab states bordering Israel or Iran, the diversification of their 

sources of military hardware is of the highest priority, especially in vie\1 of 

the US's reluctance in the past to supply them \1ith sophisticated arms. Bilateral 

deals may also facilitate the transfer of military technology to some Arab countries 

who are interested in acquiring it, which would help the supplier countries to 

recover part of the research and development costs they have incurred; Hith 

money not lacking, and the restrictions on the flo\1 of arms and military techno

logy to the Arabs from non-traditional sources relaxed, there is no reason why 

the J\rab world as a wl1.ole should not be able substantially to increase its com

bined military capability within the next few years. 
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At the same time the Arabs will have a golden opportunity to trade their oil 

for a preferential supply of technology and scarce goods from the \ifest in order 

to accelerate their own economic and industrial development. 

2. The placement of Arab capital in foreign countries, whether for long-term 

borrowing or investment, may in future carry, in addition to the normal invest

ment guarantees, political conditions which will have to be met if the money is 

' 

to be made availab, "• The clients of !~ab money may find that they will have to 

subordinate certain aspects of their foreign policy to their economic self-interest. 

The preliminary talks in the Arab-European dialogue 1vhich took place in Paris 

early in August indicate that the Arabs will be insisting that the dialogue cover 

both economic and political relations, and that this is likely to be their attitude 

to every type of relationship from now on, be it collective or bilateral. In 

future, the European countries and Japan will find it more difficult to hide 

behind the stock ·excuse that they are powerless to influence Israel's policies 

in any way. It is likely that questions such as Israel's association wi~h the 

Common Market, the supply of loans and credits to Israel by EEC countries and Japan 

and other related questions will be raised by the Arab community in its dialogue 

with the EEC. 

3. While it is just conceiv. ble that the industrialized countries will eventually 

be able to adjust to the effects of higher oil prices on their economies and 

current account balances, there is no such hope for a majority of the developing 

nations, especially the poorest among them, comprising some 40 countries 1vith a 

combined population of 1 billion. It is estimated that the oil imports bill of 

the developing countries wiD this year amount to a minimum of ~15 billion, up 

from $5.2 billion last year and $3.7 billionth .. year before. In addition, these 

nations will have to pay substantially higher prices for food and fertilizers 

imported from the developed countrie·s which have more than doubled in the past year. 

A quick and adequate Arab response to the plight of the developing countries 

would not only be commendable in itself, but would also place other oil producing 

countries and the industrialized countries under a strong moral obligation to 

match Arab aid to these countries. Such an initiative would create a large 

measure of economic and political interdependence between the donor and the 

receipient, with applications in the Arab-Israeli conflict or in any confrontation 

between the industrialized countries and the raw material producers. The capital 

surplus Arab oil producing countries have already allocated large sums, aggregating 

several billion dollars, to development funds established to assist the developing 

nations, but this should clearly be followed up by emergency aid to provide short

term relief for these countries. The Arab oil states are participating in a number 

of overlapping power blocs groupin.:; essentially developing countries and comprising 

the Arab League, the Islamic bloc, the non-aligned bloc, and the Organization of 

African Unity, and it is through these organizations that they can develop strong 

political relations with fellow developing countries. 

J 

------------------------------------------------



4. The possibility that ,;rab oil supplies might be cut back again should be 

taken very seriously, This is likely to happen. if ·hostilities break out again 

in the Middle East, or the US abandons its peace-making role, or the peace

making dra~ on for too long. Oil production may also be frozen or vven cut back 

by certain Arab or non-£,rab countries for non-political reasons such as protecting 

the level of governmenttake in the face of a downward pressure on prices brought 

about by what they consider to be "unnatural methods". Both Kuwait and Iran have 

issued such warnings in recE·nt weeks. In the meantime, it is unlikely that there 

will be further growth in I~rab oil production, which how stands at about last 

September's level, until a final settlement of the Arab-Israeli problem is signed 

and sealed, 

5, In time, and after they adapt to the new bargaining power that they have 

acquired as a result of the oil price increases, the oil producing countries, 

J\rab and non-Arab alike, are likely to press ahead jointly with other raw material 

prciucers with initiatives to overhaul the world economic system so as to bring 

about a more equitable relationship between the prices of corn odities expected 

by the developing countries and the prices of goods which they import. This 

implies that the raw material producers will also claim the right of greater 

participation in international decision-making as it affects economic and monetary 

relations between the industrialized and developing nations. 

Postscript 

One of the main conclusions that I am inclined to draw from the use of the oil 

weapon during and after the October war is that, in the longer term, the frabs 

may find it less desirable, or indeed necessary, to resort to restriction of oil 

supplies as a means of making their political weight felt in the world. With the 

massive revenues now accruing to them, they will be able to press ahead with the 

task of industrialization and modernization, develop and .equip large armies and 

assume a role in world affairs to which their new 1;eal th entitles them, .As the 

f~rabs develop new capabilities in almost every field, the oil supply weapon will 

no doubt gradually recede into the background as it becomes just one of a number 

of potent armaments in the Arab arsenal, 

But this is of course projecting some way into the future 0 In the meantime, 

because of its great immediate efficaci ty, the oil supply weapon will doubtless 

continue to be employed in crisis situations, whether independently of, or as an 

adjunct to, an Arab military effort. 

Naturally, the use of the oil weapon entails certain risks. A curtailment of 

o:il 3upplies for political reasons at the present time 1;ould pose the question of 

containing the effects that these measures would have on the existing levels of 

oil prices, which are already considered excessively high by the industrialized 

countries, The Arab states could of course agree among themselves to hold down 
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prices at their. previously prevailing levels during the period of supply restriction. 

This would be a positive step, but there would be no way·of ensliring that the non-
. . 

Arab members of OPEC would follow suit. 

The onset of a g~neral recession in the industrial world would also tend to dis-. ' 

courage the re-employment of the oil weapon, because to impose supply restrictions 

under such conditions would have grave implications for the rate of economic develop

ment of the oil producers themselves and for the stability of the currencies in which 

they. are paid for their oil, not to mention the security hazards that such action 

may involve. 

It has been suggested that recourse to the oil weapon imposes unequal burdens on 

the various Arab participants, with countries like Iraq and .illgeria, which have a 

relatively small production and large populations, suffering the inost from reduced 

revenues. In principle, this is of course true. However, it should be borne in mi~d 

that in today's conditions deferred production is better than money in the bank and· 

could therefore be used as collateral for securing fairly sizable loans either from 

other capital-surplus Ar~b countries or from prospective buyers and Iraqi crude. 

Furthermore, the fourfold increase in the unit revenue of these countries since last 

October should help offset the effects of a temporary reduction in oil revenues. 

In the medium term, the discovery of new oil reserves outside the ,\rab world 

could affect the operation of the oil weapon but of course this would depend on the 

size of these discoveries, how soon they can be brought into production and whether 

they would be channelled into the international oil trade or pre-empted for domestic 

use by the country or countries in whose territories they Bl'£ located. In arzy case, 

because of equipment hold-upA, ecological considerations, and other related factors 

it is doubtful whether existing or prospective oil discoveries outside the Arab 

world could damage the effectiveness of .the oil weapon before the early 80s. Of 

course, as one looks to the mid-80s and beyond, the gradual phasing in of other 

. energy al terna ti ves will. start to have an impact on the potential of the. oil weapon. 

However, such a. prospect could merely serve to lead the Arabs to the conclusion that 

they had better. make use of their oil as quickly as possible before its maximum 

effectiveness is eroded. 

In conclusion, switching back to the short term, it should be pointed out that 

Arab expectations of an early settlement to the Middle.East conflict have clearly 

proved over-optimistic, and, whil.e all hope has not. as yet been abandoned as regards 

the US's ability to pressure Israel imto accepting the full implementation of the 

UN Security Council Resolution 242, there is growing doubt in the Arab world 

about Washington's willingness to do so. 

; 
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The fact is that the US has 'chosen to assume the full responsibility for 

peace-k0epir.gin the Middle East - to the virtual exclusion of the USSR and the 

main European powers :- which implies thatit will have to accept the full blame 

if these efforts fail. Should the US peace initiative break down, the renewal 

of hostilities in the Middle East would become a foregone conclusion, and in 
' ' 

this scenario it is difficult to exclude the possibility of fresh recourse to 

the oil weapon. In the interim, it is hard to see what incentive there could be 

to encourage the Arabs to relax their existing curbs on production growth or to 
' 

commit large portions of their unemploued revenues on a long-term basis to countrieE? 

- like the US - upon which they may have to impose oil sanctions in the not-too-

. distant future. 
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The Dimensions. of the Problem 
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Over the past twelve ,r;onths, the quantities of mi:lita:cy equipment· trim~ferred 
to the l1iiddle Bast or negotiated for future transfer has ·J:·eached wh~t can ci)lly '·li'e 

described as staggering proportions. The estima.t~d.value of transfers and ciders 

has been put, at about :~13 billion. Of this total, by far the largest prop~rtions have 

resulted, from U.S~ aid and sales to Israel, Ir:1n arid Saudi Arabia (about $8.5 bi_llion) 

and Soviet transfers to Egypt and Syria (about $4 billion). 

The ma.gni tude ~f .these transactions can be explained by tt~o separf>te 

phenomena'. First, the October 1973 \var between Israel, Egypt and Syria whith 

·drastically depleted weapons inventories and required major u.s. and Soviet 

;replenishment prograinmes. Second, the decision·by the.oil-producer nations,· 

especially Iran, Saudi ,\rabia ahd Kuwait to embark upon major re-arme.ment 

programmes designed, in part,· to·bolster their security in a region.beset with 

political and military conflict. In terms·of defence expenditure, the. proposed .. 

9utlays for 1974 by the Gulf' states'· now equal, if: not exceed, the propos.ed ' 

qutlays for those countries most directly involved in the 1\rab-Israel dispute• ·-. 

Iran no~>; ranks in the top 15 nations in the wodd def!'nce expen!li ture le<>gUe• 

In 1966 it did not rfl!lk in the. top. )0. 

The quality. of the weapons ordered or requested by the: major consumers 

parallels the quantitative aspects of the ·build-up. Iran has ordered the very. 

latest generation of u.s. air superiori'ty·fighters (8.0 F-14 Tom Cats. and .. the, 

Phoenix missile system at the time of Writing); ·The Iranian air force ·already 

has in service.or on order over lOO F-4 Phantoms, and 200 F-'5's as· well· as · 

severai 707-320 BOeing air tankers and many cif·the latest u.s. avionic systems. 

Soon Iran will have one of· the world' s· ·largest inventories· of ·modern· tanks 

(800 Chieftains are on order from Britain) and helicopters (over .500 u.s .... 
helicopters .are on order, including 200 Sea Cobra gunships). In terms of naval 
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forces, the Shah will soon possess the world's largest hovercraft fleet (supplied 

by Britain), as well as ·two of the very"1atest British FRl\M II destroyers, 

The proposed Saudi Arabian and Kuwaiti programmes, although less spec

tacular, are replete with extremely modern weapons, including the U.S, F-5E 

fighter, French Mirage III, pOssibly u.::r. F-4 Phantoms;· The Soviet Union is 

reported to have made available the l1iG-25 to Km<ai t, and would almost certainly 

sell such weapons to the Shah if he wcnted them, ·The latest Israeli shop~ing 

list contains requests for the most advanced U,S. air.systems, including i;he 

F-14 Tom Cat and more F-4 Phantoms, pl'.ls dozens of the most advanced armaments 

and support systems, including "smart" .bombs and ECM aircraft. However, unlike 

the oil-rich countries, Israel and its immediate 1~ab adversaries -- ~gyp~, 

Syria and Jordc-.n, and Lebanon - cannot afford to be choosy about their s~ppliers 

since none of them has the foreign exchange to buy on the open market. Both the 

v.s. and Soviet Union have so far tm:ned down Israeli and Egyptian requests for 

very advanced systems _such as the u.s. Lance surface-to-surface missile and the 

Soviet Tu-22 Blinder supersonic bomber, 

Thus, while the qu2ntitative and qualitative dimensions of build-up are 

impressive throughout the· J<iiddle East, there is an important dif~e:r;ence 

between those recipients who are operating in what can only be describeq as a 

"buyers' market", and those, like Israel and Egypt, who are becoming mo~:e and 

more dependent upon their friends and allies to provide them with weapOJ:\S at 

h:i:ghly subsidized rates. 

In addition to . the build-up of advru1ced conventi-onal arms, EG'YPt, Iran and 

Israel have all recently negotiated for·the sale of U,S. and French nuc~ear power .. ' 

pili8l1ts. Such negotiations suggest a potentially ominous linkage between- t~e . . . 
growing availability of nuclear fuel and the conve~tional arms race, wq~ch 

includes weapons easily adapted to nuclear delivery systems such as th~ F~4 and 

F-14. 

As suggested, these weapons are being sent to an area replete witp sources .,. 
for military conflict, The potential for interstate war remains high between 

Israel and its Arab neighbours, between Iran 8l1d Iraq, Iraq and Kuwait, and 

between the· countries surrounding or adjacent to the southern Arabian peninsula 

and the Horn of Africa, Serious intra-state military conflict continues in 

Iraq, Ethiopia and Oman. If peripheral regional conflicts such as those 

between India and Pakistan, and Greece and Turkey are taken into account, it 

can be appreciated that the scope for violence in an area of crucial ~mportance 

to the West is probably on the ascendency rather than on the decline, However, 

whether the propensity for violence is increased or decreased by the transfer of 

( 
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advanced arms remains an open question, despite many views to the contrary. 

Strategic Issues and Perspectives 

What are the most important strategic implications of the military bl.\ild

up? Are the major supplier nations engaged in competitive policies which are 

feedinc the fires of existing conflict -- as in the case of U.S. and Soviet . . 

transfers to those countries directly involved in the Arab--Israeli conflict 

and also paving the way for future conflict-- as in the case of U.S., Brttish, 

and French arms sales to the oil-rich countries pf the Gulf? Is this behaviour 

likely, in the long run, to increase the risks of war and the disruption of 
oil supplies, or are the supplier countries-acting rationally given the .. 

uncertainties of political trends in such a highly volatile ~ea? If the former 

proposition is believed, what steps should the supplier countries.in.gener~, 

and the NATO countries in particular, take to defuse or moderate the dange~s of 

the military build-up? Should-not Britail}, }'ranee and the; United States explore 

the possibility of more stringent regulations on the transfer of. arms'? 

Alternatively, if it is believed that current supplier policies reflect the 

realities of power in the region, should ~estricted 2rms'transfers be further 

encouraged, or should informal limits be placed upon the issue of export liqences 

or upon credit for sales? For instance, should the United' States sell i;he Shah 

of Iran any non-nuclear weapons he wants, or should some attempt be ~ade to impose 

qualitative constraints on his growing arsenal? 

In searchini; for answers to these ·questions, it should be remembe:i;ed -that 

our understanding of the dynamics of regional,· nono..nu.clear arms races :i,s, 

exceedingly primitive. The Western strategic and arms control communities have 
I >· 

devoted far more study to the analysis of the U .S.-·Soviet· nuclear balanc;:e ·than 

to the nuances of the Arab-Israel or· Iran-Iraq-Saudi Arabia military equation. 

Why? First, in spite of its undoubted complexitie-s,. the parameters of .the 

bipolar nuclear arms race are easier to define and, therefore, easier to analyze, 

than the p~ameters of multipolar conventional 'arms races. ·second, there has 

~een much more government sponsorship and private funding of arms control research 

directly relating to nuclear issues. Third; the initial impetus· for st~dying the 

cqmtrol' of nuclear weapons' came from sc1entists who liad personally 'been involved 

in the Manhattan Project; this community has not,. by and large, had the SaJl)e 

personal st~<e in questions relating to _conventional conflict •. 

As a consequence of this lack of study, a great many of the 'general 

strategic propositions put forward to explain the rote of arms in the Niddle 

East are highly subjective and are rarely based on empirical analysis. The 

most frequently used :h-gumentii are presented within the framework of two 
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opposing propositions. The first proposition advocates what might be called 

the arms control perspective, It holds that a continuance of the status !lUO 

or "free maxket" in axms transfers is not lilcely to serve the long-run 

interests of either the suppliers or the recipients. In contrast, the sevond 

proposition axgues that the present "free maxket" is the only viable 

alternative and that arms control measures -are likely to be either useless, 

discriminating, dangerous, or all three, and, for that reason, are not likely 

to be supported by suppliers and recipients of arms. The key arguments i~ both 

propositions can be summarized as follows:-

Proposition 1 -- The ease for Arms Control 

1. · If massive u.s. and Soviet military aid to Israel and the Arab countries 
I 

continues, and if a "free market" for arms sales persists in the: 

Persian Gulf area, the numerous sources for political conflict getween 

the many recipients will be intensified as a result of the esaa:j.ating 

arms race. This, in turn, can only increase ,,the long-run risks of 

military conflict. Military confl,ict anywhere in the J'f!iddle Ea~t : 

cannot be in the interests of the major arms suppliers and is unl~kely 

to be in the long-run interest of the major recipients. Howevep, :_ 

disruptive militaxy conflict is in the interests of the revolutionary 

forces who believe they can only benefit from growing inte:;-nati\)nal 

chaos. 

2. Recent wars in the I~iddle East (and elsewhere) have demonstratE\~,'the 
_-, ·;: 

importance of .deception, speed, and surprise in achieving .suc~~ssful 

military vic,topies. Such strategems re!luire good planning and mo~ern 
weapons. In paxticular, those weapons systems that emphasize plOp,d.li ty 

and rapid firepower. are ~ssential. Given .the internatioaal poriXical . 
. . f' . 

environm!'nt in which all l•Iiddle East conflicts take place, the:J;e ar~ 

strong incentives on the part of the local powers to use blitzkrieg_ 

tactics to ensure !luick success. However, the political dangers of 
' 

such tactics are high, and, if military success is not forthco.!ping 

within a very short timeframe, the prospects for international.' 

intervention and a possible escalat~on of the c'onflict will increase. 

3. If unrestricted transfers· of ve~J advanced long-range weapons, such as 

the F-14 Tom Cat,' the F-4 Phantom, the ~'IiG-23/25, and modern 

destroyers, -were to continue, the strategic implications would soon 

spread beyond traditional regional boundaries. For instance, India 

cannot remain indifferent to major procurement programmes in I~an, 

especially if they are accompanied by large-scale construction 

( 
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prosrarune·s for new air, land., and naval bases ·such ·as the facility Iran 

-is developing on the Gulf of Oman at Chah Bahar. The 'combined I~anian 

and Pakistruu defence programmes could eventually pose a serious threat 

to India's western front and western maritime approaches. Likewise, 

Israel will eventually have to include the military potential of Saudi 

Arabia, Kuwait and Libya, and even Sudan, ·somalia and the Yemens in its 

calculations of the Arab-Israel balance of power. This would be 

particularly relevant if the major Arab nations were ever to st~sJ,ardize 

their weapons program:nes and agree to, _confront Israel at strategic -choke 

points far away from Israel's borders, such. as the Bab-el-Handeb ·straits 

at the southern entrance to the Red .Sea. 

4• An u.niestrictcd arms build-up throughout the Jiiiddle East, althougl} 

initially limited 'to "conventional" \veapons, aibeit of a highly 

sophisticated variety, might soon whet the appetites of some of the major 

recipients, especially those with a lot of money, for the most 

prestigious of all instruments of military power --nuclear weapoqs. 

Appetites·could also .be stimulated by the example of India's nuci~ar 
programme and the renaissance of nuclear proliferation as an impo~tant 

'inte~tional issue. The introduction of nuclear weapons into the 

Middle East would not be p~alleledby the emergence of politically stable 

regimes. Aside from Israel'-- who may have the boinb already -- and 

Lebanon, political leadership in the Arab countries and Iran is
1
based 

upon the rule of individuals such as Sadat or the Shah,' conservative 

dynasties such as those headed by ICing Faysel, and volatile political 

elites such as the Baathist parties in Iraq and Syria. Leadership 

changes in many of these countries are frequent and men such as the Shah, 

Faysel, and Hussein, who have shown a remarkable proclivity to ~urvive, 

could be victims of coups d'~tat. Fo,: example, the ouster of t'!le Shah 

would have serious implications for the West and ·the Soviet Union, 

especially if he were replaced by a Gaddafi-type radical. · For this 

reason, a highly armed, or even a nuclear, Iran, which became .''li'adical11 , 

would be more dangerous to Western interests than a mili tarily weaker, 

"radical" Iran. 

5. For those who support Israel, a continuance of the current arms· supply 

policies can only work in favour of the Arabs. They have more money, 

more manpower, and more friends. Their performance in October 1973 
suggests that their capacity to coordinate joint military operations 

has improved. Over time-, they could establish an effective high command 

and even a "common market" for arms procurement. This could lead them 
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to develop a capability that would almost certainly ensure that any 

future war >Ti th Israel would be as protracted and as bloody as the 

October 1973 encounter. Although Israel might still "win" the "!ar, 

its military and civilian casualties would be high, perhaps higher than 

in 1973, and the domestic politiqal and psychological repercussions 

would be traumatic, to.say the least. 

6. Those who argue that the flow of arms cannot be controlled or reiSlllated, 

given the conflicting goals of the suppliers a..nd recipients, 'ign<;>re the 

experience of the past and prefer, instead, to adopt excessively. 

pessimistic and negative· postures. Bet,;een 1950 and 1954, Brita~n, 

France and the United States were successful in regulating'the flow 

of arms through the machinery of the Near East !mns r Coordinati~'& 
Committee (l\TEACC) which was set up. as a result of the 1950 Tripartite 

Declaration. This policy only began to fail when the Soviet Un;i.p,n, 

which was not a party to the Declaration, decided it was in its interests 

to supply Egypt and Syria with modern weapons, Clearly, any proppsed 

regulations would have to include Soviet participation, but this ~s not 

out of the question, especially if Soviet co-operation on this matter 

were linl<ed to the broader issues of detente diplomacy. If the b~g four 

arms suppliers reached accord to impose greater restrictions, ~ta~ting, 

perhaps, with long-range surface-to-surface missiles, no other ·country . . 

or group of countries would be able to replace them in termS otc;redit 

and equipment, certainly not the other major arms producers supp as 

Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Italy and Sweden. Furthermote, 

Secretary Kissinger's recent diplomacy has shown that limited forms of 

arms control can be implemented on the battlefield as >li tnes:sed by 

the Sinai and Golan cease-fire arrangements between Egypt, Israel and· 
\ 

Syria. There is no reason why these arrangements could,not be ~ugmented 

and improved to cover wider areas and more specific types of force 
' 

structures.-

Proposition 2 - The Case for a "Free Market" in Arms 

' 
1. The demand for arms by Hiddle East countries is based upon genuine 

security requirements. To suggest that the external powers can either 

det·ermine or dictate these requirements to less powerful sovereign 

states has overtones of patronage and colonialism that are all too 
' familiar to the population of the region. For this reason, arms 

control proposals will certainly not be greeted with enthusiasm by 

the local powers, and will probably be regarded with amusement or 

hostility, depending upon how serious they are. If any Hiddle East 

""' I 
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arms control agreement were to be ne5~tiable, it would probably have to 

be restricted to ~reapons systems which had either not yet been 

transferred (e.g., aircraft carriers) or those weapons already in the 

area whose utility was low (e.g., sub-sonic, low payload interceptors). 

Hence the most "controllable" weapons would not cover those which are 

currently regarded as essential for national security (air superiority 

weapons, deep interdiction aircraft,. armoured fighting vehicles, 

helicopters, and small warships and their assoCiated missile systE!lms}. 

Furthermore, all this assumes that it would be possible to deline~te the 

boundaries for a regional arms control agreement. Hhich countries 

would participate? ,Turkey and Algeria as well as Egypt and Israe~? 

Pakistan and India as well as Iran and Iraq'< Once the linkages b~tween 

the strategic balance in different specific areas are taken into. account, 

it becomes exceedingly difficult to foresee a workable, acceptable 

agreement that had teeth. 

2. If the extarnal powers, acting alone, could agree upon effective arms 

control measures to certain countries (e.g., major limitations ~~ j;he 

supply of Mach 2.0 aircraft and heavy armour), it is doubtful wnet4er 

they could be fair to all recipients. The fundamental geographical, 

demographic,. and cultural differences among the local states in .terms 

of their preferred military-political doctrines would seem to ensure 

that a univers~ly-agreed standard of military requirements would be 
:_~ : . i 

impossible to achieve. For example, how would one trade off I:erael 1s ·.·.· .. 
technical skills for her small population? 

place qualitative restrictions on armaments 

for Israel since her ability to defeat the 

A suppliers' agree~ent to 

would have more disadvantages 
t·:· 

.Ard.bs in the last four wars 

has depended upon the possession of modern armaments, as well as upon 
' ' 

the skills of her armed forces. Reductio ad absurdem, a."l arms .'control 
' 

agreement that limited everybody to small arms would· ensure eve,ntual 

Arab victory in battle. Consequently, a suppliers' agreement that was: 

regarded as unfair by one or more of the recipients would undoubtedly 

lead to strong counter-reactions, In extremis, it might encourage 

preventive war and the expansion of local armament production, or, 

equally serious, it might encourage the development of indigenous 

nuclear weapons, which, in turn, might lead to preventive war. Thus, 

it is not at all clear that well-meaning but discriminatory regulations 

would serve the three usually-stated goals of arms control -- to reduce 

the risks of war; to reduce the level and intensity of war, should it 

occur; to reduce the costs of military programmes. 
I 
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3. Therefore, greater controls on the flow of arms to the JvJiddle East 
-

might not be in the interests of the external suppliers, let alo1:1e the 

recipients •. vfuile it might be possible for all parties to reach accord 

on the principles of conventional arms control, and also agree to keep 

nuclear weapons out of the area, any serious proposals .to control non

nuclear weapons would require as careful study as the problems of 

strategic nuclear arms limitation and mutual and balanced force rrduction 

in the European theatre. Both the SALT and MBFR negotiations hav~ shown 

that the process is painfully slow even when there are strong inc~ntives 

to reach accord, 

4. Those who point to the 1950 Tripartite Declaration as a model for 

possible suppliers' agreements ignore the most important lessons from 

that period, The restrictions on arms supplies did not eliminate· or 

significantly reduce tensions within the Middle East. Egypt and ~raq 

continued to vie for leadership of the Arab world; Israel and the· lueab 

countries continued to e1:1gage in low-level hostilities culminati~ in 

the raids and counter-raids across the Sinai and Gaza in 1955-1956·. 

Furthermore, the Western arms regulations made it possible for ~h~ 

Soviet Union to enter the ~liddle·East in the guise of providing arms to 

Egypt, Similarly, those who point to the Kissinger cease-fire 

agreements between Egypt, Israel· and Syria base their optimism on:·the 

most spurious of evidence. The sources for conflict between the· iC,~"abs 

and Israel have not been significantly reduced. A new war is a. .d{'~tinct 
'." ~: 

possibility, and, for this reason, neither the Arabs nor Israel are 
.. ,. 

going to accept willingly externally imposed restrictions on. theif 

military capabilities, 

5, In terms of the oil-rich countries, it is beyond the bounds of\ 

credibility to think that Britain, France, the United States, or even 

the Soviet Union would turn do•~ multi-million and even billion dollar 

arms deals which guaranteed future oil supplies, Not only does: it make 

good business sense to sell arms, since Iran, Saudi Arabia and. Kuwait 

have huge shopping lists for commercial products, ranging from supersonic 

airliners to soft drink factories, but it is also a political necessity. 

The economic power of the OPEC coun·cries is such that they can get what 

they want, at least for the next ten years. Furthermore, the largest of 

them can buy significant shares in the industries of the advanced world, 

including, conceivably, \Jestern armaments industries, The Shah of Iran's 

recent acquisition of about 25 percent of the Krupp empire may be a sign 

of thin,gs to come, 

-~ 

' 
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Strategic Realities 

How does one weigh the arguments presented in these two conflicting 

perspectives? As suggested, the issues are complex, and precisely because. there 

are so many uncertainties in the rl!iddle East situation, elements of both !jXguments 

have merit, Jviy own inclination is to avoid dogmatic judgements as to wha1; will 

or will not happen as a result of the continuing military build-up. Neve~theless, 

there are certain strategic realities which, it can be argued, transcend 1;he 

extreme positions portrayed in the two propositions. The first reality is that 

the prospects for armed conflict between Israel and its neighbours, bet;re~n the 

countries of the South Arabian peninsula, and among the countries on the littoral 
' of the Persian Gulf remain high irrespective of the magnitude and nature of the 

arms flow, This suggests that the effect of arms transfers or arms contro,l 

measures by themselves upon propensities for violence will be marginal •. In some 

cases, these effects could make all the difference between peace and war; ,on 

other occasions, they might have no discernible effects, 

The second reality is that the October War of 1973 has dramatically c(langed 

the overall balance of power in the lliddle East. Although, from a milii;ary 
' perspective, Israel won that war in a veey impressive way, the economic anq 

political effects of the oil embargo have isolated Israel and have made it· 

totally dependent for the time being upon the United States for its military 

survival, Thus, the United States is more directly involved in the AraQ:I~rael 

conflict than at any time.in the past 25 years, This, in turn, suggest~ that the 

United States has much more control of the relationship, between arms an<l .i::onflict 

in the context of the Arab-Israel dispute than in the Persian Gulf. 

The third reality is that, apart from Iran, the oil-rich states pre~ently 

,have very small, poorly-educated populations, There will be severe constraints 

·:over at least the next decade upon their capacity to absorb and operate 

effectively the endless supply of advanced arms which they seem to want to buy. 
I . 

thus, it can.be expected that the current boom in sales will soon peak, and 

thereafter the annual value of. transfers will decline. 

The fourth reality is that although the transfer of advanced arms may not 

exacerbate conflict and in some circumstances may even help to deter it, if, 

for whatever reasons, conflict occurs, the existence of large, modern inven

tories of weapons will most certainly influence the nature, scope and intensity 

of the war. It is difficult to see how F-14 12!~ and Chieftain tank~ 

can protect highly vulnerable installations such as oil fields, oil refineries 

and loading piers if war breaks out. It is very easy to see how they could 

destroy them. This suggests that the stakes in l1iddle East conflicts - as 

distinct from the risks of those conflicts occurring - are growing commen-_ 
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surate with the mag:. ·•·J.de of the military programmes, Also', it is becoming 

more difficult to insulate conflict in, say, the Horn of Africa or the 

Persian Gulf from the wider strategic environment in the Eastern Mediterranean 
I ' 

and the . Indian Ocean. 

The fifth reality is that new trends in highly effective, small non-

nuclear weapons technology may alter some of the basic tactics and doctrine .. of 

non-nuclear warfare. At least for the next few years, the delicate infrastructure 

of modern industrial societies will become moTe vulnerable to attack by man

portable weapons. Oil extraction; production. and distribution is one of
1
the 

most vulnerable targets. A radical government or a well-trained group of 

. revolutionaries equipped with modern weapons could attack oil factories o~ the 

Gulf and close the Bab-el-Mandeb Straits for periods of time. Provided t~~Y 

possessed heavy firepower weapons, they might even be able to interfere with 

sea traffic through the Straits of Hormuz, In the lattE,r case, the abilHlf to 

close those Straits would have catastrophic implications for the llest, 

especially Japan and Western Europe. It is the Shah's intention to prevent this 
! :; 

possibility· by using whatever military force is required, and it was for 

precisely this reason that he annexed the islands of Greater and Lesser ~b 

and Abu Musa in 1971. In the absence of any Western initiatives for managipg 
' ; 

the sources for conflict in the Gulf, the Shah's policy has clear polit~cal· 

attractions despite the risks involved, However, it does presume that !ran will 

eventual:ly play the role of a regional superpower and will require the necei;Jsary 

weapons to be one, To this extent, the destiny of the Gulf, and for the! ne?ct 

ten years, of the West, may be in the hands of the Shah, a man who has numerous ' _,_ 

enemies. 

In contrast, the destiny of the countries in the Arab-Israel conflict lie 

in the hands of the United States, the Soviet Union,. and King Faysel •. ~p other 

words, external powers have much greater cont~ol over events along the Arab-Israel 

border than they do along the shores of the Persian Gulf. In the fo~r case, 

the United States and the Soviet Union could dictate a settlement including. 

~ar-reaching arms 

far less able to 

control proposals, They and the other industrial powers are . ' 
influence the trends in the Gulf, The fact that neither the 

Soviet Union nor the United States could easily justify intervention in the Gulf 

may, in a perverse way, increase the risks that a war might continue lo~ enough 
' to interfere physically with the oil supplies, Despite all the talk of Iran's 

growing military_ power, its forces are untested in major battle •. 
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The-sixth realij;y is that we do not know what to do about the military 

build-up. 14e do not know whether the arms control approach or the free market 

approach will best serve the long-run in~erests of an extremely heterogeneous· 

group of nations, life assume that major military conflict in the ltiddle East is 

not in the general interest because it could lead to nuclear war and the 

disruption of oil supplies, For this reason, it.is in_ the interests of the,. 

strategic community to treat the problem of military po~er and regional copflict 

with the seriousness and detail' it has so far reserved for the bipolar u.s.
Soviet arms race. 

' ' 

'' 
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• 

The subject of this presentation - the impact of the Middle East crisis on 

the super-powers' relations -within the framework of the theme of this ' 

Conference on the Middle East and the International System, may perhaps be dealt 

with under two broad headings. The first' is the way in which the crisis has 
• t r ~ 

affected relatione between the Soviet Union and the United States in the Middle . . 
East itself; and the second is the effect of this relationship on the attitudes 

of the super-pol<ers towards each other, and on'the .. international scene 

In orde~ to place both parts of this study in.perspective, it is worth 

as a whofe• 
while · 

6 t . • 

recalling, in broad terms, the situation and attitudes of the two super-powers 

before the recent. Middle East crisis broke out, so that we can make some valid·: 

comparisons when we come to look at the relationship as it now' stands • 
• 

Acknowledging the element o~ 

United States may be described as 

oversimplifi_cation in this analysi.s, the 

the long-established euper-pow~r, which is ' . i 

strong economically and technologically, has a wide range of military capabi~fFies, 
~ . ') 

and has been used to exercis~ng its authority as a super-power. for several decades, 
- - • ..._.,. • J ... - I ... 

but particularly since the foundation of NATO in 1949. Yet the broad aim of the 

United States in recent years has.been to hold the line in international affairs. 
- . 

The United States has "levelled off" its active inyolvement in different parts of 

the world, accepting the Soviet Union as a super-power (though behind the United . . 
States in economic and technological achievement), and also China, Japan and 

' . 
perhaps Western Europe as potential super-powers. ~fuile the·u~~ted States has 

been anxious to strengthen and develop its ·influence and commercial dealings with 

the rest of the world, its philos~phy has been to consolidate, to conserve, to 

make situations safe, and, in eome'caeea, to withdraw from exposed·poeitions; 

especially those which led to doubts, heart-searching, and unrest at home. 
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There is,· of-course, plenty of dynamism in American foreign policy, but it is, 

in general, directed towards securing the best for the United States and its 

friends within the-status quo, minimizing. the risks .of. instability and the 

effects of what it sees as excessive ambition in others. 

The outlook and philosophy of the Soviet Union is radically different. The 

Soviet view of history is dominated .by a concept according to which great nations 

in the past have risen and fallen in a kind of cyclical pattern. The Russians 

believe that the Soviet Union and i~s-allies, however, are in a position to 

break this pattern by maintaining the impetus of their. advance indl!fini tely. 

According to this view, the Soviet advancement towards world power has been 

brought about by devel()ping and co?trolling politi_cal forces capable of organizing 

the military, economic and human resources of the USSR along "scientifically and 

ideologically correct" lines. ,This is how the present Soviet leaders see the 

efforts of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and, in particular, their own 

guidance of the Soviet Union from Great Power to super Power status. Having 

achieved super-power status, they ask themselves: how can this status be used and 

exploited to improve the security and influence of the Soviet Union in what it~ 

leaders still regard as a hostile world? For the Soviet Union feels that it has 

enemies everywhere: in. the United States, Western Europe, China, and Japan and· 

in pro-Western or pro-Chinese forces in the Third World. This enmity also 

expresses itself in dissaffection in Eastern Europe, dissent among Soviet 
' . 

intellectuals, and in purely political terms, social-:-democracy, Tito-ism, Mao-ism, 

anarchism and the extreme left everywhere. All these have to be combatted in tre 

interests of Soviet security and influence. _But the Soviet leaders also thin_~ 

that super-power status should be exploited to further other Soviet aims: to 

build an advantageous relationship with the United States, to acquire Western 

know-how and tap Western economic achievements; to weaken· western political and· 

economic alliances, and undermine Western societies; and to lay the foundati~ns· of 

a future Soviet Russian (I use the two ~ords advisedly in this context) sphe.~~ of 

influence in Europe (West as well as East) - the traditional area of Russian 

foreign policy. The Russians are of course at least as careful planners as 

anyone else in the world and have to consider what their minimum aims should be 

in the case that their maximum ones are temporarily or permanently baulked, and 

to these I will return later. 

The Soviet U~ion's view of the advantages, responsibilities and duties 

confe=ed upon it by super-power status includes the avoidance of nuclear War 

with the '1/est, but it also includes adynamic drive to match the United States in 

as many aspects of its political, military and economic might as possible and to 
' 

work actively for a fundamental eh~ in the balance of power in key areas of 
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the world in favour of the Soviet Union, .. The· main· Soviet target is' the ·acquisition 

o'f ~eal poli ticaf influence in' co\mtries regarded as import'~t by the Soviet Union. 

Soviet mHi tary power serves--.to ·imp:I1e$s these: countries'. :with •So;,.i:e:t '•strength, 

·' f'' 1 ~:wli~lec1sov.iet ;fbriiili,ri ·pbl:icly ··seeks •--to'·-•l:iW.ld''·liP. ·the. :right. :erivirdiunent :£or. ·the 

· ; ·> · · devel_opment •of the. :s~viet• lUnion •.s ::cliri:ent.( fore;!:~ <pol:ic_1~8.: y , ~ ?-< ,. t -~--" ·- i: 

J ~.,., ,;_,;, 
1 6!Jeti'l~~fi'ri~itioJ"fii,' _ol;.~bur's~;'0Jilii.'to{ciab'd· irl <ii~0iAg' a~~h ''J5i:ok.cf'~ketches 

' .. _ ... '·d '~r· '~~p;,;;.::~JJJr :(Si~(. i.ha 6iid<l6ks ~- ·.-'Bur' £r ~~Efms ·":iiiti:Y "t'hgi rt~f&d.~~fjing forces 

., ~ ~t 't46i'!C \A i~e 6ro'irihli~-t~ol~6r~i6h'·'c6&ttf.Yl's · ilf'eiid'pjii6Y"'6~·be 9615s~fV~d in 
·' •• ~. :-. · .•. ,· •. • -~~-- •••. ·-~-- -,· .•.• r-'• ·• 

'their re·etp~'cti ve 'P<?'l:ic-~es·cfn "the -'Micidl:e · .Ee;iit •"':-For almost •20 years ·the United 

-states 'and"the • sciviet union ·have :be~n --aetivei:i '-i:nvbYiied .. in:;the-:rud.die •Etist, tak~ng 
· .•• • •• ~·- i , ••• ·• 'i,' ..... . 

sides in the ·primacy confronta'tion 'in: the area: -that -oetween Israel ':and' the Aral;> 

states,-· and 'pianni!lg their 'polic'ie~- with 'an~eye·-to··tlle -~trategic 'and-economic . 
. ·.~ . - ··_- ........ ·. •'. -~ ~-- ..... ··: ........ ~ ..... . 

importance· of _'.the Middle· East.· For. 'j;he UJ:Uted States the Issues' b'ecame_··clear-c~t 

b~ the_early 1959sJ. to Px-~vide :the:-fi~cia1' ~d.~l~t~ ~id, ~o· I~rael that . 
. . . . . . . ' . . '.". . . ,.,,_.. - .,_ ,_.·, '. . 
would enable Israel to defend itself within_ Ita chosen territory and to build up 

• 1. ' .- • . ,, ·- -~. ~ ; •• .- . . . ~ ' ; ' . . • . . 

ita military strength and skills to the point where the Israeli armed forces 
- . . . .,. . . . 

could deal with all foreseeable combinations of Arab military power. Later the . . . : . . ' : . . . . . " 

United States also _tried to limit the expansion of Soviet influence in the area, 
. ' . . . ( 

and to support friendly Middle Eaete_rn states, Saudi Arabia; Jorda.ri, Iran, and . :- .· . ' ·. ' •' 

the members of NATO and CENTO in the area, especially those providing the greater 

part of the West's oH supplies. ~UnitedStates'.fnfluence with the othe~ Arab . . . ( . . . . . . - . . -' . 
countries: Egypt, Syria and Iraq war{ed. 'after the l967 Middle EB.st war.· However, 

··------:~,- ·::·.-~ , ___ ;_.;,_.,· -.··:· ..• _~.~·:··_.•-.. ··.,.-.~--::-'-·"'.-'_ " • ·.~.-;. ~- _·"_!•' ·. 

the aim of the Un1ted States In the Arab-Israeli conflict was to work for an 
.~ ~--"! ~ ."•,·:·.-, • , ~-:.:: . • ,_. ·_r··:.··. 1 .:··:· :1 ::·vi:_,· ... - --~-·- -_~. 

agreed political settlement broadly within the status quo·; that Is, a settlement 
·· :' ·..~~i, . .-,_- 'lo.l<' 1 ,·'., ~· L·-----~ .•::·.'•,1' ... •.•••.,.,,_ ·f·"t~i·<--- .: :, '_ -.:£: .•. -_ .• : • ·.:.,,{:_4'".,!.· r,,~' , 

reached through a change of hear~ in the confrontation-Arab states about the 
·t-,~ \' ·,~.i .... '1..,"'~-- ·-·' ·-l ;. __ .~.~,_, .. • ·.·- ~···)'--c._-._. ·.- ". ;_,; .. ·-.·. ··-~: .. :. :~ "· ~· -. :·: -. ":;--,·,-.· 

acceptance of a State of Israel within' frontiers which recognised some of Israel~s 
- ·,,. ·.. ,., ·~·.·; .. _.;,• ·. :i·.i' ·. 'l_. ; .. :.·:··.: -~~-.:. ~- ...... ~ ,0,\" ••. ·. ·-·;·- .: .••• --·~i .:. ........ • 

views of her security needs, and a change of heart in Israel on the justice of the 

)lioderafe 'Arall' case:. while tne uriited •st~tes pUt 'for.Ward pike from time.to tim~ 
. . . . . . • ' '~' • I • . • • - • 

for 'the settlement of the Arab..;Israeli d.isplite; both' 'unilaterally wfd through the 

United Nations, it seems 'tn~t her tna:rn J:iope lay 'iri #omoti~ a"gradual change in 

the climate of'opinion'In'Cairo; liilnlascua and Alimian; ; In formulating'AJDerrican 

policy the. United States took very much Int'ci account the accepted vi~w' of Is~aeli 
military-superiority,. which led th~ United States and most·other countries to 

assume that a.major Arab attack on Israeli forces was very unlikely, end would not 

succeed if It was launched: 

The Soviet Union, In the period from 1955 to_1973, had a different view of 
' 

the Middle East from that of the United States. The Russians had long regarded 

the Middle East as a neighbouring area important to their security In strategic 

terms, over which It would be desirable to extend some form of influence or, if 

possible, even control. As .early as. 1945-46 they had tried to set up a puppet 
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state in Northern Iran, and to ann~x territory.from Turkey. In the 1950s and 

1960s the Soviet Union came to see the Middle East also as an area of emerging 

nationalism where the·West (especially the former colonial or mandate powers) 

would be vulner<!-ble to. the reaul ts of skilful So.viet diplomacy and the encouragement 

of local natio~ist ambitions against the,West. The patt~rn of Soviet policy 

towards the Middle East suggests a combination of measures to weaken Western 
. . . 

influence, and actions designed to r~place it bY reliable pro-Soviet political 

and possibly, military influence. Beginning in 1955, under Khrushchev, with . . 
programmes of much-needed and valuable Soviet economic aid to a number of Middl~ 

Eastern countries, and e~bracing a firm Soviet political an~ PrOpaganda commitm~nt 

to the Arab cause in the Arab-Israeli dispute, Soviet policies evolved through 
> • ~ •• 

military aid to Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Sudan, South Yemen and Somalia to the deployment 

of Soviet combat forces in Egypt, .and the creation of a joint Egyptlan-Soviet a~r 

defence system along the Suez canal. At the.height of direct Soviet involvement 

in this moat important of all Middle Eastern countries - in the last year of 

President Naaser'a life, 1969-70.- Soviet air defence troops were stationed along 

the Suez Canal, and would have been involved in any outbreak of hostili"ties on 

that front. Moreover the deployment:of-Soviet naval air squadrons at Cairo and 

Aswan which carried our air surveillance of the ·Nediterranean meant that Egyptian 
. . . . . -. - r- ... -, . . , . , . 

soil had been··mde aVailable to ·the 'us5R· for. pui-ely· anti-NATO activities •. 

'Pr.esident Na:saer seemecJ::to be· mor.e =rui.d nio.re,·re~y to adc~de ·to .. ·soviet demands in, 
, · . • '• , · I .. •• • ' 1 _ · 1 I '· ~ , • 

the field of :Protective security (many.'majcir roads in•Egypt .were 'closed to ~ 

. ordiMry. traffic • on S~viet orders), :a.nd Sovi~t polihcai pe~etra'ticm of. the .·Arab 

Socialist· Uriion'-was already• unde:t wa::i • .. It. was ·clear. that the Soviet Union wa.·a ip. 
. ' 

·a· position to· exercise increasi·ng control· over:.the .. conduct 'of the Arab-Israeli 

diaplite by ·Eg'ypt·, at 'least in· th~ militarY ··sphe~e ~ Soviet 'pOlicy· appeare·d to be 

to keep 'the ·dispute at ·:t~e. "nd-'peace·;. rio:.war" level ·while working.-to 'irtcrea:ae 

Soviet influence ··in .a:ll walks of. Egyptiani Syri"an arid Iraqi' life,· with "oil 'issues . . . r 

arid the ·.pro bleme .. of the Gulf assl.imiilg · particular :impc)rt'a.rice in the case of I~~~ 
••• _. • . ', . , ·; ••. • ..• : .... ·, r ~ • :..., . .-·. .i . ·'· ~ . :. . ; . "'. ·, . . • ·• , . ·.. ~ . . . 

Another dimension in the· Middle East problem appeared with the growing 
. :. .~ . ·• , .. ··_ ..... , ~-.· ·~ . :, ..... ;.r_.:·: . · .. ,... '. 
influence of the' various Pareetinian organizations, and the first Soviet. contacts 

, : • , tO ••• · • •, , ' ., , ·.; • : • • , , • _ • • • -. •,. ,f. . ' , '· · . • . · , <;. ·- ~ , , <" • -_. 1 • 

with some of their leader!!• It ·.is .true that Jordan clamped down on the armep. 
• '. • . . -. • ·... "!.. .. . • . . . ' • . : : .. ; .• .. ) .... 
Palestinians within her bofders i~ September 1970 in a. crisis. which led to a. 

. . . . . . .... : .-~. . . ~ -- ' ' . . ' . . -. ._ 
display of American power in the Eastern Mediterranean, while the Soviet Union 

'remairie.d ~nacti~e.- Bu.t· on:t~e: wh~l~ 'it looked; -~Y l~te 1~no, as though the . . ' .• . . . 
growth of Soviet poli ticiu and military influence in. Egypt, Syria. ind Iraq was, as 

'. : ·_ .. • .. - • ... . • . .. ",. : •• ' ' ~ !'. f -· • • • ' • . ' • : •• 

the Soviet Union proclaimed it to be: irreversible. At. that point, Preaide~t 
•• •• -' • • -~·:.:.. ·-: ~ 9 :.__.!-,(. .. _.i.-.:.: .. ;,; ..... · :.-; . .;... .• ::--.o. ... t.~l-!. .... ~•,t.:t!:;! ·-:~·l'-'.r'l ';"'c:A.-i:' ... -;;-;-~·-r•"''' Nasser died. · ·- ~ · · · · · ·. \- -·-·-

zcJ.J :;n,'ld bt:tin mde. ~vni1rH·12 i.~C -t..ht:: ··Jss:-: l~~~~ P"'~--~J.:,· :-;·:ti-~:;:·;·o t'_ot:ivi·=:i,(-,•:;_. 

:-iJ :·~ .o· .~ ~ _. -;- :r.. .. ·' .. ·. . !~ 
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Although at first little seemed to change in the Soviet Union's . involvement 
l 
' in the Middle East, Egypt under her ~ew President, Sadat, int~oduced a relative+y 

new element into the super-power relationship in the area: a readiness to make . . 
decisions . ' 

in foreign policy which forced one of_ the super-powers, the Soviet U~on, . ' . . . . . . . . . ... . 

on to the defensive. In April 1971, Sadat halted Soviet penetration of the Arab 

Socialist Union by arresting the leading pro-Soviet group of Egyptian politiciaqs 
' . . 

under Ali 

personnel 

Sabry, and. just over a year later expelled almost all Soviet military · 
• I ' .' ' • ~ • ( ' • 

in Egypt, including those deployed in combat units at Cairo West and 
•• . ? . • .. • .. • 

Aswan airfields, In spite of her treatment of the Soviet Union's vested interests .. . . .. 
• 

in the country, Egypt continued to press the Soviet Union for more and improved 
. . . ~ . . ' 

arms suppl~es, exploiting h;r lever~ over '(;he Soviet Union through Moscow's ne~d 

to retain as much of its threatened position in Cairo as possible. The arms . . ' . "') . 
(except for some very advanced aircraft) were supplied, and Sadat made the most . . . . . . . '. ' 

of the Soviet dilemma. For the supply of arms was now the only way open to the . . 
Soviet Union to retain its position in Egypt; yet in political terms, even the ... ' . ~ ~ 

arms failed to produce ,the influence the Russians wanted, The United States 

stood by, somewhat incredulous that Naeeer's relatively unknown successor should' 

have proved himself eo artful a practitioner of power politics· towards his country's 
' 

main benefactor and ally. There was, however,: ·one other factor which affected 

· Egypt's relatione with 'both super-p6wers. Soviet.oAmerican eummi ·f meetings began 
- . r . 

to arouse President Sadat's suspicions about the p<>ssibili ties of super-power dect.ls 

at Egypt's expense, and made the Egyptians look warily at the developing 

relationship between Moscow and Washington. 

This seemed to be the essence of the 
' East at the time the leaders of Egypt and 

. 
~uper-power relationship in the Middle 

' . Syria undertook their most mqmentoua 

initiative: the decision to launch a major combined attack on Israeli positions on 
'I . • • ' 

the Suez Canal and the Golan Heights in October 1973. Opinion is still divided 
~ . •. . . 

over Soviet.reeponeibility ~r fore-knowledge of this decision. ~t_on the who~~ 
• it seems likely that the Russians, while obviously aware that something unusual . . . ' . . • . . ! 

was afoot, were not privy to the decision to go to war, and did not know of the . . 
date of the attack beforehand •. 

1 • 

The cou .. :se of the fighting in ,the Middle East in October 1973 is wall known, 

as are the major decisions. taken by the super-powers in re~ction to it and to 

each other's policies during the crisis. For our purposes the most ·important 

factor to note is that both super-powers, in hurrying to the· practical support of 

their respective friends (the Soviet airlift of arms to Egypt.and Syr~a began on 

10 October, the American to Israel on 13 October) were reacting to, rather than 

controlling events •. ·The pattern of the war- was established by the initial 

. achievements of the Arab armies, and then changed. by the success of ,the Israelis 

in -recnvArinu the militarv initiative which led their forces acr9~~ ~he Suez 
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Canal, and, against Syria, to within 22 miles of Damascus'; it was not established 

by American or Soviet policies. The decision of the Sovie't Union' to turn to the 

United States for a joint crisis control action through the United Nations was 

'taken in Moscow because of Israel's military-~uccesses. The apparent Soviet 
. I 

readiness to' despatch troops to Egypt on a unilateral basis,'which escalated tpe . . 
conflict to a direct us-soviet confrontation for the space of a few hours on . .. r . 
24-25 October, originated in the movement of events outside· Soviet control. The 

' I 

American response;' which took the form of a world-wide alert of US strategic 
' , ' t • ' . . ~ 

forces, was accepted and acted uPon in Moscow as a warning not to proceed'with 

·the Soviet plan. But'both were hurried de~isions'arising out of circumstances 
' . . 

over which neither the United States nor the Soviet Union had' effective control. 

The speed'with which the crisis ~scalated to a direct US-Soviet confrontation 

probably contributed to the pressure which both powers brought to bear on their 

friends (especially that of the United States ~n-Israel, ·whose forces were on the 

road'to a resounding victory) in order 
. .. .... ~ 

to ensure acceptance of the" final" Uni tea 
' • 

Nations' resolutions. 

The first impact of the October cris~s, th~refore, on tpe -reljttions between 

the super-powe:r:s in the Middle East it;'elf must be .. cpntained in. the lesso_ns they 

both_ learnt from the crif!is. A nup1ber of. these lessons aria;. frpm~ the. fact, 

already underlined, that both super-powe!~·were dealing with. smaller countries 

capable of taking their own decisions on peace and war, ov.er.riding. considerations 
~ . . 'l • ' 

of escalation for the super-powe~s who supported them and supplied_them with~. 

This, together with the success of the Arab countries in concealing their 

intentions from their patrons, should \ieigh in favour of some kind of improved. 
. ' 

collaboration between Moscow_and_Wa.shington .. on crisis control: However, it is 

not quite as simple as that. It is' part of the American..ca.se .. .ruL the .. Middle . .EasL-- ... 

crisis ·and Soviet behaviour during it' that the us-soviet Summit Agreements of 1972 

and 1973 contiuned an understancllng that- each side. should inform the other if it 
• I • 

obtained prior information about a dangerous-crisis likely to lead to war. ~en 
' 

if the Russians, who still had a military ~ese~c~ in Syria and some influe~e in 

Egypt, had known about Arab intentions only a few days beforehand, they shbuld, 

according·to the American point of view, have contacted the United States- which 

they did not do. A feeling therefore grew in the United States that the Soviet 

Union cannot expect to reap-the benefits. of crisis control collaboration with the 

United States and avoid its responsibilities. -The impact of·the October crisis 

on the super-power relationship in the-field of crisis control suggests tru+t the 

Soviet Union will try to improve both its unilateral crisis control capabilities 

and those to be used in collaboration with the United States. But the United 

4 • states, while recognising the need for collaboration with the' Soviet Union in 

similar circumstances, may well insist that the. Soviet Uniori should in the future 
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observe the ground rules more effectively than in October 1973. 
. . 

. . . Perhaps the mosj; striking impact of the events of October 1973 on super-power · . . . . -.· . . . , . ~-

r.elations is likely to _be their reaction to the brief direct confrontation between 

t~eir .. two countries on 24-25 October, Clearly the Soviet Uillon, which had alerted 

a nlllllber. of its airborne divisions early :i.n October, presumably as· a potential 

intervention force along with troops from'the.United States (thUs echoing Marshal 

Bul~n 1 s offer to President Eisenhower at the end of the Suez crisis of 1956) ,' . . . ' 

would only consider such ~ potentially dangero~ Unilateral action if (a) they 

believed th~t a vital interest .of the sOviet Uni.on was at stake; ·or (b) it was 
.. ·· 

their.assessment that they could "get away with;, the unilaterai return of Soviet 

combat troops to Egypt at a time when the United Nations seemed to be paralyzed ~d . . . ' 

the United States hesitant about usingtraops abroad after their experience in 

Vietnam; or (c) that the Russians believed that by making such a military threat 

(perhaps largely'a bluff) they could somehow regain some of the initiative in the 
. . . 

crisis· diplomatically, What little evidence there is suggests .that while some 

elements of all these considerations may have been present, .the main Soviet fear 

at that moment was an Israeli military demonstration against Cairo, The Russian!! 

·may have calculated that' such a move by the Israelis coul_d have led to. a collaps+ 

of the Egyptian regi~e and a total loss of Soviet prestige,- influence or power i~ 
that important country, The Soviet leaders may not have believed American 

assertions that the United States·was urging restraint on Israel,· In any event, 

the American declaration of a world-wide alert of her strategic nuclear forces put 

an end to the confrontation immediately; but the impact of those few hours is bo~d 

to affect the·development of their future relationship, 

I' would like to PaUSe at this point as we move into the field of direct 

Soviet-America.Ii relations, to define two of the terms which I wish to use. We 

often find the word "detente" used to describe a number of aspects of the current 

relationship ·between East and West··, but in this paper· I want to restrict it (qulte 

arbitrarily) to the general atmosphere .of relaxation which has developed in East

West relations. in recent years~ For the bilateral relationship which, against the 
' background of detente, has grown up between the United .States and the, Soviet ~nion, 

·particularly since 1969, as betwesn·the world's only two super-powers, I propose 
. ' 

(equally arbitrarily) to lise the phrase "the special-relationship" between-Noscow 

and WashinB'ton, 
..• ' . ' 

To return now, to the effect of the Middle East crisis on the 

in the Middle East context. In the first.place, the United States 

super-powers 
I 

became·aware as 

a result of the crisis that in br~ad termS th~ present Soviet leadershi~ is 

prepared to put .the special relationship .with the United States ahead. of what might 

be called "targets of opportunity" specifically in the Midaie East.· At the same · 

time, since the Soviet leaders see no contradiction between d~tente and the special 
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relationship on the one hand and at least the threat of unil~teral military action 

to defend important Soviet state interests in areas far from the borders of the 

Soviet Union on the other, the United States has to consider the most effective 

way of dealing with such deviations from the spirit of the relationship if and ~hen . 
they arise. In the case of this Middle East crisis the United States'learnt that 

the most effective way to warn th~ Sov~et leaders' off such a course is still thr 

,de_s~tch of a direct politico-military signal to Moscow: akind of up-dated 
• • 

~ersion of the Cuban missile cri~is solution of 1962. I realize at this point that .. 
many Western observers believe that 

nuclear forces was an ·over-reaction 

the American response in alerting the strategic 
; 1 . ,. [ 

to the Soviet threat, in whatever form, in 

fact, the threat was presented. But from the point of view of this study I want 
· . 

.. to stres.s that, over-reaction or not, the American initiative achieved an 

immediate-result. ·, 

·· The'overall impact of•these facto:r:s must be to.il}ject further elements of 

caution in the United States' assessment of the meaning 9f d~tente and the speCfal 

relationship in Moscow, and to give the Americans a practical demonstratioJ:l of 

' the present Soviet leaders' behaviour ~1hen acting und~r . stress. on .a critical 
-- -"~·-

issue. But it may also strengthen the belief that in the last resort. the Soviet 
• . • J 

Union can still be deflected from risky policies by an indication that the . 

United States has the•willpower•to use its military strength in this way, which· . . . .. 

presupposes that American strength and willpower is retained undiminished by th~ 

present and succeeding administrations. 

To the Soviet Union, these few hours of direct confrontation probably 

suggested that the Uriited States' view of dhente (as 'interpreted in ~1oscow) is • 

not very different from that practised, though not preached, _b'/ the . Soviet Union. 

The Russi&.nS, who realized that the United States ,has a stake, in ... the}~iddle East 

because of Israel and the energy problem, were anxious to act in concert with the . " . ' 

United States and within the framework of the United Nations in bringing the w~ . . . . 
to an end when the tide of milita:r:y success began to run against Egypt and Syria. 

If such collaboration could .. include the re-introduction of Soviet troops into 

'Egypt, so much. the better. Then the Russians become aware that the kind.of 
. I 

collaboration which they had in mind - including the despatch of a joint Soviet 

and American force. to the Middle East - did .not form part of Americ~ thiruJng. 

However, the Soviet Union continued to press for such.action during the bilateral . . 
e~changes with the United States and was rebuffed. The most :likelY Soviet 

' 
~eaction to this American behaviour would be to assume that the United Stat~s is 

t . • • ' .. 
still not prepared. to countenance one-sided Soviet gains in the Middle East under 

cover, as it were, of d~tente and the special relationship. 
. : t' • I 

The Russians ~obably 

realize that if they t:r:y to adopt such tactics ·in the future they will be . . . 

:,...: 
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challenged ~ the United States using traditional methods of power politics. 

This interpretation of American actions may, in fact, colour Soviet attitudes 

to forthcoming negotiations on the ~tiddle East and to the next crisis in which . . 

the two super-powers are involved. 

So much for the impact o~ the war itself •. Of equal importance to our subject 

is the effect on the super-power relationship of Soviet and American diplomacy 

carried on since the end of the war. The original intention of the powers 

involved was to hold multilateral talks in Geneva to settle the problem, but as it 

turned out, it fell to the United States to·mediate directly between first Egypt 

and Israel and then Israel and Syria, and to conduct negotiations \1hich led to 

successful disengagement agreements on the two main fronts. At first the Soviet 

Union was content to stand aside from this mediation: the Soviet leaders probably 

believed that it would not succeed, and did not wish to be associated with a 

potentially serious diplomatic failure; but when Dr Kiesinger brought about the 

Egyptian-Israeli disengagement-the Russians hurried to get in on the act •. 

Wherever the American Secretary of State went,·Mr Gromyko followed, accompanied 

~ calls from Moscow for a transfer of the negotiations to the Geneva Conference. 

The pattern which emerged from this process was of a dynamic and successful 

American policy of negotiations with the Wa.rring countries, all of whom accepted 

··American mediation; while no one, not even the Syrians, seemed anxious to involve 

the Soviet Union in their diplomacy or to seek Soviet support. It was hardly 

surprising in the circumstances that Soviet diplomacy, in this period of apparent 

rejection, concentrated their attention again on Iraq, and also turned to the 

Palestinians in their search for some .participant in the crisis who woUld 

appreciate .Soviet support. 

In fact, the widespread acceptability of the Americans to Egypt and· Syria, 

as well as to 'the traditionally pro-western states of Jordan and Saudi Arabia, in 

spite of America's record of support of Israel, was the· main unpredictable element 

in the situation. Of course there were good practical reasons for it: the 

Americans could bring some pressure to bear in Israel while the Russians could not; 

Dr Kissinger, it was believed in Arab capitals, was the man most likely to move 

the Israelis from their long-standing positions; he also repres~nted a country 

anxious to put an end to the recurring cris.es in the Middle East on terms 
• 

acceptable to the confrontation states as well ae.,to Israel. But what was 

unpredictable, and seemed eo unfair to the Soviet leaders, was t~e evident 
. . \ 

enthusiasm with which President Sadat greeted and supported the American conduct . . 
of the negotiations, and the readiness of the Syri~ President ultimately to play 

hie part in their success •. That American diplomacy also led to a resumption of . . 
formal links between Syria and Egypt and the United States, and the appointment 

of an American Admiral to command the naval forces clearing the Suez Canal only 
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added to Soviet discomfiture and resentment. • 

There can be no doubt that American diplomacy in the !iliddle East since the 

October war has raised the prestige and reputation of the United States in the 

area to a high level, and there might well have been some temptation (the Soviet 

Union would fear) to exploit. this advantage to squeeze the Soviet Union out of 

the Middle East, at least in terma.of diplomacy. But this has not happened. It 

has been American policy, while welcoming the warmth of the new Arab attitudes to 

the United States, to try to bring the Soviet Union along with it as American 

diplomacy has evolved: this was again stressed at the.Moscow Summit in July 1974 • . . 
No doubt the United States does not w~t to carry the, burden of a Middle East 

settlement alone, especially as.the problems become. more intractible: further 

Israeli withdrawals, the future of Jerusalem and the claims. of the Palestinians. 

No doubt these are shrewd American calculations on possible· quid pro quos to be - : . . 
sought in the United States/Soviet :bilateral relationship. But the United States 

does appear. to want to involve the Soviet Union in the next stages of the Middle 

East negotiations. The United State.s; therefore, is reluctant "to score" a total 

"victory" ove;- the Soviet Union in the liJiddle East. Such a policy woUld have a 

number. of potential disadvantages .for the United States: it would deprive interim 

or permanent pe~ce settlements in the area of Soviet support, and perhaps lead the 

Soviet Union at a later stage to work ~t them. It woUld also create and 

intensify further Soviet resentments against the United States and make future 

·efforts at crisis control more difficUlt •. The·American decision not to go all 

out for "victory" over the Soviet Union {even if this was feasible) is a practical 

reeognitioh ·of the more permanent elements in the special relationship. 

What, then, do the two super-powers hope for the Middle East? Without 

underestimating the enormous difficUlties ahead, it seems lik.ely that the United 

States cautiously believes that a break-through has occurred in Arab-Israeli 

relations, and that with patient negotiation a long-term solution will be found 

which would involve Arab acceptance of the State of Israel with agreed borders, 

uninterrupted oil supplies for the United States, and a Soviet presence in the 

area which would be limited to activities unlikely to place. the United States' 

political, economic or strategic interests in danger. 

The Soviet Union, on the other hand, is faced with what might be called 

the "tactics of recover~". Since the death of President Nasser Soviet influence 

in Egypt, ·and to a lesser extent in Syria, has been on the wane. The Russians 

have probably learnt all sorts of hard lessons about the uncertain role of 

military and ·economic aid and the presence of combat forces as purveyors of 

reliable political influence. They must also have learnt some less.ons about 

the unacceptability to most o~ their client states of Soviet methods of operation, 
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such as excessive secretiveness and suspicion of their clie~ts' motives, However, 

i.t is not in the nature of tlie Soviet Union to give u_p when they believe that 

their_ setbacks IU'e tempo.rary; They are convinc~d that t~eir achievements in the 

Middle_Eaet are more impressive and long-lasting than their setbacks, and they 

must go on building on the former to protect and ju_stify their enormou_s invest

~ents in the area, It is at. this point that the Soviet leaders must consider 

how flU' their "tac·€ics of recoveryu can develop, and what results may be achieved 

in practice in'plirsui.t of their main aims in the Middle East. 'Their·maximlllll goal 

is lfuly to'be to promote, by political action and economic and military aid, a 
' 

return to pro-Soviet p~licies by. the Egyptian goverilment, with the consequent 

weakening and, hopefully, elimination 'of American and Western influ_ence in Cairo 

·and· the rest ·of the Arab.world~ The Ru_ssians would probably like to see the 

fall of President·sadat, and his replacement by a leader ready to accept Soviet 

politicai ahd military' advice, and perhaps the return of· Soviet anti-NATO forces 

to Egyptian soil, The Soviet Union's maximlllll goals probably also inclu_de the 

exploitation against the West of the energy factor, the p0litical isolation of 

Israel, and the achievement of Arab goals in the Arab-Israeli dispu_te u_nder 

Soviet au~pices, The Ru_ssians wou_ld also hope for the strengthening of Soviet 

influ_ence in Iraq and in iran, as well· aa Syria, the Glllf and Su_dan, and the 

emergence of a unified Palestinian organi~ation responsive to Soviet wishes and 

_policy recommendStions, And. all this shou_ld, ui Soviet planning for· maximlllll 

goals, take ;lace alongside the re-opening of the Su_ez, Cansi, and the break-u_p 

or seriou_s disru_ption of NATO in the Eastern Mediterranean through the problems 

created by the Cyrpu_s crisis, 
I - . . 

At the other end of the scale, the minimlllll aims of the present Soviet 

leadership inv~lve the.retention of existing Soviet gainS in the Midal~ East and 
. \ - ., . . 

the defensive protection of Soviet vested inter~sts - political, economic and 
. . . . . . 

military - in the area, The Soviet Union would hope to hold its influ_ence in 

Egypt, Syria and Iraq at its present level in the short term; ~thile seizing any 

opport~t-ies'which might appear to 'improve it, Action in pursu_it 'of the USSR's 

ininimlllll goais would probably be restricted to U-ndermining the· current improvement 

iq American-Arab relations, promoting, through propaganda and political action, 

the isolation of Israel, and the· maximlllll involvement of the Soviet Unicin in 

bargaining on the future of the Mtddle East, These minimlllll goals -wou_ld also 

probably inclU-de exploitation, where possible, of the West's vulnerabiiity to 

the effects of the ristng cost of energy; ~d, when the Suez canal has been re-.. . . 
opened, developing the strategic'advantages for Soviet military power of the 

restored link between the.Mediterrariean and the.Indian Ocean~ to which the 

recent Soviet-Somali treaty has particular relevance, 

'' 
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What is particularly hard to _e~visage is any kind of Soviet readiness to 

cut their losses in the Middle East and embark upon a pragmatic policy of 
• • > • 

collaboration with the United States designed to put an end to tension in the 
. . \. "" ' . "' 

area, Even the Soviet Union's minimum aims contain too strong an element of 
t-: J ·~ ••• - ..._") •• 

political competition and conrronta~ion with the West for that to be a realistic 

_hope, 

In fact, the Soviet Union ~nll probably adopt poli0~es ~hich fall between 

these two extremes of'maximum and minimum-aim~. _.In,p+actice, .the.Russians are 

,uilJ.ikely to want a final-settlement of tl1.e Arab-Is.raeli dispute, which in the 

Soviet view would probably lead to the elimination. of their influence altogether, 

Nor do they want, in the_foreseeable future, another major round of h~stilities, 
• • r • ' • 

They would like to lessen the possibilities of .Middl~.Eas:t.countries displaying 

their independence in decision-making, It seems that. their. best hope,.lies in . . 
continuing their economic and military aid, on a selective basis, to Arab 

countries, and their demonstrative support for the Arab cause (including even more . . . ~ 
· spe'cific support for the _Palestinians) wh~le HOrking for collaboration ~Tith. the 

United States in the field of crisis control in the area on the most favourable 

terms for the Soviet Union, This would, of course, commit the Russians in_ 

American eyes to the broad ~oncept of a final _political s~tt~ement in the Middle 

East agreeable to the ·confrontation Arab States, Israel and the United States, 

·The Russians accept that this ~ould be the American interpretation, But it .. 
would be entir'llY consistent with current Soviet thinking if the Russians also 

believed that Soviet diplomacy is likely to have opportunities to work towards 

some of th~ Soviet Union's maximum goals in the difficult period ahead, Taking 

into consideration possible further crises in the West's energy supplies, the 

problems facing the new American administration' and the possibility of favourable - ~ 

governmental changes in I'liddle Eastern c.ountries, the RussianS ~o doubt hope 

t!l.at they will be able to pursue effective "tactics of recovery" and restore a 

significant measure·of Soviet influence in,the key capitals of· the Middle East, 

Moving now from the Middle_East itself to the wider impact pf th~ crisis 
. . ... - ' 

~on Soviet-American relations, the most.imp0rtant conclusion we can probably draw 
- . ' 

is-that in spite of strains, difficulties and a ~omentary ~onfrontation, the 
• ( 1 ·' ~ . 

special relationship between the hro super-pm<ers in the atmosphere of d~tente 
' . . . . 

s.urvived, .and- was used to solve the crisis• . As Dr Kissinger said on 21 November . . 

1973, revie~ring the crisis, "very frequent, very. c~nfidential exchan/ies" took . . " . 
place between President Nixon and _Mr Brezhnev. Security Council resolutions . . . . 

.338, 339 and 340 were sponsored jointly by_the S()viet Union and the United 

States, and consultati()n has taken place at Geneva and elsewhere to keep the . . . 

hro governments in close touch, It has long been a Soviet aim to get the 
' 

relationship with the United States institutionalized and irreversible, and 

--- __ ____J 
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operative particularly in areas of the world regarded as important by the Soviet 

Union, such as Europe, the Middle East and East Asia, To some extent the fact 

that the machinery of the special relationship functionci - however imperfectly -

in the Middle East crisis, together with the Noscow Summit of July 1974, may have 

gone some way to improve the chances of the institutionalization which the 

Russians _want,. 

The crisis-also taught each super-power how the relationship tends to work 

under-stress, and at what points it might break do;r.n. For example, it may seem 

to both sides that during a crisis the power. whose interests are most. thr~atened 

tends to call .the relationship into play, while the side whose friends are 

winning may prefer to leave the relationship aside for the time being. Thus, in 

spite of early military setbacks, it seems clear that the Americans still had 
' great confidence in Israel's ability to recover and seize the initiative on the 

battlefield; Dr Kissinger 1s arrival in Noscow, after all, coincided with Israeli 

military successes. But when a really critical. situation developed, such as the 

allllarent and imminent coll.apse of part of the Egyptian Army, and when the 

.lunericans declined to participate in .a joint Soviet-American military inter

vention, for a few hours confrontation took the_ place of the special'relationship, 

Undoubtedly, b~th sides have taken this lesson to heart. The special relation'

ship between them may be on the_road to becoming institutionalized,, but it still 

has its limitations and is not yet approaching irreversibility. 

This leads to a consideration of the factors which. come into play when the 

special relationship does begin to waver, and these must include, first and 

foremost, the tw? pc'fers' military strength and_ capabilities. In this instance 

it was the Soviet Union which appeared to be ready to use conventional, that is, 

airborne, forc~s, and the Americans who appealed to strategic nuclear forces: 

but it might hav;e been the other way round, This could suggest two~.courses of 

action to bot_h sides, neither of which are mutually ~xclusive.. It could. lead 

to an awareness in Noscow and Washington of th~ need to make more rapid progress 

in SALT II, assuming that both governments _seriously believe that there is 

enough common ground•between their propQsals to justify a new effort to break 

the deadlocks in the negotiations. At the same time, the brief super-power 

confrontation could independently lead both governments to ensure that work on 
" . 

Meapons systems now qnder development or projected is speeded up, so that they 

can be included in the list of "established" systems if, for example, ,a freeze 

~n offensive strategic weapons is eventually agreed in a delayed SALT II treaty, 

Neither side would accept the risk of needing to call on their military strength 

in any future crisis in which the special relationship broke down - even 

momentarily - only to find that the forces to which it was appealing were 

inferior to those of its adversary. 0~ the whole, it seems likely that both 

trains of thought will be discussed in NosC01-I and Washington and both policies 

may be put into effect by the two governments, 
' 
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But perhaps the most intriguing, and possibly the most :important, impact of 

the crisis on super-power relations for the future is the evidence it provided 

for each country of the other's view of the role and limitations of the 

relationship between them, They both welcome and use it because it helps to 

defuse international crises arid, as long as it is operative, it enables each 

to pursue its policies with a degree of mutual consultation rare in previous 

eras of diplomacy. Both super-powers did pursue their policies in this way 

during the Middle·East crisis, and both learnt something more in·practice of 

the other's concepts of this new aspect of Soviet-American relations. 

The lessons both may have learnt bring us back to our original interpret

ation of the different aims and attitudes of the two super-powers, The United 

States seems fundamentally ready to accept the realities of the status guo, and, 

while anxious to improve American influence in various parts of the world by 

diplomacy, economic aid and alliances, believes that each crisis contains 

elements supporting its resolution on satisfactorY lines'without a basic alter

ation in the political, social and ideological alignment or convictions of all 

the important participants in the orisis. This does not mean to say that the 

United' States would not welcome or work for a change in outlook· or iri the balance 

of power in crisis areas where the current alignment is anti-American or anti

Western. But it does not regard such a change as historically inevitable, or 

that it is the duty of the United States, before history or political truth, to 

work unremittingly towards it, using all methods short of war, 

It seems likely that this is precisely the framework within which the 

Soviet Union views its relationship with the United States, Few observers would 

deny that since the Soviet Union achieved super-power status its leaders have 

follOt{ed active and confident policies abroad, and even when, as in the Middle 

East crisis, Soviet policy has suffered setbacks, the fundainental resilience of 

the Soviet Union's foreign policy is still much in evidence, It is possible 

that this confidence is partly due to the acquisition by the Soviet Union of 

super-power status and, in particular, to the effect on its ieaders of the 

impressive nature of their country's military power, It may also reflect 

recent. Soviet interpretations (such as ttiat attributed to Boris Ponomarev 

'earlier this year) of the 'growing crisis in "capitalist" economies and social 

structures: and the opportuni'ties this offers to pro-Soviet communist movements 

in the West, It could. also be based on hopes that the West's energy and 

financial problems might prove to be crippling for many Western countries. 

-- --------------------
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Whatever the basis for this sense of Soviet confidence, real or misguided, 

recent Soviet experience in their foreign policy still seems to allow the 

Russians to present their understanding of the special relationship to the 

Americans in something like the following terms: "we welcome detente and a 
' 
special relationship with you, and we want them to cover a wide variety of 

internation&activities, and to become institutionalized and irreversible. We 

also want you to accept our definitions of parity in military strength. But you 

must recognize that we believe that our policies and outlook are scientifically 

based and historically correct; that if we seek a change in the balance of 

power in our favour and a move in individual' countries towards regimes favourable 

to us, we,are justified in doing so before history and our political beliefs; 

and you, whose policies fly in the face of history, cannot match the soundness 

of our views or the forward march of our influence. If you want to play the 

power game within the relationship, and we believe you do, we will play it, too: 

and you may ~Tin temporary successes. But our successes will turn out to be the 

irreversible ones: we shall never give up our attempts to change the political 

,alignments of countries we regard as important, If you think that detente or' 

our new relationship will lessen the intensity of the ideological (i.e. political) 

struggle between us, you are making a great mistake," 

Soviet statesmen have, of course,, been proclaiming this doctrine to the 

faithful for many years, and its importance in Soviet thinking should not be 

minimized in the West simply because it is described as "ideological" in Soviet 

material. But we should recognize that one of the fundamental differences 

between the Soviet and American concepts of the special relationship and detente, 

is precisely their views on the role these two factors have to play in the 

future development of the East-\vest balance of power. I believe that the 

experience of the two super-powers in the Middle East crisis of 1973 underlined 

this basic difference and indeed spelt it out: crisis control with stability 

for the Americans; opportunities for a change in the balance of power for the 

Russians, Perhaps recognition by the super-powers of this aspe9t of their 

relationship may lead to increasing difficulties in developing their contacts 

in the future. Perhaps, on the other hand, the more realistic assessment it 

involves can help the relationship and detente to move forward with fewer 

illusions and more attention to its practical possibilities. 
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FUTURE .c.•RAJJ OPTIONS 

Herr Hanns Maull 

Introduction 

i:Jith its application of the· oil ·weapon and its ·init1al military successe:s· 

against Israel, the Arab world has finally left the era of post,-co~onial struggle 

against the economic and political remnants of \Iestern control over the Middle 
-

East. An underlying theme of Arab politics during this period has been nation-

alism directed agains.t 1!1estern infl~ence ('syn;boliz~i,. above all, in the superi

ority of Israel and the international oil compa,nies). 

Now things seem to be changing. Egypt's declared intention.to turn-inwards 

(and >restwards) and to solve her vast economite and social problen;ts, together 

with the sudqen enhanced riches of.the .Arab oil producers, have introduced a new 

theme which may well characterize the next decade: the th~me of economic and . . . ·-~ - \ :, 

social development, ,,,hich nm; seems to have t~p priori'ty ~mong Arab decision.; 
r . :: 

makers. 

This shift in emphasis is not least the consequence of vastly increased 

financial resources,.and·'the_great.leap forward' now seems a distinct possibi

lity. Expectations in the l!rab world are rising, and.the hopes pinned on. oil 

money are high, Emphasis on development therefore appears to be fundamental 

to the survival of present regimes, but, on the other hand, development J?OSes 

difficult problems of managing and controtling ecqnomic and ~ocial change •. 

without endangering these regimes. There is a contradict-ion bet~<een moderniza

tion and political stability, bet~<een the mobilization of human resources 

essential for development and the denial to new groups' of participation in the 
' 

decision-making processes (or its restriction). · · Ho~<ever', it no~< appears 

virtually iillpossible for any Arab regime to pursue political stabilization 
. . 

through the sort of isolationism practised by Saudi Arab.ia aild North Yemen 

~<ell into the last decade. SoCial and economic progress can, therefore, be 

postulated as the main objective of Arab policies in· 'the next decade.· .. 
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iihether this ohj.e.ctive· can be achieved: i"n. the yeQ,r_s ahead_ will depend 

on the prevailing patterns of co-operation or, alternatively, confrontation, 

Confrontation, involving instability, 1-rculd seriously disturb social and economic 

development, especially, _since_ strong, linkages exist between the international, 

regional and internal levels of politics. Internal changes might lead to differ

ent regional policies and international alignments, regional conflict could lead 

to both internal confrontation and international repercussions, and international 
-. . ,. . 

confrontation could lead 'to retalfatich -·on-a··regional level, as ~Jell as causing 

internal radicalism, Social and economic development needs co-operation and con

sensus, implying compromises and th'e· plirsui t' of' limited (as opposed to extreme) 

objectives. Success will thereforadepend on how far elements of confrontation 

can be eliminated and the proponents of extreme objectives isolated, If success

ful, modernization could lead to greater stability on all levels - and.inoderate 

policies _could have a self-perpetuating effect •. 

The Isra.;li:..'Arao conflict 

The Isr~eli-Arab .. conflict is the m~'in remnant of the period of nationalism 

and the main ,disturbing facto~ fr-om the -~~i-nt of view of social and economic 

development, The strong linkages between the ·Israeli-Arab conflict, inter-!<rab 

politics and the internal position of a regime require a settlement sufficiently 

beneficial for ·the Arabs to defuse the· conflict's potential for disrupting both 

domestic and.inter-Arab politics; 

This explai~s the active stand of Saudi Arabia. Though the ·•moderates'.' · 

ultimate aim is a settlement of the conflict, they had to t~igger off ari escala-

tion of that conflict t~ break the political stalemate; for 

the Israeli-Arab conflict, inter-Arab politics and domestic 

the linkage between 
- ~ 

politics did not 

allow countries like Egypt and Saudi Arabia to accept the pre-October·status guo, 

·To illustrate this,· let us look·at possible Saudi m6hvations ·and object:i:Ves'in 

appiying the oil weapon (an analysis of Egyptian objectives in launching the 

October war would 'follo~T similar liries)':· 

1) 

. ' 

If Saud~ Arabia had not applied the oil ,;eapon, confrontation betMeen 

'progressive' and 'conservative' regimes \TOuld have followed. Eg~pt . . - .. '. . 

would probably have turned towards Libya, which raised the prospect . ' . . . . - . 

of increasing radicalization. 

2) Such ,a .. confrontation would. rave .posed' a serious threat to the St?-

'bility 

., sectqrs 

of conservative regimes in the_ Persian Gulf, alienating large 

of politically important gro1,1ps (such as the officer corps . . . . ". ' .. - . 

: and the bureauc_racy) and creating a de:f;in_ite da.nger of a cour> d 'jitat. 

Refqsal--to suppprt the. front-line. states wit~ ~he on weapon would . 

.. 
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have incenseQ, public. opinion, leading to a high risk of violence, 

strikes and subversive action against· oil installations, directed 

from outside with the help of the·large Palestinian ~omffiunity in' 

the Gul.f, 

3) On the 'other hand,· the s.ving towards the mainstrea6 of Arab' public 

opinion and towards Egypt allowed King Faisal to point out that he · · 

backed pan-Arab aspirations more effectively, than radical regimes 

like· Libya and .Iraq: Saudi prestige was .thus greatly enhanced at 

home.and:throughout the Arab world. 

4) Co-operation with Egypt, once Saudi Arabia's most dangerous adversary, 

dramaticaliy weakened the forces. opposed to the Saudi regime and 

isolated them {rom the mainstream of Arab politics, 

5) The lead taken in applying the oil weapon, together .vith the influence 
' 

which financial· su;oport can enlist, have greatly str'engthened Saudi. 

'Arabia' s· ·control· over the Arab environment and for the time being 

practically eliminated domestic opposition and outside. threats ·to· 

· Fa isal' s regime, 

6) One can also assume important economic considerations b'ehind the 

use of the· oil weapon: 

the need to diversify the Saudi economy·away from'crude oil· pro.:: 

duction.required the technical, management .and planning· assistance 

of the .Western world, and, since the oil companies were unable 

to provide this, the producer-consumer relationship·had to be . ' 

changed fundamentally by reducing the role of the companies and· 

bringing in consumer governments directly. 

Saudi. oil production in September 1973 was, well.beyond economi

cally justifiable limits, and the resulting oil revenues could 

not·be.absorbed. 

Development of oil demand, if unrestrained,' "mild' have depleted 

reserves at a pace which must have been worrying even a country 

like Saudi.Arabia. 

'The Arab states achieve·d a high (though essentially negative) degree of 

solidarity fri.the. last .Israeli'-Arab war. Such solidarity can be expected again 

if negotiations on the Israeli-Arab ·confiict break down, almost certainly re.sul t-

ing in renewed hostilities a.nd the· unsheathing of the oil weapon. '• 

As long as the negotiation process continues, however, Arab motivations.will 

most likely differ •. Essentially, there are three different groups on the .Arab 
' 

side of ·the conflict: 
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1) · States with a direct but limited stake in. the. conflict and/or_.a 

strong interest in its settlement so as to reduce the risks,and 

costs of. continued: hostility. 

2) States with no direct interest in the conflict which are involved 

essentially through-pursuit of internal or inter-Arab .. ob'jectives, 
. . ~ ' . : 

'These states. can afford radical attitudes, 

3) The Palestinians, whose attitude to Israel differs fundamentally 

from tba't of the Arab states. Israeli and Palestinian 'interes'ts 

are difficult to reconcile, and the Palestinians are ·still in the 

. phase of national assertion and organization. At the- mome.nt, they . . - .. 
depend heavily on Arab states and outside support, but they possess . 

- - - ' 

a considerable potential for, undermining the stability of the_region 

and of individual regimes, 

The negotiation· process now under way makes it necessary to formulate . ' ' . . 

common principles -and then tra.nslate them into concrete. and realistic political 
·. - . ' . - --~ ·-· 

objectives, Tn both phases, splits appear quickly in the Arab ranksi 
' . . ' - \ -..... 

1) The principles laid down by the front-line states and :the oil pro

ducers. •under Saudi Arabian leadership (return of all o_ccupied 
' 

territories, restoration of Palestinian rights) .have not been 

accepted bJ"_Libya and Iraq. 

2) The plan for a Palestinian state on 'the west bank of the Jordan-: 

and the Gaza strip still meets with stiff resistance from large 

parts of the PLO. 

If the threat of a shif[ng balance between moderates and radicals cannot be 

eliminated, the moderates wiil probably be forced to retreat, The 'parameters 

of accepta.oce' for each phase of the negotiations can therefore be summed up 

thus: there must be a sufficient majority of support for the moderate line, both 
' within the Arab world and among the·Palestinians; and dissenters must-be isolai;ed 

sufficientlyto eliminate the risk of large-scale instab~lity, 

A drmm-out negotiating process '"i th small but continuous progress might 

serve stability best, the hope being that during this process Arab preoccupation 

with Israel could be eliminated to the extent that a final settlement would find 

. sufficient support .to .open. the way to some degree of s_ta~bili ty and, to concentra-

tion .on internae!. develo)Jllient. The. key is, of course, .. the_ Palestinians: can they 

be sufficiently isolated to enable a political settlement,? 

Great Po~rers 

Some conclusions about future Arab objectives vis-a-vis the Great P..owers· can be 

drawn·on the basis of the arguments developed so far.· The group of countries 

,, 
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concerned with internal development, and so having a strong interest in an· Israeli

Arab settlement;· will essentially steer a pro-Vies tern course. They need. the 

United S·tates and the leverage vis-a-vis Israel to maintain the momentum of the 

·negotiation process, and they need the assistance of Western countries (includ-

ing Japan) ·in order effectively to translate oil wealth into economic and social 

preigress. At the same.time, the Soviet .Union is still needed as a counter:weight 

to provide the Arabs with additional bargaining strength, and above all Soviet 

arms are necessary to make the.threat of renewed hostilities.credible, ··Even the 

group of countries favouring a political settlement will therefore maintain 

relations with the Soviet Union - if Moscow finds that in its own interest.··'" 

The groups and countries opposed to a settlement will rely heavily 6n the 

Soviet Union. As long as negotiations are under way, the Sovililt dilemma. between 

maintaining detente with the United States (which implies sorrie support for a · 

Middle East settlement) and regaining and·expanding influence in the ·area (which 

requires support for the Arab dissenters) can be bridged by advocating and ·support

ing additional Arab demands, 

This conclusion can be extrapolated and expanded, The interests of the ·Arab 

states (as well as of the Great Powers themselves) will indicate a continued 

Great-Power presence·in the Middle East. This·is basically because Arab.power 

·is still very fragile and limited - resting mainly ·on vast financial ~esources 

to withhold oil'supplies to the consumer nations and ·the capacity so as to pro

voke military conflict in the area. H6wever,'the Arabs still depend on arms 

suppli2s and training from the Great Powers for military,muscle. Tlieir oil power 

has probably already passed its peak, and in any case political power derived· 

from a trade relationship is an exceptional and evanescent phenomenon, . To trans

late oil power into other forms of r;ower the co-nperation and assistance of Great 

Powers is needed. Europe and Japan will be restricted essentially to an economic 

role: neither in the Israeli-Arab zone nor in the Persian Gulf do they possess 

any significant political leverage. 

Confrontation between the Arab world and the industrialized countries could 

.be caused by either side. The oil con.sumers might attempt to force the price of 

oil down and change the terms of trade adversely for the Arab states, whi~e the 

latter could try to link the Israeli-Arab conflict to their economic relations 

wit~ Europe and Japan - for ex~mple, by attempting to induce the countries to 

break political and economic contacts with Israel, This would probably lead to 

tension, since Europe would be caught between the United States and the Arab 

world. The Arab countries might also use the oil weapon again to secure their 

political objectives. At present this could only be done by using Europe and Japan 

as hostages to. exert pressure on the United States (most likely in a breakdow~ 

of negotiation's' on the Israeli-Arab conflict). Assuming that the United States 
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now assumes the role of neutral mediator be,tween the Arabs and Israelis.and 

exerts fully the leverage she has on Israel, a further dramatic alteration in. 

American policies. over the Israeli-Arab CC!rLf~lict appears much less likely than 

··prolonged producer-consumer confrontation. B1,1t such a confrontation 1.rou].d also 

· go against: Arnb .interests, since it would interrupt the process of ·transforming 

oil power ·into progress in development, Nevertheless ·it could come about~ if the 

C'Omplex patterns of foreign policy objectives (Arab objectives. resulting from 

internal.and'regional requirements and restraints, American objectives born~of 

alignments with both parties to a conflict: Israel and the Arab co.untries, I:t:an 

and .Saudi ·Arabia) simply do. not. overlap, and there is no freedom of ~manoeuvre.. 

Since Europe and Japan cannot be expected to play an influential role in 

meeting ,;rab political demands, and since,: alternatively, a producer-consumer 

confr,ontation.would hurt the Arabs, it ·would se.em advisable ~•for the Arab coun.tries 

~~to concentrate. US-Arab relations on the political aspects anel. ~Arab-b'uropean· and 

Japanese relations on the economic aspects. This does not exclude some measure 

of diplomatic support from the latter for Arab pol:i. tical~ demands, but it would 

exclude blunt pressure for political_rea~ons. 

The Soviet Union offers.only a·limited alternative to the '<'est in,economic 

terms: she has no -comparable economic potential and. no sufficient markets for 

Arab.oil. Politically, however, she represents an alternative source of support 

-for a ·regime and its obj'ectives,.· an additional card in .bargaining and .a~ supplier 

of~arms• One can therefore expect continued Soviet.influence.n(lt.,only.because of 

the Israeli•Arab conflict, but also because of inter-Arab rivalries·,(e.g;, that 

ranging Saudi.Arabia.and Iran against Iraq) and a functional diversification pf 

the Arab.states' Great-Power relationships (Egypt might try•to.use the Soviet 

Union as an. arms supplier and the United.States for projects of economic co-opera

·tion and as · mediator .in the Israeli-Arab negotiations;· Ira~ could rely for. 

pc;>litical support.on the Soviet Union and for economic.development on Eurape and 

Japan). 

~Third vlorld 

The Arab failure to establish a two:.. tier oil price system and~ set up large-

~ scale multilateral funds to help the Third Horld overcome the impact of auadrupled 

oil prices' indicates that the. Arab· oil ~producers will essentially follow a bilat-

eral approach iri~relat!ons with the Third Wo~:id, 

·an approach has distinct·advantages. · 

From their point of'viewi -~uch 

Politically, it provides strong leverage on the recipient country. Con

cessionary terms for oil supplies (for example, as given to India by Ir~q and Iran, 

or to Pakistan by Iran) can be granted and withdrawn, and credits_and investment 

can be m\'d.e conditional on political prerequisites, One poli~ical dQmand could 
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be to cut diplomatic relations with Israel. There could even be competition bet

ween suppliers of Third .wqrld countries to offset each other's influence (as has 
. --

apparently happened between ~ibya and Saudi Arabia in .some. African countries). 

Economically, an analysis of bilateral deals concluded with Third World 

countries· seems to indicate that producer· investment in Third 1'forld areas aims 

not orily at profitable capital exports with high returns but also to solve the 

manpower problem in some producer countries (by the importing pf foreign, skilled, 

labour for joint ventures, such as the two car assembly plants to .. be· set· up by 

Arab Gulf states with Pakistaqi assistance) and at securing supply of raw material 

and other goods. Developments mi;;:ht head towards a new_.division of labour within 

the Third World. 

It therefore looks as if Arab objectives in the Third ''-iorld are to establish 

bilateral influence and co-o·9eration, sometimes by means of multilateral projects 

involving several Arab states (e.g., plans to set up a-Guinean aluminium industry 

using Egyptian know-how and manpo;rer and Arab Gulf capital). On the wh'?le, Arab 

economic aid has fallen far short of offsetting the daJ!lage caused to. the Third 

World by oil price increases. It has also been spread unequally according-to the 

political and economic interests of the. donors, rather than the neei!s of the. 

recipients. ·The Arab states seem to bE) follmJing the- u,nfortunate example of the 

industrialized coup.tries. 

In the longer run, Arab intentions might focus on the-establishment of 

regional-power centres- a development similar to that of Brazil.and Iran. To 

what extent such an objective is realistic, however, is open to question: countries . . . . 

with such potential might include Algeria, Egypt, Iraq and later, possibly, Saudi 

Arabia. However, Iran will offer stronc; competition to o,ther aspirants for 

regional power status, and ensuing economic and political rivalry might ag~Tavate 
' • 1 •• 

the latent tensions between the Arabs and Iran. 

The Persian Gulf 

The Gulf is simultaneously: the .t\leatre of inter-Arab rivalries. and of poten

tial confrontation with a strong non-Arab. _power: Iran.. This conr~ontation could 

well assume ·features similar to the Isr2eli-Arab conflict - super-power involve

ment on opposing sides,_ and a common stand by the Arab world age:inst an outsider. 

It could dominate the politics of the Middle East in the next decade. 

Iran can be considered the initiator of the present arms race in the Gulf, 

and her policies will largely determine. the state of Arab-Iranian relations. 

In recent years she hae established herself as the dominant po>rer in. the Gulf, and 

is qo_w about to exvr:d her influence into the Indian Oce~n, partly in order to 

se.cure her trade routes in the Gulf and beyond, and partly in order to becqme a 

regional super-power, the 'Japan of the Middle East•, in political as well as 
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·- economic terms. · . ;. . 
'·· 

. ... 
: Iran'' s foreign policy ail2s at maintaining' the status guo in the Gulf a'nd 

E!xpanding Iranian influence within this framework. This includes containment 

and isolation of ,radic.al forces in the_ Gulf (Iraq, So~th YE!men, the PFLOAG) 

and attempts:to weaken the~ (support for the Sultan of-Oman, the Kurdish 

re'bels _and North Yemen}. Since· the .radical thr_eat is perceived as a Soviet:"

rinspired 'encirclement', alignment with the United States can be considered .a 

stable:feature of Iranian foreign -policy. 

Political stability· in the region is a precondition for opening thei region 

to Iranian goods and· securing raw material supplies; in short for economic pene:" 

tration, which can in turn serve political stability. Iran's remarkable diplomatic 

and economic offensive in the Arab world, which has led to major-agreements with, 

-for example, Egypt and Syria, can ,be interpr~ted as .. an attempt to preempt an_ 

Iranian-Arab confrontation. 

-The possibility of open reversill of this sta-tus guo policy appears to· 

exist irt three cases: Iran might seize a· chance to overthrow the regime in 

Baghdad;-she could try to gain control of the;other shore of the Gulf after 

internal changes in one 'or several small sheikhdoms or in Saudi jlrabia;' or inter

nal weaknesses and· opposition to the Shah's regime' might induce ·him· ·to resort 

to blunt imposition of Iranian hegemony over the whole Gulf·: · All three cases 

could lead ·to an_ Arab-Iranian confrontation. 

·The fundamental objectives of Ir~niari foreign pol'icy would probably not be 

affected by a change of regime in Tehran. 

Both Iraq and Saudi Arabia rese~t Iranian hegemony in the Gulf, and both 
... r. 

have reacted to Iran's vast arms pur_chases with attempts to build up their_ own 

military strength. However, the two countries have different and even contra-
i 

dietary objectives. 

Iraq's present regime is a middle-class leadership of arn'li· and· Baathist-'· 

pai·ty members' with a revolutionary and socialist' 'ideology dedicated •to radical 

and rapid soc:lal and economic change. The country''is iri·desperate need and bB.s 

··vast potential for a: decisive development effort,· but her capabilities and 

;es.ources are heavily strained by' internal instability,• the past polfcies of· the 

various military-party regimes, and the Kurdish revolt·.· There is a real danger 

of constan_t frustration of inter_nal. E!Xpectations. , .. _'. 

· Irsq traditionally claims a leading position ·in the Ar-ab '~orld and the 

·regime 'probably ·feels that its virtual isolation in· Arab affairs unjustly 

deprives it of the posi tiori" it' ·deserves'•' Competition for· Arab leadership, as 

··well as -'the revolutionary ideology of the regiine, has led to Iraqi supJ:>o'rt 'for 
' ' 
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Arab dissenters (PFLP) and a pledge to reverse the status quo both in the Persian 

Gulf and the Israeli-Arab conflict, In' the Persian Gulf, where Iraq's,support 

for anti"'-status guo policies is founded on a series of concrete.· problems such as 

on- and offshore border demarcations, her main opponents are Saudi Arabia and 

Iran. \fuile Iran and Iraq are in direct confrontation over a common border and 

various other issues, Iraqi-Saudi rivalry revolves around Kuwait and. Yemen • . . . 
·Given Iraq's opposition to these two allies of the United States, alliance 

·with the Soviet Union is essential for the political support. of the present 

regime. For various reasons this might restrain her: l1oscow might not. be willing 

to accept a large-scale confrontation between Iraq and Iran. 

Saudi Arabia, to control the external environment and appease the national

istic aspirations of her people and of relevant political groups, such as officers 

and administrators, will' continue to play an important part in int~r-Arab affairs. 

In the Persian Gulf, her· interests and. those of Iran thus largely coincide over 

stabilizing the political status guo and containing radical forces·. (recent reports 

even seem to indicate that Saudi Arabia and Abu Dhabi are about to bury the 
. . 

hatchet over Buraimi oasis), However, the new Saudi posture in the Arab world 

probably could not be reconciled with blunt attempts by Iran to imp(Jse her hege':-

many on the Gulf, 

Should the present Saudi regime be unable to manage the process of moderni,.. 

zation, a military coup seems a distinct possibility, A radical regime in Saudi' 

Arabia would change the pattern of Gulf politics into a tripolar relationship, if 

a strong new order emerges, Internal instability resulting from a coup, on the 

other hand, would tempt both Iran and Iraq (and possibly also other Arab·countfies) 

to intervene, and this could lead to Iranian-Arab or inter-Arab confrontation. 

A strong Saudi Arabia under a radical regime would probably seek to increase her 

influence in the Gulf with a different, imperial, attitude towards the smaller 

sheikhdoms. The balance between Arab moderates and radicals would probably 

swing with the change in Saudi leadership, and one could expect mounting tensions 

and confrontation, 

Conclusions 

Even if the mainstream of Arab policies in the next decade is dominated by 

a desire to achieve social and economic progress and, as a precondition, to foster 

stability in the Niddle East, there are still ample possibilities for instability 

and upheaval, The key appears to be the regional setting, especially the Israeli

Arab conflict and the Persian Gulf, since these zones provide both a focus for 

Arab solidarity and also underline the need to develop realistic objectives if 

this solidarity is not to be endangered, 
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The outside world will be dra;m into the Middle East. both to develop tl?e' 

Arab, world (and its capabilities arid pOiver). and to assist in~ the political 

process of· eliminating the regional sources of tension. But .. _again,_ there is ·a 

risk of relationships 1d th outside countries being enmef!hed in the~ dilemmas~ of 

regional and inter.oArab rivalries~ and -conflicts. '· ... ~ 

· ·FinallY, we have focused ~o far on· regionally·-produced sources of ihstabi-

~~. ' '\, 

. li ty, as~uming. that successful and speedy .sociali and•. econol)lic transfom tion is 

possible~· There·, is,· however, a distinct· ch,ance of large-scale breakdown in this 

··process •. The'·result would be growing fru:;;tration and mounting·inequality.between 
. ' 

the successful few .. and the· multitude of poor. This could lead to large-scale 

instability, .originating insid~. the Arab count+ies but spilling over on to the 
. . . ' . . ' -

.regional and internati.:mal level, The real power the Arab world now possesses, 
' ' ' . ,.. . . . . : ' l 

through, Western dependence on its oil, is destructive: it CO.\J~d tri_g~~r. off 

economic_ !"nd social upheaval on an unparallel_ed scale, This would hurt t~e 
' . 

Arabs as well, but - out of frustration· and_desperation - they might nevertheless 
; . ~-

reso_rt to using their powe_r. It is therefore in the interest of. the .industrialized . : .. . ' 

world to assist the development of the Ara'J world as effectively ~s pos.si.ple., 
.. , ' '. : - ,_ .... 

· .... 

: : ... 

{. 
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MILrrARY LESSONS OF THE OCTOBER WAR 

General A. Merglen 

Two fundamental military facts emerged from the fourth Israel-Arab War in 

October 1973: first, the unexpected efficiency of anti-tank and anti-aircraft 

m:i.ssiles1 second~ ·the incredibly successi'ul launching of a surprise. general 

offensive. ,These two factors were the main causes of the amazing destruction of 

material in eo short a time. They are likely to alter signifioantly the balance 

of forces in the Middle ,East and in Europe, as well as in other possible 

theatres of military operations, notably China. 

Anti-tank and anti-aircrsft mfssiles were known before the October War and 

had been integrated in military organizations, just as the·machine-gun had been 

taken into account before the 1914-1918 War. The machine-gun immediately turned 

out to be the key weapon in land battles in.the summer of 1914. The,missiles 1 

destructive·capacity, when used' in· large numbers, was spectacular in the 1973 
October war. 

Of course, anti-aircraft missiles had already proved their worth in the 

skies of North Vietnam, providing a very testing time for the morale,, tactics 

, arid technology of the American Air Force. But the impact of anti-aircraft 

missiles still had to be shown in land battles. This experience was p~ovided 

by the October War with astonishing effect. 

Within the space of two weeks, Israel lost half her'armoi.\red force (at 

least half to missiles) and a quarter of her air force (mainly through missiles) 
, ' 

-: facts and figures w~ich underline , the crucial im:Portance of both anti-tank 

and anti-ai~craft missiles and surPrise. 
, . , 

,The lesson ~o be ,learned about missiles can be summed, up as follows: anti

tank and anti-aircraft missiles can be used 'en,masse' and have a decisive . . . . . . . 
effect in land battles, in both offensive and defensive' operat~ons.- Compared 

' .. ,_ ;. 

with tanks and armoured vehicles of all types and with ground attack, tactical 

bombing and reconnaissance aircraft, as well as helicopters, missiles are easy 
' 
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to carry and to t~airi-people to-use 1 -and simple-and reliable to operate

characteristics which add up to formidable effectiveness against an opponent 
. -~·--- ~ ··~ . ··- ~ .... ~- .·.. - \' 

superior in tanks and aircraft. Above all, this oan be achieved at relatively 

lower cost: about_,CL6 mi!!sile launchers and eo miss:l,les ~·-'be bought for the 

present price of. a single tank. 

This lesson from recent events-; relating t~ conventional-type battles, 

could be cautiously EP.Ctri.polated to apply to other. types of armed conflict. In 
r.o;•-····•. • •." ~ • 

a war covering large areas, of a subversive or counter-insurgent nature, anti

tank missiles could_,pe _ _used accurately to destr0y cOIIUII!l.nd posts, communication 
' • • •-•·e· ' • • '"• • ·~ -' • • • . ' -·•' •·· 

centres, material depots, stationary or parked_ vehicles and industrial areas. 

Small teams equipped with such mis-siles· could .. infiltrate rear zones and score 

· accurate hits by _guiding, 1;he;tr missiles, l>;ith minimU!I! risk to themselves due to 
. . ' . . ._ .. . . . .•: 
.' the .. long firing range. ., 

;_'-

Again,"when the battle is ·fought .in depth--and-formations. are, "!iP.ely.spread 

· · and highly . mobile over· the . ground; -anti-,tank ·. mis_sHe -units . would iJnd_ usef'ul 

. targets·to hit accurately, whose destruction_would otherwise require oOnoentrated 

artiliery fire. or a· considerable .or impossible nuxnl:!er of ·aircraft miss:),ons. 

Against airplanes or helicoptera, ·light anti.,-airora£t _miss_ile_s could, .. in. the 

same circumstances •. produce 
. •.! ••. 

results that.were ~?t.f.u1ly anticipated before the 

197~ Ootober_War •.. . . 
·On the whole, the conclusion seems to be that in •warfare .. ,!)etwee~ regular· 

forces,: the new- missilry .looks like reinforcing in many- ways -•the po~ential.of 

·.the defence-more· thaj:t that. of the :attack; but,that· in :irregular,. insurgent 

operations it tends to strengthen the concealed rebel against t~e-authorities 

who have more to l?se and protect •. , . 
''-:. 

".,. ·If the new weapons inay, other things being·equal, -strengthen t~e defender in 

a;' conventional battle, nevertheless-the lesson ·to.:be. derived from :the .. element of 

surprise in the October· War is that, in line with. _so· mapy historical examples 

(Franoe 19401 Russia and Hawaii 1941, Korea 1950, C2;echos:J,.ovakia 1968}1 e:vlln 

:today tl).ere is no assurapce of succe~;s against a sudden general offensive by' an . 
• ~ • '"J - ,..,. •. 

. enemy:.well prepared beforehand.-_ The wealth and complexity of the clues to his 
' . - -.! - • ' ' .. - ' . . ' ' • ' . : : ' . .- .· • ' ; . ! ' ' . . ' 

· hid,den intentions 1._ the_ diffioul tie_s of i_nt_erpreting . them, the effects of 

diplomatic and psych~logical ~o~u~~s,· the econ~mic co;;-s'b..aint~ in re~oiing to 
• ·. · .. · r··. · ·, -:- t . : . -- : . "'. ,:_ - ; ·i : 

every potential threat and sheer errors in reasoning, all combine. to produce 
. ' _--·: ~ •. ,•- ·.,-,f . . ·. . ·. "· . ~ . . ,. •. . . ' : • 

such an impenetrable ·opacity that a surprise of thi! kind which overtook the 
'· . . 
.. l ' • • ' ' .. '. ' ·' - ' . ·: ' . . ' _, . . "" ' . i 

Israeli and America;n Intelligence Services and~Goverrimertts must always be held 
r '., ' ' •, ' ' '' ., ;-

tO be passible, ;;- " ' ' 

. ·'me~:· two ~~~ei).~~al mil;!.tary lessons (missi~.--~~se) win,'~·the . . . . '· ,. . ., . --, --.. . . . ... .. 

Middle East, work to Israel's net disadvantage and in favour of war initi~tives 
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by the Arabs. Missiles reduce the advanta~es of the Israeli Defence Foroe's 

trump cards,· i.e. its armour and aircraft; Because of ·their demographic ' 

superiority,. the Arabs can mu'ster and employ a:''large number of missile-equipped 

combatants, and. this will seriously restrict. the power of action of the better 

quality crews of the Is~aeli tanks and aircraft. The Arab armies are able to 

acquire an impressive number of missiles and quickly to train qualified· 

personnel •. In· the fairly near future, they may even be ab:).e themselves to 

·manufacture these ·weapons, since they are teOhnologioally fairly simple, and 

easy to store and carry~ . There are limits still to their offensive usefulness: 

·missiles alone are no substitute for a mix of tanks and missiles in the attack. 

Nonetheless their· power·in statio warfare makes it possible to impose a war of 

attrition·which basically favours the Arabs with their superio~ numbers. 

The.value of this' tactical counter to traditional Israeli superiority is 

increased by the permanent possibility of strategic and tactical surprise, since 

Arabs, contrary to the Israelis, have a politiosl freedom of movement which 

· makes it far easier for··them to launch en attack. Until all occupied Arab lands 

are completely liberated, and beyend that, until the Palestin~~ problem· has 

found a suitable solution, .the Arab Governments involved possess a strong legal 

case and psychological excuse for recourse to such action. The thin curtain of 

United Nations troops or observers will prove no impediment; .it maY even pe used 

·as· camouflage. The strength of the Arab oil-related economic_ arguments will 

tend to soften any European, Japanese, and even perhaps Junerican .reactions, so 

long as Israel's very existence is not at stake. 

Israel, however, seems no longer in a political position to take a ·similar 

military initiative. ·. It has neither the motives or justifiosti~ of the Arab 

countries, nor .. the almost complete diplomatic support for all their actions, 

which is a feature of the present day world.·, This makes it very dependent on 

the support, and subject to the restraints, which the United States may apply. 

The 1973 October War has disturbed the balance of £orces iri the Middle 

·East, not ~o much the numericai balance of the ~rmies and their equipment as. 

their relative worth and the options and actions open to the two adversaries • 

. This.observation takes on~ meaning if, following the successes of light . . . . . . 
missiles, the use of medium missiles is considered, as is entirely probable. 

These are not.anti~tSilk and .anti-~raft, but 'ground-t0-grc,:>und 1 missiles, used to 

destroy large htUilan. or material targets, such as the Ame:dcan 1Honest John' 1 

'Sergeant' and 1Pershing 1 , or the Soviet 'Frog' and 1Soudl and capabl~ of. 
' I . . • . 

firing large high explosive or nuclear warheads over hundreds of miles. 

·Israel's geographical position, with its small and densely populated areas, 

surrounded on all sides by large Arab countries whose vital targets are widely 
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distributed, is a grave handicap for Israel ~n4 an adyanta~ to her enemies. 
. . .. _, 

True, for Egypt, the· medium-n,mge missile .is to a considerable extent a deterrent . . . . .. . .. 
to_prev.ent.the Israeli air.forGe f:1:9m strik;ing Cairo or Ale~~ch-ia, which a~e . . . . . . . ·• -. . . ~ .. . . . 

_.not co.vered by anti-airqraf,'t missiles like the Suez Canal zone. Never-t;heless, 

. in th~ la~t. ~es~rt, th~. co~siderable de~ographic sup~rio~~ t; of th~· A~bs ·;.auld 
' ·'' '" • ' . . I .... 

enable them to bear much larger ~osses.~ human lives than Israel. . . '• ' . . . ·' . . . . . . .::. .... ·.· 
The use of missiles would also makerit easier to stop ~11 navigat~on both 

:iii the'Tiran Straits, .at·the entrance of the Gulf. of Aqaba, and, the ·Bab-el-1'1andeb 

Straits; at the· Southern outlet of .the Red Sea. I:t: the· E{lst 13ank and. Gaza were .. 
to 'be made ·into a Palestine State, they >~ould b'ecome laupchi.ng, bases il:lserted into 

Israel,· placing all.her vital- zones,. without exception, ·within-direct reach .of 

mediwn missil'es. This· military- ·consideration, arising. from the .],973 October War, 

;is OJle· C?f rhe rea_sons ~or Israel Is refUs~l :to a.ccept th~ ,cr.eatiol;). of such a state 

un~i+;her.own .. existence i~ guaranteed pn.~_secure ~d permanent bas;is. .. . . .... ... . . . "·', ... 
· · · '1'hese observations lead to the conclusion that the Arab count~es. will 

probably'tr,V to equip' themselves with a strong 'ground-to~ground' missile force, 

while ~srael·is·already in possession of-such an arsenal. The-next step, that 

of nuclear armament, must ·also be considered. India has shown that a country, 

once· possessing nucle·ar reactors, can manufacture ·nucl.e!l"r. devices.. It. is con

ceivable that Israel: already has nuclear weapons; and though it would c;e;rtainly 

require a fairly long tiine before Egypt could also. acquire the.m, the possi]:>ility 

cannot u:Ltimately be excluded, since both IsraeL·and· Egypt are. pecul:i,&r];y N 

vulnerable to nuclear attack.. Here, however, ·the· elemel1t of mutua). d!"te:rrence 

·y. '· 1.:fOU).Q. presumably ·be uppermo~t •. 
• .. t. 

On these ·a·s·sumptions, the· influence and intervel1tiqn-,.o,f. -:the two super-powers, 

·each supporting one party to· the quarrel, are.- hard ·to ·assess·. Ot1e of th.e secon

dary militarjr·lessons of tlie 1973~0ctober \'/ar- a lo.cal conv:entional conflict 

'supported by the Uriited States and tlie .Soviet Union:- :j:s that the sl)lall powers 
• • L ;• 

certainly the Arabs ~ still retail1 m9r~ freedo~ of manoeuvre than their patrons . .. . . . . . . . . . . ' 

,would wish •. It does seem that Egypt and Syria decided on a general offensive 

. against the wishes of their Soviet ally. on't~e other hand, once the battle was 
· · .. · . " ·: L · · · 

joined, both camps had an overriding need of their patrons' material help. The 

.very high destructio~·' rates on the battlefield,. the need 'for rie~l supplies of 

'weapons and ammunitio·ri, and; ~oie. important 'still, of ·new equipment and arms to 
. . . . : - '~ ' . . . ' . ,· . 
l)ounter the enemy's technological"innovatioris, are forcing the Middle East 
. ,, I . , . '"' ;. 

co.untries to base their' military effort on the support of the great industrial 
: • ' f f • • • ' 

nations. It should not b'e thought, for all that, that· a simple bim·on this exter-. ' ' .. • . • • •· • ~ " 1. . . ,,, t'. • 

nal help would compel these countries to refrain from all war activities. Local 
I ~ • ' 

manufacture of arms and ammunition, and th~ large stocki already acchmulated, 
·~ .. 
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would enabl:e ho_stili ties t<? · coni;iJlua on a lesser scale. ..It ,wot.Ud pe a less 

. +·mode= war, as.'regards heavy armament, but would probably ~be just as -Violent, 
.. - . . . . . . 

and:even more destructive in vi~w of the -large.number of.fighting men involved. 

Israel would. hold a tecJ:mica+··advantage, becau11e of her more mode= armament 

industries, but the Arabs. could throw into battle much larger numberE\ of . . ' . . . . . " .. 
''' ·fanatical peasant soldiers.· ·One of .the other .. secondary, lessons of tbe October 

. - . ' . - . -

War.- is that· the worth of . the Arab field soldiers and officers has consid~bly 

ililproved, both·in"morale and: capacity to use com:plex_weapons. That.being said, 

recent experience shows t):lat-the super-powers #e able,to send adequate s:upplies 
t - . ' 

to small nations· engaged in .. active land and air operations. In, spite of the 

l:llnited.battle· zones, the heavy losses incurred_ in mode= and int~ns.ive warfare 

sho~d be . ElJ!Iphasized. In 18 days, some lOO, 000 soldiers of both camps were 
. . ' ' .. ,• . ., . - ' ,. 

killed or wounded, 9,0oO were taken prisoner arid 2,000 tanks and 56o aircraft 
. ' . . ' ,. . 1 .•. ·,· . ) • . ! • • - • 

w~r.e .fiestroyed. 

Overall, the· Arab (lountries have sharply shifted . the balance in ·the Middl:e 

··East and restored Arab military honour. Their leaders wil:l certainly, now, 
~. . . ~-

carefUl]:y assess the causes ofthei!r shortcominge .and failures during the. war, and 

draw their -own conclusions. J3oth Syria's heavy frontal attack on the Golan on .- ... . 
October 6,- 1973, and Egypt's cauUous immobility_ east of the Suez Canal, up to 

October 14; will be reappraised. A more. ima~tive. and l:l,yely High Command, 

mobility in the )llajor units, a 'llo.re. rapid ;md flexible deployment of anti-. 

'aircraft .missiles, a more adroit. use of·the anti-tank-missile cover against .. --' ' . . 
Israeli counter-attacks, could have led to the recovery of the occupied . . . . ' . 

te=itories. '. 

Eoth camps ·must be expected to·'draw the strategic and tactical lessons of 

·the October War. Eut the Arabs are more likely· to benefit by it.· The Israelis 

·: have already brought their armed forces. to a Vf{!ry high pitch of miJ,i tary - ,• . . ~ 

.efficiency. ·The Arabs, whose peoples have been morally encouraged_by this first . ~ ' . 
achievement,· who-possess ten times as many_ soldiers as the enemy, who are using 

the Soviet technical. advance in. simplifying mis.siles and electron_ic warfare, 

·have. more .. scope for. improving. their general military .. performan,ce. .. . . ' .. ' ·,_ . . 

For Europ~, the military'lessoris to be·lea.=ed from the l973 October War 

·seem to go a~~t the' Atlantic Alliance if there were to be e.~·conventional war 
' iil thei ·n:aar future. The two essential factors, surprise and missiles, are a 

. • ' j • . - . 

positiVe. element in favour of the Warsaw Pact countries; 1 ~ 

It is unthinkable, both in the present political and psychological context, 

. and in vie~ of i:t;s military o~ganintion and eid.sting material means, that' the 

· Wl!ist w~uld take the initiative of'e. surprise attack aia,inet. the East. 
• • • J • • , 

··' 
The reverse is possible, howev~rt due to. the Eastern bloc 1s centralization, 

its military infrast~cture, logistic standardizat_ion and armed forces, which 
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are moreover being steadily enlarged arid'iinproved:;' on this 'hypothesis, 'the 

'possibility' of being. surprised. 'by' a 'generaJ. offensive should be taken to heart. 

To rely on a five.:. to seven-day warni.n'g period: to 'deploy 1.args formations,'. to 

call up resBrvists, take civil defence measures; receive reinforcements'from 

neighbot\ring··oountries or rrom:across-the Atlantie, --seems eXcessive ·optimism if 

not· self-deiusion, ·due to 'laziness ·of mind or unwilllDgness ·or inability· to .act. 

This is ·particularly the. case ·as NATO cannot relY on an 1'Israe11-type react:!:on1 , 

i.e. a response·by a single, quick-mo~'Government, a single•High.Command·ready 

for' action ~t a moment'~ notlce, ·reserVists trawed''over'30 months of military 

serVice' 8nd 1 to 2 mo~tl:is 'annuil.l refresher oourseB, operating over a small· 

territory and on internal iines' o£' COmmunication better· than those of the·,enemy • 
...... •• . - ,.. • '[ . ·~·· ···.-' ·'·•"i '". . 

Today, if there were a surprise attack, the main Westem counter,· beyond 
. . . . . .- . ·~ .. ~ . . ., ~ 

static and mobile defence, would be based on armloured uhits ana· groUnd attack 
• ~I' • ,. 

aircraft. The large number and high quality of the Warsaw Pact forces' anti-

tank and anti-aircraft missiles !night well nip in the bud such armoured and air 

counters. Because of the high rate of human and ~terial destruction in· battle, 

the ~tial advantage held' by' the aggressor who would have, in any case; more 

than double the number of tanks, planes, helicopters,- artillery and air defences, 

would be. of eapital importance 8nd probably decisive. Reinforcements and 

' r~~erve ·f~ces· would arrive more quickly and massively by land :f'r.ODi. the' Soviet 

Uzlfon than by sea 8nd ·a1r from· the 'United 'States ·of America •. ['he: efficiency of 

the 'American' air bridge to ·-ttie· Midiile East should not hide tlie fact that·.the 

size of 'tl:ie' supplies carried- 23,ooo··tons· ill'l5 days·- would: be·relativelY 

minute for theatres of operations larger than the 180 kms of the -Suez Canal 

or the 75 kms of the Golan, _in ;-thich several army groups ~ere. involye4, or if 

the air bridge were submi:t;ted to air or l!lissile ,attacks by ~,powerful enemy. 

A surprise· general conventional ·attack from ES.st to West could, :fu r.resent 
+ • ~ • 

conditions, hope to achieve its objectives in such ·a· short time as to axclude 

political intervention 'and to· render any nuclear threat doubtfU:l or inoperative. 

rr .the we~t does not wish. to stakE! its independence and existence on the single 
. means 

card of gefleral nuclear war, the: only remaining effective/of resistance,rthe 

lessons of the October·Wa.r should induce it to modify i,ts defel!~_ive forces by 

giving. priority to· light, anti-tank an~_anti-:-.~~craf1;_, miSfiles., .Th~t~ _small 

cost,. compared with that :of :tanks and a.i,J:'craft, their eas~ of handling, would . . . . . 
make it possible to. equip a large nll!llber of men who,. spr!'!ad .in de~tt) .over large 

territories,. would be able to pin down the enemy's motorised advance without 
•. ~· · • • • • r • • . o~. r 

themselves cons.tituting suitable nuclear targets. df course, the soldiers would 

have to have the. :dll to _fight a~ had .bo~h the Arabs. ~d the Israelis 1li the 
. .. •• •. . ' r : 

October \olar. On these conditions, the new weapons could ultimately improve the 

_relative poti)nti~l for defence of NATO.· Btit even this would imply sufficient 
~· • ... . ~ ' . • . - r 

conVentional forces, which· is not the· case. tciday. '· , 



For a huge country like China, 1vith its immeasurable population and its 

industries disseminated throughout the provinces, the proof of the efficiency 

of light anti~tank and anti-aircraft missiles offers an important lesson. 

Faced with a highly industrializad potential enemy, .armed with sophisticated 

tanks and planes, its best counter might seem to be the use of a large mass of 

fighters equipped with machine guns and missiles, rather than expensive armoured 

divisions and air assault squadrons, which take time to form, age quickly and 

offer ideal nuclear· targets. The Soviet motorized forces, limited in number, 

would risk being submerged by the Chinese masses who would be transformed by 

their simple but efficient weapollcy combined with a superior national and 

fighting faith into untamable opponents in a conventional war, and a large 

number of whom would survive any nuclear conflagration. 

The light ariti-tank and anti-aircraft missiles. which proved themselves in 

the 1973 October War, as the machine gun did in the summer of 1914, may also 

prove to be decisive weapons in subversive activities and revolutionary conflict 

where tanks and plans have always been formidable weapons against isolated 

insurgents fighting in rural or mountain areas and against rebellious urban 

concentrations. Light or medium missiles could impede navigation in the 

Hormuz Straits, at the entrance of the Persian Gulf, just as they could stop 

any movement by law and order forces in,some African·or South American countries. 

Recent experience is likely to encourage the military leaders of rebels in 

Kurdistan, the Dhofar, Eritrea, Angola and Mozambique 'to try and acquire by any 

means, financial or political, the anti-tank and anti-aircraft missiles which 

enable a rustic fighter, hidden in the landscape,to destroy.from a distance, 

without much risk, a tank, a plane, a helicopter, a lorry, a small fort, a group 

of enemy soldiers, as well as petrol installations and other industrial sites. 

These are potentially portentous developments even if it is very difficult, 

an~ risky, to draw all the military .lessons o~ the 4th Israel-Arab October War 

of 1973 at this e~rly,sttige. 
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· The subject I have been given is 'The Impact of the Middle 'East Crisis on 

Amekican Alliance Policies•. There are, however, two perhaps more important, 

related questions. They are, what the Middle East crisis demonstrated as to 

the then existing state of western alliance relationships, and the impact of 

the Middle East crisis on allied policy to the United States • 
. 

It may be useful, by way of introduction to these three questions, to say 

a few words about the evolution of the western alliance structure. Its origin 

goes back to thirteen weeks in the spring, of 1947 which began with the Greek

Turkish crisis, the Greek-Turkish aid_ programme, the Truman doctrine, and 

concluded with Secretary Marshall 1 s speech at Harvard setting forth the concept 

of the Marshall plan. The NATO Treaty, and the other elements of the evolving 

western alliance structure followed logically from the events and decisions of . . 
those· thirteen weeks. The essence of these events and decisions are roughly 

summarizable in the following~erms. Prior to those thirteen weeks, the con-

•. census of opinion in the United States had been thet the wartime collaboration 

between the United States, England, France and the USSR must and could be 

continued into the era of peace; thet the U.K. would continue to take a role 

of leadership in balancing the international balance of power, particularly in 

the Middle East, South Asia .and Africa,and that the principal efforts of the 

United States could be devoted to political and economic support of the Charter 

and organs of the United Nations. As a result of the. events preceding the 

th~teen weeks, the growing eVidence that Stalin's policy was implacably hostile 

to the west, that the U.K. was no longer in a position effectively· to carry on 

its pre-war balancing role and that the United Nations system could not function 

in the absence of active leadership by its principal memb_er nations, the con

concensus in the United States shifted to the side of a much more active u.s. 
role in support of general economic stability and growth and of the defence of 

• • 
nations threatened by Communist pressure. 
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It was early.recognized that other nations would not concur in and support 

-' - .-
u.s. initiatives unless those initiatives fully took their interests into 

account. It was also recognized thilt·there were a host of deep divisions of 

interest in the non-communist world that were inherently.separate from the 

Communist/non-Communist co:irl'ront:i.tion, · The object' of U .s~ policy should be to 

avoid entanglement in these issues, if at all possible, unless important 

principles of justice were involved, In practice, the United States found it 

not·always possible strictly to adhere to this precept, 

The cornerstone of the formal alliance structure was the NATO Treaty, 

Its essential content was that 'within preCisely defined geographic limits, an . . 
attack on one would be considered_an attack on all, and each, pursuant to its 

constitutional processes, would take appropriate action to support that concept, 

The difficulties in successfully maintaining such an alliance structure 

are obvious, There is an obvious tendency for. each participant tq place a - ~ . . ' . 

higher value.on its particul!ll' inte~ests.than. on the general interests of the 

alliance as a whole, In fact,. playing against alliance interests for 

particular interests became a reas.onably successful. way of .life fO;t' some of 
. . ' . ' ' 

those more recklessly inclined, These tendencies can only be countered if 

there is .in fact a real and perceived tlri-eat to general alliance interests. 

With resp~~t to NATO, there has always been a problem as to th~ degree to 

which matters outside the defined area of NATO can affect the basic security 

interests of NATO members as such and should theref~re be the subject matter 
. - . . . . ' . 

of prior consultation and co-ordinated advanced planning, 

To my mind, the high. point of allied consultation. and co-ordinated.prior 

.. planning on a. matter. outside the immedia~e area of NATO commitments was. in 

connection with the Berlin crfsis ~ ~961 • 

.. In the ·light of the above general points, what did the Middle East crisis 

reveal as to the .prior state of alliance relationships? With the benefit of 

hindsight, we can see that 'dti,ring; that crisis the interests of each member of 

the alliance· and of the alliimce structure as a whole were fu as great jeopardy 

as at the· time of the Berlin crisis of 1961, Yet, prior·tc the event there 

was little consultation or. co-ordinated advanced planning, During the crisis 

·action was often unco-ordinated. and. conflicting. This led to much recrimination 

and quesUoning as· to the value ·of the alliance structure as a whole, . How did 

alLthis come about and what.are·its implications for the future? 

In my View, the fund.ainental difference between the Berlin crtsis and the 

Middle 'East crisis of 1973 was &:·difference in sensitiVity to the evolving 

threat to common interests~ At the time of the Berlin crisis not only Western 
.• ·. '\ r 

Germacy, the U.K·; and the u,s,;·but also France and the other members of NATO 
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.were fully cognizant that if Khrushchev were to carry out his ultimatl.llll to 

' turn over control of .the access route to West Berlin to Ee._st Germany and if 

there were· no effect·ive Western response, western security interests would be 

vitally affected. In the summer of 1973,·-ther~ was no common appreciation of 

a comparable threat developing in the Middle East. The mood was one of competition 

in expressing hopeful sentiments about the implications of d~tente. In the 

United States th~re was a belief that the Israelis could, unassisted, meet any 

. military threat from .the Arab states, that the Arab states would therefore be 

. r deterred from military action, and that the USSR would not risk d6tente through 

unilateral action to upset the regional balance in the area, Even the clear . 
signal given by the evacuation of .Soviet personnel two days before the attack 

was discounted by the u.s. intelligence services because the implications were 

contrary to their previously hopeful assl.llllptions, I am not aware that the other 

members of NATO, or Japan, had a sufficiently realistic view of the evolving 

situation to bring them to consider serious co-ordinated forward planning to be 

desirable. The circl.llllstances thus did not lend tnemselves to the type of 

co-ordination which took place in 1961. 

The sequence of events during the Middle East crisis is significant. 

At the outset of the October war, the u.s. realized immediately that it 

was not aligned with the side that best served its economic interests. It was 

hoped that the u.s. could maintain a low profile in the conflict. Hence, the 

U,S. publicly regretted the regional conflict, but stated its intention to 

remain aloof. It was judged that the Israelis could hold their own without . . . 
U.S. assistance and that the U,S. could thus remain uninvolved. Further, it 

was assl.lllled that the Soviets would neither become directly involved in the 

conflict no: take direct action to upset the regional military balance, 

During the first week of the war there was little difference between the 

anno~ced positions of the u.s. and the other allies, 

The.U,S. was forced to reassess its position when on the lOth of October 

the Soviets commenced the resupply effort to the Arabs, On the 13th of Octob~r, 

the u.s. balanced the massive Soviet effort by beginning a large-scale resupply 

of Israel. Because their overwhelming dependence on Arab oil overrode any 

perceived need to join the u.s. in deterrence of expanded Soviet Union 

influence in the Middle East and because they disagreed with United States' 

support of Israel, most European countries refused to allow v/ashington to use 

facilities under their control to resupply Israel, The U,S, was thus forced 

to use inefficient routes for Israeli resupply. Washington made public its 

d~sappointment with its_ NATO allies, 

On the 17th of October, the U.S, asked its NATO allies to join the U.S, 

in expressing disapproval of the Soviet behaviour, The u.s. attempted to 
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convince the allies of the co=eotiless of its new assessment that the Soviets 

had undertaken to alter the regional balance· to the advantage of its clients, 

that such a result would be to the· strategic benefit of the,USSR and. to the 

disadvantage of NATO and, hence, that the situation directly involved NATO 

interests. 

Most allies were puzzied at·the chan@e in the u.s. assessment of the 

si'tuation, which seemed in contradiction' to the earlier' 'public' u .s." position 

that the Soviets had not strained the' 'limits of Mtente. Some felt' that the 

U .s ,1 .was as~ its allies to take a stronger position with· the Soviets than 
• . . ~ • ' . I . 

the u.s. itself had been willing to take, The overall reaction was one of 
' • r ' 1 - '· t ' • '. 

confusion and suspicion. The situation had evolved'too rapidly for the u.s. 
arguments to overturn the original :allied belier" that mainteriance of their oil

dependent economies was more important ·~t their perceptions of the threat to 

alliance security, 

On October 25th1 the u.s., in response. to indications that the Soviets had 

alerted their strategic forces and.were preparing to deploy airborne divisions 
' . --.;~ 

to the Middle East, announced a worldwide alert of u.s. forces, Events had 
. ,. . . . " ~ . .. . 

moved too swiftly for prior· consultation with the allies.· In my view, the U,S, 

should have apprised NATO of this move concu=ently with. transmission of the 

message. to U,S. commands, This action would have been consistent with the 

U.S, judgement that Soviet behaviour in the Middle East vitally affected 

alliance interests, not only those of the u.s. · 

Una~are of the rapidly changing situation which had compelled'the u.s. to 

go on alert,· the allies were skeptical about the wisdom of such extreme action. 

They feared that it increased the risks of escalating the Middle East situation 

'to a conflict into 'which.they would be involuntarily drawn~ · ·· · 
.. . .. 

Looking back, it is evident that some of the late~ .. recriminations might . . 
have been avoided if the U,S. had been more timely and open in discussions with 

aiiies, On the other hand 1 had the allies been more perceptive about the 

consequences of Soviet involvement, the recriminations might'never hBve surfaced, 

By focusing on short-term effects on their oil dependent economies, they lost 

sight of longer term implications, both economic and in relation to aJ~ies 

security. ·• 

This preoccupation with economic aspects, rather than polit.ioal or military, 

was empbasized by the. method they chose to announce a common position on the 

Middle East conflict: On November 6th, the European Community· m.i.nisters called 

for concessions .. to Arab· de~ds - Israeli withdra~l tci 1967 b~~ers and . ' . 
recognition of the rights of Palestinians. This handling of a security related 

matter in an economic forum indicated the lack of an effective European 
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institution for dealing with overlapping economic, political.and.security 

matters, 

an·both sides of the Atlantic, ieaders were surprised at the extent of the 

rift between the· U .s, and its allies 'th~t Was uncovered by reactions to the 

Middle ERst. conflict', Both recognized. th.e need to repair relations and to 
. . . 
minimize long term damage from the episode, although both continued to percei~ 

significant differences of interest between the U,S, and its European allies, . 

particularly in the short term, 

As the U,S. began more ~ffectively to communicate its rationale'concerning 

Soviet'behaviour in the crisis, the ·allies became more receptive to the view 

that'NATO interests were affected, They also were reassured abciut·U,S, commit

ment to defence of NATO, iit view of u.s·, willingness· to support a· friendly 

nation even in the' absence of a formal treaty and even when such support was 

potentially an economic catastrophe~ · · 

' Nonetheless, the Europeans continued to have difficulty reconciling the~ 
' ' 

security interest in solidarity with the U,S, and their economic interest in - . . ~ ' ' .. . 
continuing oil supplies, These interests were still handled in separate 

bureaucratic compartments;-so that European Community aild NATO. postures were 

substantiallY diffe.rent in spite of imp~oved understanding of the U.S. rationale, 

economic interests tended to outweight those of alliance ·securitY.· 

The ques.tion remains as to how it wa~ possible, in the circumstances then . . ~ . 
existing, forS.ecretary of Stat!l.Kissinger to work out the withdrawal and 

• • . 1 . - ' 

ce!!sefire agreements with Egypt and Syria, To my mind, the essential elements 
. . 

were the following. The success of the original Egyptian and Syrian surprise 

attacks removed the sense of inferiority which had plagued the Arab states, 
.:. ,. . . - . ' . . 

This removed a bar to their assessing more realistically their vital interests 

~d the long fe~ ~hreats to those vital interests,' The action of the United 

States and the USSR in halt~ the Israeli counterattack persuaded them that 
. . . ' 

Israel was no longer an unmanageable. threat to their sovereign interests, 
• : • • • • t 

I believe that most Arab leaders have never considered the United States, 

except fo~'its support of the. continued existence of Israel as a sovereign 

state, ~o'be such a threat, The Soviet Union,· whose support was necessary to 

the' ArS:bs in. c'ountering Israel, can, however, in the ·long run be such a threat 

to Arab soverei~ interests .as' Soviet pres.ence fu the Middle East, the Persian 

Gulf and the Indian Ocean iricreases, Fu:rthemore, it was only the United 

States which coUld bring sufficient pressur~ on Israel to bring about a 

measure of Israeli withdrawal, By virtue of these preconditions and much hard 

diplomatic work, at least an interim settlement became possible. Whether a 

permanent settlement, or the evolution of partial mea.sures making possible a 

continuing modus vivendi, are possible, only the future ~an tell, 
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The energy problem, providing the basis for a new and serious form of 

economic warfare, had been a matter of concern to the u.s. and its European 

and Japan~se allies for several years before last October's Arab/Israeli war, . . ~ . . 
Although there· was theoretically a policy of close collaboration among the . . ' ~ .. 
three, in reality a pattern of separatism was ~vident. The October Middle . . . . 
East war brought into the open this political divisiveness among the Atlantio 

allies. and precipita~ed an alliance crisis. 

Both NAT0 1s economic and its security interests are served by reduction 

of Arab/Israeli tensions, Perpetuation of Arab/Israeli tensions at a high 

level could keep European oil supplies ~ontinuously in jeqpardy. Only the 

u.s. has the requisite leverage and effective communication with both sides 

to promote further adjustment of the dispute. Western Europe,. with ~ts 

eighty~five per cent dependence on the Middle Eas~ for oil, has a far greater 

stake in the success of U,S. diplomacy in the Middle East than does.the u.s • 
• 

with its fifteen per cent dependence, In these circumstances, successful u.s. . . 
actions could be considered, in the main, as promoting the long term interests 

of its allies (in both Europe ~d the Pacific) and tbus its own broader interests. 

What is certain is that the oil producing states have learned the benefits 
' . . . 

to themselves of co-ope:r;stion in their mutual economic interest and .. that this 

deve~opment has radically changed ,the terms of trade against the .oil consuming 

nations. The oil embargo and the increase in oil prices were undoubtedly 

t~iggered by'the October war. Co-o:Peration among· oil: p~oducing states might, 
' hmiever, have come about eventually eveh in the absence of' the Middle East . . 

crisis, After all, Iran and' Venezuela had little interest in Arab-Israeli 

differences, 

In any case, the balance of payments ~d inflationary difficulties of all 
.:. ., 

members of the alliance have been radi?ally exacer~at~d, _The adverse side of 

the balance of payments surpluses .of the oil exporting natio~ is necessarily 
. . . ' . '" 

an equal aggregate balance of payments deficits of the oil importing countries, 

The pressures on each ~ember of the alliance to minimize its economic difficulties . . . 

even at the expens.e of other members is direct and immediate.. The temptation 

to further redu.ce resources allocated to defence has been increased, Conc~ently, . . . ~ . 
the limited nature of the restraints w~i~ an atmc;>sphere of_ d~tente places upon 

Soviet actions, particularly as ite capability to project its military power 

increases, has once again been pointed up. No om can have confidence that .. . 
evident situations of weakneee will not be exploited by _those in a position to 

gain therefrom, 

As you all know, I am not.in.a position to speak for the United States 

Government and that for the last five years I have focused ~ attention on only 

one aspect of U.S. policy - that of attemptiz?g to negotiate effective arms. 
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-control measuxes- with -the Soviet Union, I,' therefore, offer iny views on the 

impact· of the events of the Middle' East crisis on American -policy toward allies. 

with diffidence; ' 

I would mSke four basic points, The first is that the interests of the 

United States are now even more crucially involved with the political, economic 

and security interests of others tbBn at any time in the past, and that the 

dangers to the interests of· others are evident and threateri:ing, The second 

point is that in a positi'on of increased collective danger the-need for pulling 

together, of-mutual co-operation, and of strengthening the alliance is self

evident, The third point is that while the United States is strong, has been 

less damaged by recent events than have some others, and iD. fact has significantly 

increased its internal unity and political self-confidence by the resolution of 

its constitutional impeachment process, there are limits to its capabilities and 

to its tolerance; the United States·cannot be-expected to take a kindly view of 

those who would trade against the general interests for narrow and particular 

interests, And fourth, the effort to maintain an atmosphere of detente with the 

USSR must be continued concurrently with a deep skepticism as to the restraints 

on Soviet ambitions and actions implied by detente. 

Certain more specific ~uestions arise. In recent years, many in the United 

States have hoped that regional power centers were arising that would substantially 

reduce the areas where U,S, action is re~uired to help avoid developments adverse 

to the general interest. In the economic sphere such progress is evident, for · 

example, in German action with respect to Italy's current financial problem, 

But the pace and effectiveness of comparable developments in the politico-military 

sphere has not been e~ually encouraging, It is still true, perhaps increasingly 

true, that where Soviet political and military power impinges importantly on a 

serious regional problem, the countervailing power of the United States-is 

necessary to secure a balanced outcome. But for its oountervailing po, er to be 

effective,alliance support is a prere~uisite, 

This raises a general ~uestion in respect to how the United Stat should 

handle its relationships with other members of the alliance system, the one 

hand, it is of the greatest importance that concensus and a common will be found 

in the alliance; to foster this, full and continuing consultation is re~uired, 

On the other hand, occasions can arise where decisive and timely action are of 

the essence. It is never easy to reconcile these two re~uirements, The 

difficulties can be made less by a continuous process of assessment and 

reassessment of world developments and potential crisis situations within the 

alliance, This can, in part, be done through such institutions as the NATO 

Council, In large measure, however, it is a task for diplomatic channels, 
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.~t has ~e~n s~geste~~hat fUrther organizational-machinery wpuld be helpfUl. 

To my mind;; :the .. prior q\).esti_on is psychological ~ political. .If there is a 

common appreciation of common objectives and of developipg thr.eats and,· of the 

importance of placing common and long rapge interests ahead of particular and 
• •• • '. '""· • • 0 ~ • •. • • • 

short range inj;eres:ts, it is not difficult to find the appropriate moo,hinery 
• • • • • • • 0 ~ •• '. • • • ;.. •• • • 

f?r co-ordinated planping and ac:tion • 
. _ • .-. I 

This. br~ .me to the third quesi;ion of my intrpductory P¥'agraP,h,.,- the 

. impact .of the Middle .East. crisis on allied. policy to. the. Un,ited Stat!JS• :But 

this quest:ion can pest .. be addressed by ,other members of ~the cpnference., I am 

sure t~t the view~ o~ other ~embers o~ the alliance·will haye a major impact 

. ··• ·· • on tl).e. eyolution of u.s .. alliance,,policy, 
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